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Abstract

The Internet is a well-established source of information, and it enables services

of many kinds. Over the years, many educational systems proposed online systems

for the delivery of courses. Lately, educational services on the web have signi�cantly

enlarged the opportunity for students and instructors to search for educational

materials supporting their educational needs. When we focus on instructors, we

note that seeking teaching resources on the web is a widespread practice, and some

online systems aim to support instructors in this complex and delicate task. In

fact, quality of teaching is, without doubt, an important factor for learning, and

an important aspect of teaching is the delivery of quality learning materials to

students.

At the intersection of Information Retrieval (IR) and Recommender Systems

(RS) in education, remarkable results have been achieved in the reuse and recom-

mendation of educational resources. Back to 2002, we �nd a formalisation of a

Learning Object (LO) as an object for enabling the reuse of digital materials for

learning. The LO provides some educational characteristics of the content called

metadata. This proposal was a breaking-through for �nally implementing the shar-

ing and reuse of educational materials with the application of IR and RS methods.

The literature for RS in education spins around the original concept of Learning

Object. However, the notion of LO presents many issues for the structuring of the

metadata. In particular, the LO alone is unable to provide su�cient data for ac-

curately performing recommendations and retrieval of resources. The result is that

scholars in the �eld propose some modi�cations to the structure of the metadata

with the production of isolated case-studies about small repositories, sometimes

not even publicly available.

Today, the world-wide-web is mature enough from the educational perspective.

So much so that this thesis will use it as the dataset of teaching resources. Certainly,

the retrieval from the web of an educational resource is more complicated than from

repositories of LOs. The main di�culties are the absence of educational metadata

among the web pages, and the huge size of the web. Nevertheless, we should

highlight that most of the RS and IR systems in education do not bene�t from

the current standard of metadata of LO. We �nd that most of these research work

uncovers the signi�cant limitations of LO metadata, and so proposals emerge that

modify metadata frameworks of LO for performing a recommendation based on

particular educational aspects or conditions.
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We can see the size of the web as a challenge but also as an excellent oppor-

tunity. Transferring IR methods from local repositories of LO to the web faces

many problems and most of the methods will not work properly. We believe that

the size of the Internet is an excellent leverage point because it provides diversity.

This feature is critical for educational resources to meet the diverse education

characteristics and users' needs.

Therefore, this research addresses the problem of using web pages as potential

resources for teaching. We will propose a ranking principle that produces relev-

ance positions for web pages which re�ects their compliance to a teaching context.

We start our research working on the identi�cation of those educational attributes

of a teaching context that actually carry information useful for rating web pages

for teaching. Then, our focus moves towards the design of an educational ranking

principle based on our de�nition of Teaching Context. We call our ranking principle

WebEduRank. WebEduRank is a ranking principle for rating web pages focusing

on the teaching side of education. For testing the progress of our WebEduRank,

we evaluate the accuracy performance of WebEduRank against Google's ranking,

BM25F and TFIDF. To conduct this evaluation, we build a dataset of ratings of

web pages in educational contexts. We collect these data via an online survey

where instructors create a teaching context of their interest and evaluate the use-

fulness of some web pages for teaching in such context. With these data, we �rst

show that we can use the Instructor Pro�le (IP) for building a query for a more

accurate retrieval of teaching resources. We compare the performance of BM25F

and TFIDF interrogated with a user query and with the IP-informed query. The

results of the paired t-tests con�rm an improvement of the accuracy of the rankings

according to �ve accuracy measures. Finally, we evaluate WebEduRank with the

same data and methodology, and we also compare the accuracy of its rankings with

the relevance placements by Google as well as the IP-informed versions of BM25F

and TFIDF. Strong positive results leave no doubt about the better rankings pro-

duced by WebEduRank, especially when compared with the rankings of Google.

Each of the �ve measures report a better ranking from WebEduRank, con�rming

the possibility of ranking web pages for teaching using our WebEduRank.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The web is a massive network of web pages with di�erent content, type and pur-

pose (Brin and Page, 2012). Now, the web is a critical source of knowledge and services

in many areas, and a myriad of users connect to the Internet for searching web pages

that can satisfy their information needs. Among these users, we also �nd students and

instructors who look for web pages that can support their educational tasks. Search

engines like Google and online encyclopedia like Wikipedia are with no doubt import-

ant reference point for the retrieval of web resources for teaching or learning (Maloney

et al., 2013). Also, the number of educational institutions using e-learning platforms

signi�cantly increased in the last decade (Kay et al., 2013). Moreover, a new concept of

delivery for coursework, called Massive Open Online Course (MOOC), is rapidly grow-

ing (Kay et al., 2013). These events increase the production, but also the demand for

web pages speci�c to the new contexts of teaching and/or learning. Hence, the web

o�ers educational resources for satisfying many new educational trends.

The retrieval and recommendation of educational resources are more complicated

than other goods or services because of the many aspects involved in the diverse phases

of learning and teaching (Verbert et al., 2012a). To perform a proper recommendation

of educational resources, information about the user's preferences or interests alone is

insu�cient, because such data should comply with educational requirements and spe-

ci�cations which are beyond the user personality Bozo et al. (2010). For this reason, the

education context is critical for an e�cient retrieval and recommendation of resources.

When looking for a web page for teaching, the topic is only a component that we should

1
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consider. For example, it is now standard procedure to use the Learning Styles for a

better matching of learning resources with the students' attitude of learning (Drachsler

et al., 2015). More recently, we �nd some emerging proposals for representing an in-

structor pro�le for improving the recommendation or retrieval of teaching resources for

instructors (Limongelli et al., 2016c; Sergis and Sampson, 2016).

Despite this high demand of web pages for education, current research studies have

not considered the Internet when proposing educational-based Information Retrieval

(IR) and Recommender Systems (RS). The primary attention is on the retrieval of re-

sources from educational repositories instead of the Internet (Drachsler et al., 2015).

The Learning Object (LO) is the primary technology for the sharing and reuse of edu-

cational resources from online Learning Object Repositories (LOR), as discussed later

in Section 2.1. Unfortunately, these repositories are rather small, and the attempts to

unify them in a unique repository are still short of implementation for current online

systems. One of the main reasons for the importance of the Internet for education is the

availability of millions of potential teaching resources which can di�er in type, style and

purpose. The 40,000 resources available in MERLOT (which is one of the largest LORs

at the moment) seems small with the potential number of resources that feature of the

Internet. Moreover, we expect the Internet to grow faster that dedicated repositories or

LO-based systems. Instead of proposing another IR method based on Learning Object

Repositories, we �nd more interesting to manage these huge number of web pages for

the retrieval of educational web pages, like it is currently performed in other speci�c

areas like books, videos, travel guides, and many other classi�cations.

Also, most of the proposals emerging from the �elds of IR and RS when focused

on education, consider the students as the central user, and very few and recent stud-

ies take into account the instructors (Drachsler et al., 2015) as primary requesters of

educational resources. We argue that students are usually unable to adequately build

a learning context by themselves alone. Especially, students are not completely able to

�gure out whether or not a resource is e�ective for meeting their educational require-

ments. While learners can provide some information about their learning attitude, we

believe instructors are better placed and experienced to plan the teaching. Instructors

understand what is a progression that usually is better for learning, and how to order
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learning activities to successfully and smoothly achieve the learning goals of a course.

These teaching tasks are critical for a proper planning of the course. Verbert et al.

(2012b) report the most frequent tasks that instructors undertake when planning their

teaching. Out of 36 surveyed European instructors, 31 of them highlight the relevance

of the task of design and selection of educational resources, and 24 agree with the e�ort

and importance of the process of the design of a content-oriented structure of the course.

A conclusion of Verbert et al. (2012b) is that

�these �ndings underline the relevance and necessity of supporting teachers

(a) during the process of activity design and (b) in the selection of relevant

resources for learning and teaching activities.� (p.1258).

These �ndings further motivate our interest for the large gap of supporting instructors

during the teaching, even in basic tasks like the retrieval and composition of educational

resources.

Some researchers have started to consider the role of instructors for building and

planning the teaching (Limongelli et al., 2016c; Sergis and Sampson, 2016; Verbert

et al., 2012b). However, this research is small when compared to the amount of student-

centred research (Drachsler et al., 2015), though the teaching is no doubt a fundamental

factor for successful learning. These recent studies address some open problems of the

education planning that might �nally lead to o�er comprehensive support to educational

users of the web, both students and instructors. Our research is following this recent

trend, mainly focusing on the retrieval of teaching resources from the Internet.

1.1 Background

Traditional IR methods bene�t from user pro�les for improving the accuracy of the

scoring methods and ranking algorithms (Liang, 2011). Those pro�les usually represent

the background knowledge of users built incrementally from the navigation history and

previous web-searches of the user (Liang, 2011; Sieg et al., 2007). While the personal

preferences of users are expected to be quite stable and predictable after comprehensive

data collection, the teaching process is continuously in progress; it is always evolving

to meet the new requirements of incoming students, revamped curricula and fresher
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instruction directives. Also, the needs to explore educational resources is probably at

its peak when instructors start to teach a new course which is not correlated to their

previous classes; it involves new topics or a novel teaching context. It is therefore likely

that the resources that an instructor previously used do not represent the instructor's

new needs. Also, an instructor may teach in di�erent contexts, so the resources delivered

in one context do not match or share little with other contexts, even for the same

instructor. In general, we can say that when instructors are looking for new resources,

it is very likely their queries and requests emerge after their Teaching Context changed

or it has been updated. Hence, the resources that an instructor selected in the past

may not re�ect current teaching.

The instructors' educational context is critical for representing information about

the present teaching needs (Bozo et al., 2010; Ferreira-Satler et al., 2012). We can

extract part of this context by looking at the structure of the course (Estivill-Castro

et al., 2016). The course structure is fundamentally the representation of the knowledge

and skills that the course transmits which is, in essence, the concept map. The concept

map is a data structure widely used in Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) systems

for representing the concepts taught in a course and their arrangement (Limongelli

et al., 2016b; Novak and Cañas, 2007). The nodes of a concept map are the concepts,

and the edges are properties that connect two concepts. The edges usually have a label

to express the type of relationship between the concepts. However, for some tasks in

TEL, a concept map with custom properties is not needed, also because it signi�cantly

impacts on the e�ort for the composition of the map. A concept map which reports a

few but expressive educational properties, rather than domain properties, is enough for

many applications in TEL (De Medio et al., 2016a,c; Limongelli et al., 2016b, 2011),

including RS and IR (Limongelli et al., 2013a).

There are some proposals of instructor models that use concept maps for RS and

IR purposes (Caravantes and Galán, 2011; Limongelli et al., 2013a). For example, a

set of concept maps, together with few other elements of information, can represent

the teaching experience of an instructor (Limongelli et al., 2013a). Each concept map

describes the concepts of a particular course, and the concepts are only connected with

each other according to the prerequisite relation. Similarly, our goal is to support in-
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structors during the retrieval of teaching material. For this reason, we do not need

detailed domain knowledge of a course since we do not aim at building a course auto-

matically. When retrieving the teaching resources, we will not only bene�t from the

topic of the concept. The teaching context in which the web pages will be delivered can

help to select resources that better suit the context.

1.2 Research problem: motivations and signi�cance

In this research, we address the problem of an educational-based retrieval of relevant

items from the web, which is a huge dataset.

While many studies focus on RS of Learning Objects, mostly for students (Drachsler

et al., 2015), some researchers have identi�ed challenges and shortcomings of Learning

Objects technologies for implementing an e�ective retrieval and recommendation of

Learning Objects (Bozo et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2008). Those issues are mostly related

to the inability of the metadata of Learning Objects to properly de�ne educational traits

of the resources (refer to Section 2.1). Since recommendation methods work on ratings

of items that users assign over time, eventually with other contextual data (Adomavicius

and Tuzhilin, 2011), most of the proposed RS suggest particular datasets with ratings

of a Learning Object for some educational information. However, each dataset consists

of di�erent data for representing educational aspects, and they are rather small and

usually not publicly available (Drachsler et al., 2015; Estivill-Castro et al., 2016). As

result, instructors and learners refer to the web as source of resources for satisfying their

educational needs (Maloney et al., 2013). The reasons are the extremely large size of

resources on the Internet and the diversity of the resources are the main aspects that

attract educational users. For these reasons, our research problem is the retrieval of web

pages which are not limited to educational repositories, though these web pages do not

have any instructional rating or meta-data. Since we do not have teaching information

of web pages, we rate the web pages according to their compliance with the educational

context. Therefore, we address the problem of implementing a new ranking principle

which evaluates the usefulness of a web educational resource for teaching a concept in

a given context.

We think that the retrieval of teaching resources appropriate for the education con-
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text should come before the suggestion of resources that are close to the pro�le of

the instructor. For example, let us assume that we suggest a resource aligned to the

teaching style of the instructor, but it is about a concept that is not present in the edu-

cational plan anymore, or the prerequisites of the concept have changed signi�cantly.

It is clear that the recommendation is not wrong since the resource was of interest for

the instructor. However, that resource is now useless for the current teaching situation.

That is why it is suggested to evaluate the usefulness of a potential educational resource

against the context of teaching (Bozo et al., 2010; Limongelli et al., 2013b). Therefore,

the proposal of an educational ranking principle is a �rst critical step towards the sug-

gestion of resources useful for the instructor and in compliance with current teaching

requirements. This type of problem seems to sit more in the IR research area than

within the �eld of RS.

Another crucial aspect of this research is the retrieval of web pages instead of Learn-

ing Objects. There are two main di�erences between a web page and a Learning Object:

dataset and structure. While Learning Objects are available in educational repositories

only, the web pages are on the Internet which is a huge dataset. When transiting from

small and local repositories, like Learning Object Repository, to the size of the web,

ranking methods can face some issues. Several studies already solved these problems

many years ago (Kobayashi and Takeda, 2000), enabling the di�usion of modern search

engines for their incredible ability to retrieve web pages useful for a web search. Also,

instructors and students are users that bene�t from such search engines when looking

for educational resources (Maloney et al., 2013). With Massive Open Online Courses

(MOOC) the web is also a source of courses ready to learn for students. This spread-

ing of educational services on the Internet provides a huge number of web pages which

have some potential as an educational resource in an education context. However, web

pages do not present any educational description of their content comparable to what

Learning Objects o�er through some metadata, which results in a di�erence of the

structure of the two scenarios. In theory, the metadata of Learning Objects should be

a signi�cant positive point for Learning Objects, but there are many issues about the

standardisation, completeness and quality of the annotations that make it of di�cult

application for IR and RS in TEL (refer to Section 2.1). Even if the web pages come
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with no instructional information, we believe that it is more valuable to work on this

issue than on the many problems of metadata of Learning Objects (some of which seem

not to be technical). The reason is that if we enable the retrieval of teaching resources

from the web, we have millions of resources available, while from Learning Object Re-

positories we can get just a few thousands of resources. Therefore, this research works

on the development of a ranking principle that ranks web pages instead of Learning

Objects.

The ranking of web pages should re�ect their usefulness for teaching in an individual

teaching context, not just relevant to a topic. The de�nition of a teaching context is

not easy for the many aspects involved in the processes of teaching and learning. For

our research, the pro�table context mainly relates to course information and concepts

included in a course. For ranking web pages, we are not interested in the semantic of the

properties, but we need to know i) what concept the web page is teaching, and ii) the

prerequisite knowledge that facilitates the fruition of the concept. This situation allows

us to signi�cantly simplify the problem of knowledge management and focus more on

the identi�cation of other educational data for representing teaching contexts, which is

one of the main topics of this thesis. Other research related to the representation of

concept maps in e-learning systems already adopts such simpli�ed structure of concept

map (Limongelli et al., 2016b, 2012, 2011; Sangineto et al., 2008). The teaching know-

ledge has a signi�cant potential for the de�nition of an educational context Caravantes

and Galán (2011), and concept map can represent part of it. Therefore, we further

investigate which elements of the teaching knowledge depict important educational as-

pects related to the selection and composition of educational resources. Our goal is to

design an instructor pro�le that is pretty similar to those user models in semantic IR,

where the teaching knowledge is a specialisation of the background knowledge of an

instructor-user, and the items are educational resources.

When ranking web pages according to their ability to teach a concept in a context,

a �rst question is about the conceptualisation of teaching. In Chapter 3, we present a

de�nition of some aspects of the teaching knowledge for the de�nition of the teaching

context. In this research, we do not undertake the problem of de�ning when a web

page is a teaching resource, but to what extent a web page �ts in the educational
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context of an instructor. No matter the type of the content of the web page (e.g. video,

text, audio, presentation or a combination of them) and the purpose (e.g. presenting,

assessing, supplement, practice and so forth), we aim to score web pages according to

the capability of covering some knowledge. Such knowledge must ful�l the requirements

of the educational context (e.g. prerequisite knowledge, course domain and education

level). The ranking principle should rank at high positions any web page that covers

those requirements. We assume that if the web page includes some particular knowledge

and match with other educational aspects, then it is likely appropriate for teaching.

We also do not consider the purpose of teaching that the instructor has in mind

for the resource. We are aware of the importance of the purpose of the resource, but

this research is moving some �rst steps towards an educational ranking of web pages,

so other issues have higher priority for a successful realisation of the principle. The

purpose of the resource is indeed secondary to the suitability of the web page for an

educational context. For now, we delegate to instructors the responsibility to decide

how to use a web page in their teaching. Also, the instructor can determine if the whole

web page or part of it is useful for the teaching goals.

In conclusion, this research aims to propose a ranking principle that scores the con-

tent of web pages for supporting the instruction of a concept in a particular educational

context. We assume that a web page can support the teaching if it covers the knowledge

around the concept as the context reports. Therefore, the �nal contribution of this re-

search is an educational-oriented ranking principle for ranking web pages for teaching.

We name the ranking principle WebEduRank.

1.3 Research objectives and questions

For the proposal ofWebEduRank, we face three main problems: de�nition of teaching

context for IR purposes, validation of the teaching context for informing IR methods,

and design of the ranking principle. These three issues are the primary objectives of

this research, essential to the design of WebEduRank. Each objective of this research

leads to the formulation of a research question:

1. RQ1: What information of the proposed Teaching Context do instruct-
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ors perceive as useful when looking for teaching resources on the web?

The �rst objective of the research is the proposal of a teaching context. This

context is critical for a successful design of the WebEduRank since we use the

attributes of the context for scoring web pages. In Section 2.3 and Section 2.2.3,

we review some studies in the areas of IR and RS for TEL which bene�t from

educational contexts for scoring Learning Objects.

In general, contextual information enables a more precise recommendation and

retrieval of items (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011). It allows the pruning of

items or ratings of items which are not in similar contexts of the user who is

currently conducting a web search. This situation is the same of ourWebEduRank,

but we do not have a de�nition of teaching context that is concise and e�ective

at the same time. We need a concise teaching context that represents those

aspects that are involved in the process of selection and composition of educational

resources. Other attributes may introduce noise in the ranking task and, certainly,

they will have a heavier impact on the user for the de�nition of the context. At

the same time, we have to make sure that we have enough information for an

accurate ranking of the web pages. Since the teaching context describes where

the instructor teaches, we suggest building an instructor pro�le that is, in essence,

a set of teaching contexts where the instructor has taught in the past and where

is teaching currently. This formulation of the pro�le may also result useful in

future research for the implementation of novel recommendation strategies for

instructors.

To address this research question, in Chapter 3 we review some studies about

the theory of teaching knowledge with the aim to extract some features for our

teaching context, concluding with the presentation of the structure of the teaching

context and the instructor pro�le. We also address some considerations about

the feasibility of a practical construction of the pro�le in real scenarios. Then,

in Chapter 4 we present the theoretical evaluation of our teaching context. Such

analysis is validated with a survey. We submit to instructors a questionnaire about

the perceived-usefulness of our context in reporting enough teaching information

for performing and evaluating the results of web searches for education purposes.
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2. RQ2: Can our Instructor Pro�le o�er information that improves the

accuracy of retrieval methods for ranking web pages for teaching?

Once we have a theoretical validation of our Instructor Pro�le, we conduct a study

to check whether or not there is a way to exploit it for improving IR methods and

modern search engines. To the best of our knowledge, there are no proposals

for IR methods focused on scoring web pages for teaching (refer to Section 2.3

and Section 2.2.3). For this reason, we do not know if we can practically realise

such a scoring method, so we �rst use current IR methods and search engines to

see if we can improve their accuracy when retrieving web pages in education. In

Chapter 5, we develop and test some methods for querying modern search engines,

like Google, and critical scoring techniques with the attributes of our Instructor

Pro�le. We measure the accuracy performance of those systems and techniques

with and without the information coming from our Instructor Pro�le, reporting

evidence of the signi�cant improvement of their accuracy performance thanks to

our Instructor Pro�le.

For conducting this experiment, we asked instructors to rate the usefulness of web

pages for their teaching contexts. An online survey allowed instructors to build

a teaching context of their interest, and formulate a query for conducting blind

web-searches for a concept in their context. Finally, they rated the usefulness

of the �rst ten web pages presented by Google according to the usefulness for

teaching the concept in the particular context. The user does not know which

search engines is truly elaborating the web-search, and the results are presented

in a random order to reduce any possible bias during the ratings of the web pages.

We store the data collected in this survey in our local repository for replying to

this and the next research question.

3. RQ3 : Given a set of web pages, can our WebEduRank o�er a more

accurate educational ranking of the web pages than current practices?

The positive answer to RQ2 encourages the design of WebEduRank based on

the data of our Instructor Pro�le. In Chapter 6 we discuss how to combine the

information and structure of our Teaching Context with web pages. We mainly
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address the problem of parsing the content of web pages taking into account their

structure. We anticipate that some IR methods divide the content of web pages

into di�erent sections according to the HTML tags (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010).

The rationale is that some tags express a particular type of information (e.g. links

refer to concepts close to the topic of the web page), so we implement this rationale

for scoring the web pages with our WebEduRank.

Since each section of a web page expresses particular information, we now deal with

the problem of matching this structured data from web pages with our WebEd-

uRank. The solution to this issue is the formulation of WebEduRank which is

the ultimate goal of this research. Our research concludes with the evaluation of

WebEduRank, comparing its accuracy performance with the results of the RQ2.

Those results report the best accuracy performance of current practices in ranking

web pages for teaching. From RQ2, we �nd that current methods perform the

best when interrogated with information from our Instructor Pro�le instead of

user queries. Hence, we use these results as the benchmark for the evaluation of

our WebEduRank.

The positive answer to this last research question concludes our research, where we

prove that ourWebEduRank produces rankings of web pages more accurately than

current practices. We highlight that in our research our subjects are actual in-

structors' who rate web pages returned from web searches. All of our experiments

use real online data, and the �ndings of this research are statistically signi�cant.

Therefore, these results are strong evidence of the feasibility of ranking web pages

for teaching using our WebEduRank, opening many other future implications and

developments of IR and RS in TEL.

1.4 Methodology

During this research, we address the problems of i) formulation of an instructor

pro�le for informing IR methods, and ii) design of a ranking principle for an educational-

oriented scoring of web pages based on our pro�le. Because of the di�erent goals and

questions of these issues, we address them with two methodologies.
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One method designs the validation process of the instructor pro�le through an on-

line questionnaire. As said earlier, we do not have a set of features that we can use

for ranking web pages, but we need to discover them through the analysis of current

studies. When we formulate our instructor pro�le, we have to make sure that it con-

tains valuable information for the design of WebEduRank. With quantitative research

methodology, we can discover the instructors' perceived-usefulness of the attributes of

our pro�le for assessing the educational properties of a web page. Section 4.1 presents

the questionnaire we developed for such purpose, the sample of instructors, and other

details of the methodology for a proper validation of the pro�le.

The second methodology addresses the evaluation of WebEduRank against some

traditional IR scoring methods. We �rst discuss of the data we need for the evaluation,

and how we collect them through an online survey. Then, we run the WebEduRank and

the baselines with such data, recording their performance according to several accuracy

measures. We detail this methodology in Section 5.1.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we review those studies that depict the current state-of-the-art

about the recommendation and retrieval of educational resources and related topics.

For the retrieval and recommendation of teaching material, the semantic of resources

is critical for a successful implementation of retrieval methods that support education.

Hence, we discuss those techniques for the description of educational characteristics of

resources. We present strengths and weaknesses of current solutions, and we analyse

if such techniques can be useful or provide insights for our research goals. We mainly

focus on the Learning Object which is the predominant structure of learning resources

for the sharing and retrieval of such resources on the web. More speci�c, we discuss

of the de�nition of Learning Object and its metadata, then we present some e�orts to

standardise the metadata of Learning Objects across di�erent platforms, and improve

the quality of the annotation of the metadata. We also discuss the applicability of

Learning Object to our research after considering some issues and open problems for

the recommendation and retrieval of Learning Objects from repositories.

Next, we present some studies about IR and recommendation strategies that are

essential for de�ning the most popular approaches to perform these tasks. Furthermore,

we show how these approaches apply to educational resources, with particular attention

to the current issues for ranking digital resources for education.

For describing the educational traits of digital resources, instructors' teaching know-

ledge is an alternative way to the metadata of Learning Object. Such knowledge can be

used to describe the teaching contexts in which the instructor delivered the resources.

13
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Such knowledge can be a precious information that can provide a more meaningful de-

scription of resources selection and usage (Kim et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2008). So, we

study how IR systems bene�t from users' background knowledge and user pro�les for

improving the quality of the ranking and, especially, how it applies to TEL systems.

We present some applications of user pro�ling to IR, with a more-in-depth look at those

studies in the �eld of TEL which analyse the recommendation and retrieval of resources

to instructors.

2.1 Learning Object

Most of RS and IR systems in TEL are based on the notion of Learning Object, which

is the most relevant solution for wrapping digital learning resources into an object that

can be shared in and retrieved from online repositories (Drachsler et al., 2015). Sosteric

and Hesemeier (2002) de�ne a Learning Object as a multimedia content provided with

instructional information for the reuse of the content. The instructional information

forms the metadata of the material that should be able to describe the educational

features, like a caption of an image describes what the image shows. The Learning Ob-

jects come with the following properties: self-contained, shareable, reusable, aggregable

and tagged with metadata for facilitating the search phase in repositories.

Under the educational view, the discussion on what a Learning Object is remains

open, also open for discussion are what characteristics its content should have (Alharbi,

2013; Bozo et al., 2010). This discussion has risen many doubts on the aim of Learning

Object since the early life of Learning Object (Polsani, 2003) because the granularity,

length and purpose of its content remains unclear, varying from a small lesson to an

entire course (Alharbi, 2013). Also, Learning Object metadata present some semantic

issues that complicate their information processing (Dietze et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2011).

All those problems are signi�cant issues for the realisation of recommender systems and

retrieval methods based on Learning Object. A review of Learning Object applications

and related matters helps us to describe the problematic annotation of educational

metadata for implementing an e�cient retrieval of learning materials.
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2.1.1 Learning Object Metadata standards

The metadata is one of the most important parts of the Learning Object, but, un-

fortunately, there is not a single accepted standard yet (Dietze et al., 2012; Mylonakis

et al., 2011). The most well-known standards of Learning Object metadata derive from

prestigious consortia such as IEEE and IMS (Friesen, 2005), who proposed Learning Ob-

ject Metadata (LOM) (Committee et al., 2002) and IMS Meta-Data (MD) respectively.

From these and other organisations, several metadata standards have been proposed for

di�erent purposes. For example, SCORM (ADL, 2009) is a metadata standard usual

on Learning Management Systems (LMS), and it is an extension of MD for improving

the usability of Learning Objects on LMS. We also underline Dublin core, this scheme

is another metadata standard quite popular in digital libraries.

The annotation of the metadata of Learning Object is not a simple task for instruct-

ors. Many descriptive data of a learning resource, which are not educational only, must

be stated accurately for enabling some recommendation and retrieval functions. To

illustrate these metadata, Figure 2.1 shows the structure of LOM after the fusion with

MD in 2004, which is also the latest version of LOM. As well as educational data, there

is other information related to rights, life cycle and other aspects of a learning resource,

but not all of these �elds are compulsory when annotating the metadata of a Learning

Object. From this illustration, we can speculate about the large e�ort required to in-

structors or authors of Learning Objects for the annotation of metadata. Even more,

Learning Objects are available online through repositories, and each repository is free to

adopt and de�ne a metadata schema that is better aligned to its scope (Prakash et al.,

2009). For better retrieval performance, repositories add elements to standard schema

(e.g. LOM) which are useful to their search engines. Even traditional repositories such

as Merlot1, CnX2 and Wisc-online3 have not a common way to handle metadata (Li-

mongelli et al., 2012). Hence, �lling the metadata of a Learning Object with LOM

schema is not enough for the sharing of the resource on many systems and repositories.

Despite the problems of Learning Object metadata standardisation, many research-

ers have designed proposals of IR and RS based on Learning Object repositories because

1http://www.merlot.org/merlot/index.htm
2http://cnx.org/
3https://www.wisc-online.com/learn
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Figure 2.1: IMS - IEEE LOM Schema (based on Figure 2.2 on
www.imsglobal.org/metadata/mdv1p3/imsmd_bestv1p3.html).

of the public retrieval services of the Learning Object Repository for textual queries.

Nevertheless, those proposals face again the many issues brought by the absence of a

single metadata standard (Botsios and Georgiou, 2011), and also other issues related to

the processing of Learning Object metadata. We will discuss about these issues later

in Section 2.3.

2.1.2 Solutions to Learning Object Metadata standardisation

The solutions to the problem of metadata standardisation are mostly based on the

translation of several schemas in a single standard like LOM (Najjar et al., 2003; Wang
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et al., 2011).

Najjar et al. (2003) present an important European project called ARIADNE, which

is a federated Learning Object Repository hosting Learning Objects coming from di�er-

ent repositories. The metadata of the Learning Objects in ARIADNE is LOM, so the

Learning Objects are converted into LOM standard no matter the original metadata

schema of the Learning Object. This conversion is possible when a repository imple-

ments a driver compatible with the ARIADNE speci�cations. Hence, if the repository

implements such a driver, then it can contribute to ARIADNE. Otherwise, ARIADNE

cannot gather Learning Objects from the repository. Surprisingly, we �nd ARIADNE

unable to retrieve educational resources for a case study that we describe later in Sec-

tion 5.2, which shows ARIADNE is not usable for retrieving teaching resources.

To enhance the interoperability among repositories, (Wang et al., 2011) suggest

cloud computing for sharing Learning Objects, gathering Learning Objects from many

repositories with the aim to construct a cloud-based repository. Similarly to ARIADNE,

it is necessary to de�ne a driver to translate di�erent schemas into the one they choose,

not e�ectively solving the problem of Learning Object metadata standardisation. This

solution replicated the idea of ARIADNE, and it di�ers mostly in the technical imple-

mentation of the federated repository, which is based on cloud computing in the study

of (Wang et al., 2011).

Although the e�orts of metadata standardisation, most of the proposals emanating

from RS and IR in TEL still suggest adding some new elements to LOM (Drachsler

et al., 2015), unveiling practical limitations of the solutions of the standardisation of

metadata that aim to convert Learning Objects into LOM. In summary, there lacks a

well-established set of educational information standards that describe Learning Ob-

jects in current repositories.

2.1.3 Semantic of Learning Object: problems and solutions

However, as well as the absence of an agreed standard for Learning Object metadata,

the biggest issue reported by Mylonakis et al. (2011) is the semantic operability of

Learning Object metadata due to the lack of �xed and well-known vocabularies for the

annotation of metadata. The metadata �elds are textual information where users write
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freely those data elements that ought to provide meaning. This unregulated freedom

complicates an adequate machine processing of Learning Object for recommendation

and retrieval tasks. To solve this problem, Mylonakis et al. (2011) suggest a solution

based on Application Pro�le (AP) to, �rst of all, overcome the semantic problem of

Learning Object metadata, as well as other minor problems. An AP is a set of user

guidelines that should disambiguate and make clearer the meaning of each �eld of the

metadata to facilitate and improve the quality of the annotations. That study proposes

a de�nition of AP for an agricultural repository, indicating that it should be de�ned

an AP for each domain. An AP requires a human expert of LOM to setting up the

vocabularies of the metadata elements and provide the authors of Learning Objects with

a short description of the meaning of the metadata. Once the AP is de�ned and applied,

it can e�ectively improve the semantic of Learning Object metadata (Mylonakis et al.,

2011). By its own nature, the AP proposal (Mylonakis et al., 2011) establishes that the

metadata of Learning Object is extremely complicated, and requires human experts to

support authors or instructors to complete the annotation process. This solution is not

feasible on a large scale like the web.

To enhance the semantic of metadata, Dietze et al. (2012) address this problem

using the principles of Linked Data (LD) and datasets in LD. They improve the quality

of Learning Object metadata linking a Learning Object to a set of terms of established

vocabularies available for LD. Their solution is interesting because they can also know

the synonyms of English words and the translation of metadata in other languages quite

precisely. They can provide an enhancement of metadata with standard terminology

for some metadata �elds, but they can not enhance the expressiveness of educational

information of Learning Object metadata. Therefore this approach cannot completely

solve the issue of the semantic ambiguity of Learning Object metadata. So, there is still

the problem of how to use a correct terminology with a unique meaning for an e�cient

retrieval of the Learning Objects.

Furthermore, the quality and completeness of metadata in repositories has been in

doubt for many years (Krieger, 2015; Manouselis et al., 2010; Margaritopoulos et al.,

2012; Ochoa et al., 2011; Shreeves et al., 2005). For example, Palavitsinis et al. (2014)

propose a Metadata Quality Assessment Certi�cation Process to improve the quality and
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completeness of metadata in repositories. This process consists of a set of methods and

tools that should lead the author to de�ne the metadata accurately, adding further e�ort

and rules for the authors of Learning Objects. This approach is still limited to LOM

standard and not applicable to every possible existent metadata schema. Also, their

solution implies that every current repository, application or system based on Learning

Objects should stop using their schema and adopt the sole LOM. This scenario is not

in par to the web and thus not feasible.

2.1.4 Learning Object annotation issues and solutions

Metadata is not a user-friendly approach for providing teaching material with qual-

ity and meaningful instructional information for computers (Harris, 2010; Rothery and

Hayes, 2008), despite the several proposed systems for assisting the annotation of

metadata of Learning Object. A study of the RMIT University in Melbourne sys-

tematically interviewed instructors regarding the design and evaluation of an adequate

retrieval of educational resources (Harris, 2010). The protocol of the interview has a

section focusing on the metadata of Learning Object. The analysis of the interviews

highlights the high mistrust by instructors about Learning Object metadata. Instruct-

ors �nd the metadata annotation process time consuming, redundant and, in general,

they do not like to manually annotate such a considerable number of �elds. They also

perceive that it mislead the intention of some elements of the metadata, so the re-

trieval process may not be as reliable. Despite the institution providing at least one

information specialist to help in the annotation of Learning Object metadata, several in-

terviewed instructors provide a negative feeling on Learning Objects. Those instructors

who have used Learning Objects do not report a positive experience at all, suggesting

such developments of IR methods have little bene�cial impact on instructors.

Another trend in the TEL research community is the transition from Learning Ob-

jects to Open Educational Resources (OER) (Sabitha et al., 2016). An OER is a

Learning Object, but it is also revisable, re-mixable and re-distributable in addition to

the Learning Object properties. These aspects make it attractive since a limitation of

the Learning Object is that instructors have to deliver it as it is, with no modi�cations.

Sabitha et al. (2016) propose a transition from Learning Objects to OER for support-
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ing the students in mixing and revising materials. However, we believe that instructors

should be responsible for these tasks because instructors know better how to properly

edit, remix and distribute educational resources. They also can invest their time on

those Learning Objects which are appropriate and e�ective in an educational context.

The transition from Learning Objects to OER has attracted further investigation into

Learning Objects for supporting teaching and learning tasks. The di�culty is the re-

quirement that OER must include rich educational metadata, so the issues of metadata

ambiguity and annotation are still present. We agree with the idea behind OER which

allows the revision and combination of teaching resources, but we want to explore web

pages as well, not only resources hosted in educational repositories.

2.1.5 Lessons learnt from Learning Object issues

Instructors �nd laborious the annotation of metadata for Learning Object.

Metadata annotation faces critical issues of semantic ambiguity for computer-based

elaborations. For these reasons and the fact that web pages do not have any educational

metadata, we are trying to follow an alternative path to LOM for ranking web pages.

From our analysis on Learning Object, we can conclude that Learning Object faces

issues with i) metadata standardisation, ii) metadata semantic, and iii) acceptance by

instructors. The standardisation and semantic problems are mostly due to the freedom

of authors to complete the metadata in their own words, instead of using an agreed

dictionary and an automatic contextualisation of digital material. Although some cur-

rent repositories adopt modi�cations of LOM to standarize requirements, there are still

doubts about the practical usefulness of LOM in facilitating IR systems. In our case,

this situation is even more challenging as we want to retrieve web pages for assisting

instructors. We should consider that instructors are not compelled to adopt Learning

Object as technology that can practically help them, and they do not want to invest

additional time when de�ning educational information. Hence, it is not reasonable to

expect that LOM, or part of it, can spread into the domain of educational resources on

the web.

In conclusion, we �nd the reuse of Learning Objects challenging and unlikely to

have a major bene�cial impact on the workload of instructors. Instead of trying to
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solve the issues of Learning Objects, we work on a solution for bypassing the challenges

of metadata. The current situation of web pages is that they are free from metadata, so,

for a real progress of IR in TEL, we need a ranking principle which can function on the

content and structure of web pages alone. Certainly, some LOM �elds are signi�cant for

ranking purposes, as discussed later in Section 3.2, but we want to use them di�erently.

2.2 Information Retrieval and Recommender Systems

The research areas of IR and RS have widely studied how to assist users in the

retrieval of relevant goods and services for information sources. While IR systems

mainly focus on scoring documents according to relevance for a query, recommendation

strategies mostly suggest resources looking at user-ratings of items, predicting what the

user may seek and even without a query. We can summarise that the problem of IR

methods is to analyse the content of items in a dataset to retrieve relevant items to the

user query. Instead, RS look at the users' rating of items to suggest new items without

a user query and, generally, without full access to the content of the items. Hence,

those systems use di�erent approaches to support �nding items of interest. These have

some particular specializations when applied for the retrieval and recommendation of

items in speci�c areas, in particular for education. Many web pages may hold potential

teaching material, so instructors consider the Internet as a place where they can retrieve

useful materials (Maloney et al., 2013). However, searching for educational resources

is more complicated than searching for other goods or services such as books and res-

taurants (Verbert et al., 2012a). The application of IR in education is di�cult because

i) many aspects are involved in the selection of a teaching resource, and ii) educational

data available in datasets is much less when compared to other areas (Drachsler et al.,

2015; Verbert et al., 2012a). For these reasons, users' interests and preferences are not

enough for performing proper rankings because the retrieved resources shall meet teach-

ing and learning requirements as well as users' characteristics (Bozo et al., 2010). For

the implementing an IR system in education, the educational context plays a crucial role

for e�ectively scoring the items, being essential in the ranking process (Verbert et al.,

2012a). This situation leads to further issues for the de�nition of such educational con-

text. The system shall acquire the educational context in a way that does not heavily
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obstruct the users' activities. Collecting an educational context in way that users �nd

natural is a well-known challenge for contextual retrieval or recommendations in gen-

eral (Yujie and Licai, 2010). Before to proceed with the presentation of some literature

about IR systems in education, we give a brief overview of the most common IR and

RS approaches, so that we can better explain the importance of contextual retrieval of

resources, especially if we want to retrieve resources from the Internet.

2.2.1 Methods for recommender systems

We present several well-known recommendation methods used by recommender sys-

tems in education. We start discussing traditional methods for recommender systems,

then we discuss on how contextual data can further improve these approaches.

Content-based recommendations. This method considers the ratings of items of

the user to identify what items could be of interest for the user (Adomavicius and

Tuzhilin, 2005). For example, a RS can recommend some movies according to the set

of movies watched and liked in the past.

Collaborative recommendations. This method considers the set of items selected

by similar users. The rationale is that users with similar preferences and characteristics

are interested in similar items (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). RS in TEL broadly

use this approach because of its potential to suggest educational resources to students or

instructors with similar educational characteristics and interests (refer to Section 2.3).

Knowledge-based recommendations. Knowledge of the user and products is crit-

ical information for a knowledge-based recommendation of items. To identify what items

can be of interest for the user, this type of recommendation exploits users' requirements

instead of ratings of items. These recommendations are mostly feature-based and do not

require previous user ratings since they work independently of individuals' taste (Burke,

2000). For example, if a user was previously interested in an Italian restaurant, but

she is now looking for something cheaper and Asian, the recommender agent uses those

features to �nd a restaurant that suits the current user's requirements (i.e. Asian res-

taurant), instead of considering her previous choices (i.e. Italian restaurant).
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Hybrid approaches Several combinations of the previous methods can be applied.

By considering more information at the same time, the recommendation can be more

accurate (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005).

Recently, researchers applied contextual information for a further improvement of the

recommendation methods. While traditional recommender systems mostly base their

reasoning on data about the users and the selected items, Context-Aware Recommender

Systems (CARS) work with contextual users' preferences. In essence, the rating of an

item is linked to a context, dealing with records that consist of <user, item, context,

rating> (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011). The context enables CARS to increase their

understanding of why a user assigns a particular rating to an item.

The review by Verbert et al. (2012a) shows the successful application of CARS in

TEL, where contextual information improves the recommendations of traditional re-

commender systems also in education. In particular, the context is used for either a

context-driven querying and search or contextual preference elicitation and estimation.

The �rst approach performs query expansion for seeking resources on repositories us-

ing contextual information. The second task is a recent issue about the learning and

modelling of users' preferences in di�erent contexts.

In general, contextual information can be used at various stages of the recommend-

ation process, leading to the formulation of three paradigms for CARS: contextual pre-

�ltering, contextual post-�ltering and contextual modelling (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin,

2011).

Contextual pre-�ltering This method �rst selects relevant items for the user's con-

text, then a traditional recommendation strategy performs the �nal ordering of the

resources. For example, let us assume that the day of the week is a contextual informa-

tion. If a user is looking for a movie on Saturday, then the recommendation agent �lters

out the records of ratings assigned on other days of the week. After this elimination, a

traditional recommender technique works on the remaining records.

Contextual post-�ltering In contrast to pre-�ltering, this approach re�nes the res-

ults of a conventional recommendation method with contextual information. So, the
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contextual information plays a relevant role in pruning or reordering the items already

found as potentially relevant.

Contextual modelling In this case, the contextual information is directly used in the

recommendation function as an explicit predictor of user's rating for an item, predicting

the scores according to the context.

In summary, context-aware recommendation represents an interesting options to re-

commend items pro�ting from more knowledge about users' context as well as pref-

erences and item rankings. However, there is no rule on how to adopt one of such

paradigms (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011).

2.2.2 Information Retrieval methods

Information retrieval research aims to improve the usefulness of the documents re-

trieved from large datasets, perhaps in a short execution time (Frakes and Baeza-Yates,

1992). The input of traditional IR methods is usually a user query and a textual doc-

ument. The query can be considered to contain keywords describing what documents

the user wishes to access. The scoring functions produce a relevance score for each doc-

ument, typically analysing the appearance of the keywords in the document. Finally,

such systems present the most relevant documents to the user.

The principal idea behind the scoring methods is the representation of documents

as vectors of terms, named Vector Space Model (VSM) (Singhal, 2001). In such rep-

resentation, the document is a point in the space of terms, allowing further reasoning

such as clustering and classi�cation of documents (Kobayashi and Takeda, 2000). Also,

the similarity of the query vector and the document vector determines the closeness of

a document to the query.

Initially, the term-vectors reported the term-frequency of a term in the document

or query, and later many studies worked on more sophisticated approaches for mak-

ing such VSM representation more accurate. When looking into the structure of the

scoring methods, we �nd two main groups: unstructured and structured scoring meth-

ods. Unstructured IR methods consider the document as an unstructured object, so

their computations analyse the entire text. The TFIDF (Ramos et al., 2003) and
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BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009) scoring techniques belong to this group. Brie�y, the

TFIDF combines the term-frequency (TF) of a term in the document with the In-

verse Document Frequency (IDF) of the term in the collection of documents, which

is independent of the document under analysis but dependent of the dataset. Simil-

arly, BM25 performs a more elaborated computation of the term-frequency component,

which is always combined with the IDF function (Robertson et al., 2009). In contrast

to unstructured methods, structured methods take into account the structure of the

documents for a more accurate scoring of a document. BM25F is a structured method

which basically computes BM25 scores of a term for the di�erent sections of a document,

appropriately combining such scores (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010). A typical application

of structured methods is with web pages, where it is possible to split a web page into

several sections according to texts placed in the di�erent parts (or tags) of the web

page.

The web is like a huge and continuously growing dataset with millions of documents.

The retrieval task is, therefore, more challenging for many reasons. When the Internet

gained popularity, classical retrieval methods designed for local databases could not

satisfy the increasing demand of web users (Kobayashi and Takeda, 2000). This situation

was the beginning of web-based retrieval methods and ranking algorithms. On the

web, standard retrieval algorithms cannot anymore be e�ective because there might

be thousands of perceived relevant web pages. The new problem is how to o�er more

quality ranks of the relevant web pages for satisfying the user's expectations. A �rst

fundamental progress was the PageRank algorithm (Brin and Page, 2012). This method

ranks the items according to their importance as well as relevance to the query. The

initial version of PageRank assigns the importance of a web page based on the web-

graph where the nodes are web pages, and the edges are the links (i.e. the anchor

tags) (Brin and Page, 2012). The assumption is that quality pages are pointed by many

web pages, so the number of nodes pointing to a web page through links determines the

quality of a web page.

The development of the semantic web and semantic technologies enabled the con-

textualisation of web searches into speci�c domains. This next approach links the terms

to each other through semantic relations. The scoring methods can bene�t from such
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semantic information for a more accurate computation of the relevance score of docu-

ments (Du and Hai, 2013; Jindal et al., 2014).

Finally, user pro�ling methods embedded in search engines further improve the

presentation of the retrieved items in an order that re�ects the individual user's need and

interests (Ghorab et al., 2013; Maistro, 2017). The increase of e�ciency of IR methods

with user pro�les enables higher expectations from ranking mechanisms, where the rel-

evance and importance of the web pages are not enough anymore. Nowadays, the rank-

ing approaches should also consider the usefulness of an item for the web search (Mao

et al., 2016). For the prediction of the usefulness of a resource, semantic technologies

are combined with user pro�les (refer to Section 2.2.3).

Although the progress of IR methods for the web, areas such as the semantic web

search still exploit primary scoring methods of terms such as TFIDF and BM25F (Pérez-

Agüera et al., 2010). TFIDF and BM25F are cornerstones of modern IR. Therefore,

methods like TFIDF and BM25F are benchmarks to evaluate any new proposal (Pérez-

Agüera et al., 2010). This benchmark also applies to the recent studies about IR

methods specialised in speci�c areas like education.

2.2.3 User Pro�ling for web-search personalisation

User pro�les are a powerful source of information for making recommendations more

tailored to the users and improving the ranking of items (Liang, 2011). The most

relevant approaches represent the user i) with a vector space model of the visited or

preferred items, ii) as a set of rules to express, for example, the background knowledge.

Basically, the former approach describes the user as a set of documents previously

visited (Liang, 2011). The latter represents the users as a set of concepts involved in

previous web-searches or visited web pages (Sieg et al., 2007). However, these data

alone certainly cannot contribute su�cient information about the instructors, and such

instructors' pro�les require far more data about the users' interaction with web pages.

Before presenting the applications of user pro�ling in TEL, we discuss some critical

elements of the applicability of the traditional pro�ling methods for an educational-

based retrieval of web pages.

1. Amount of data available: user interest and preferences are mainly represented
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by visited web pages. So, the more data are available, the more accurate the

pro�le is. Unfortunately, in TEL we do not dispose of such a considerable amount

of data about the interaction user-webpages to build a user pro�le (Verbert et al.,

2012a). Furthermore, a user pro�le for IR in education should represent the

educational requirements of the user as well as interests, probably better described

as background knowledge than the previous selection of items (Bozo et al., 2010).

For an e�cient retrieval of educational resources, we believe that such knowledge

has more potential. However, the de�nition and the elicitation of an instructor's

background knowledge are both challenging tasks (Drachsler et al., 2015; Verbert

et al., 2012a).

2. Scoring web pages as teaching resources: a web page is usually a set of

HTML tags, and there are many methods for computing the similarity between

HTML pages and users' queries by analysing the content of the page, as discussed

earlier. In TEL, it is harder to calculate the educational similarity between a web

page and the educational context of a user for the deduction of educational traits

of texts (Bozo et al., 2010).

3. Educational speci�cations of digital content: educational characteristics of

web pages are di�cult to extract directly from the content of an item for several

reasons (Verbert et al., 2012a) unless the users specify them (see Learning Object).

From digital content, we can extract the topic and other little information. This

information cannot completely depict a teaching context. As already discussed in

this chapter, we do not have educational metadata on web pages, and the extrac-

tion of such metadata using text-analysis only is a challenging task. However, if

the instructor pro�le provides the instructional traits that the web pages should

satisfy, the ranking principle is responsible for matching those features with the

content and structure of web pages. The design and development of such approach

can avoid the de�nition of educational speci�cations of web pages.
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2.3 Information Retrieval and Recommender Systems of

educational resources

The recommendation and retrieval of educational resources in e-learning environ-

ments has signi�cantly increased importance. Researchers propose recommender sys-

tems of Learning Objects for learners based on Collaborative Filtering (CF) and using

ontologies. Bozo et al. (2010); Bremgartner and de Magalhaes Netto (2011); Chu et al.

(2011); Limongelli et al. (2012); Ma�on et al. (2013); Neri and Colombetti (2009);

Rodríguez et al. (2013) o�er several approaches to handle and retrieve Learning Ob-

jects incorporating users' preferences on course structure or learning styles. However,

the focus is a student user. We observe the use of an ontology for the representation

of the concept map of a course is a common element for expanding the user query or

reordering the resulting resources. However, a closer look reveals open problems for the

recommendation of Learning Objects.

As we mentioned earlier, Bozo et al. (2010) �nd that the Learning Object metadata �elds

are too complicated and ambiguous for use by a recommender system. They con�rm

that authors �nd metadata di�cult to complete, and the metadata also fails to repres-

ent pedagogical characteristics of the content. Bozo et al. (2010) suggest a description

of the material with additional information about the appropriate educational contexts

where the resource successfully contributes to the achievement of speci�c learning goals.

They �nd that Learning Object metadata does not su�ciently describe these contexts.

We concur with their conclusion about the lack of pedagogical descriptors in existing

Learning Object metadata schema, but we need to address this problem di�erently. We

can not expect to have web pages with any educational metadata, so we can not rely

on educational features of web pages for scoring their usefulness.

Some literature highlights the critical role of ontology to enhance the retrieval of

Learning Object. Lee et al. (2008) suggest an ontology-based query expansion for im-

plementing semantic-aware retrieval of Learning Objects.

The starting point of their study is the low quality of user queries. User queries usually

consist of keywords that most of the time are not good enough to produce quality edu-

cational results. To overcome this issue, Lee et al. (2008) propose a new structure of a
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domain ontology where each concept has a list of keywords and synonyms. They expand

and disambiguate a user query exploiting an ontology with such structure. When the

user types a query, they propose a distinction between Base Concepts and Normal Con-

cepts of the domain ontology according to the keywords in the query. They make this

distinction upon their Base-Concept-Score. This score is computed out of the number

of keywords of a concept of the domain ontology that matches the query. From the

Base-Concept-Score, they compute other scores for building weighted relations among

concepts when there is a user-de�ned relation. After the identi�cation of Base Concepts

in the domain ontology, the next step is the de�nition of the User Intention Tree. Such

tree reports an Impact Score of the parent nodes of the Base Concepts. This last score

highlights those relevant nodes that are outside the User Intention Tree. Finally, they

analyse such tree and scores for performing the query expansion.

Their algorithm for query expansion can be applied when there is such a domain on-

tology. According to their results, their algorithm provides context-aware queries from

typical user queries. However, the application of contextual data for query expansion

does not solve the issue of the semantic ambiguity of Learning Object metadata. Once

they submit the expanded query to a Learning Object repository, we do not have any

guarantee that the data for the description of Learning Objects would be good enough.

This issue is a signi�cant problem identi�ed by several researchers (Manouselis et al.,

2010; Margaritopoulos et al., 2012; Ochoa et al., 2011). We �nd useful the process of

query disambiguation and expansion based on a domain ontology. Our research will

follow this path with some additional contextual information. They also �nd a lack of

LOM to provide a context-aware description of educational resources.

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is the most widespread recommendation method, though

it needs a good amount of data about the interaction user-item for performing the recom-

mendations (Wei et al., 2017). We �nd the same popularity of CF alone or integrated

in hybrid recommender systems when addressing the recommendation of educational

resources. In education, items annotated with educational attributes (i.e. Learning Ob-

jects) are usually the object of the recommendations (Drachsler et al., 2015; Rodríguez

et al., 2015). Educational CF techniques are mostly based on user pro�les represent-

ing learning goals (Capuano et al., 2014), ontologies representing some learning aspects
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and knowledge (Bozo et al., 2010; Khosravi et al., 2017; Tarus et al., 2017). In some

applications, CF can be more e�ective after an initial clustering of the users according

to their pro�les (Bourkoukou et al., 2017; Bozo et al., 2010). This combination with

clustering enables recommendations tailored to the users' educational pro�les. Most of

the research focuses on new learner pro�les to distinguish the users' educational char-

acteristics. This illustrates the importance of both clustering and ranking the Learning

Objects according to educational pro�les or contexts.

We �nd representative the study of Tarus et al. (2017) where a combination of a

CF method with ontology enhances e-learning recommender systems quite signi�cantly.

They point out that pro�ling students is critical for a proper suggestion of Learning

Objects. Part of their student pro�le consists of demographic information and student's

characteristics such as educational level, skills level and learning styles among others.

They represent these aspects with an ontology. The students' ontology is compared

with an ontology for the Learning Objects. In our research, we consider some of these

aspects of student pro�ling for the de�nition of an instructional context.

We conclude that most of RS and IR proposals in TEL only deal with items o�ering

educational metadata (i.e. Learning Objects). Hence, our approach o�ers a fresh start

for ranking web pages for education. While we gain several insights on which information

is relevant for retrieval purposes, the scoring method must be di�erent because we wish

to score web pages rather than Learning Objects. As discussed in Section 2.1, Learning

Object can o�er part of this educational information, but we �nd limitations of its

practical applications in the real world. The main limitations are due to quality of

the annotations and the little number of resources which come with such annotations

compared to the web. Not surprisingly, the web is the main reference to both students

and instructors for their educational tasks Web pages do not present any information

about the pedagogical characteristics of their content. The main challenge is to develop

method which can elaborate the structure and content of web pages in a way that can

pro�table for discovering potential traits.

To the best of our knowledge, current solutions in TEL do not o�er educational-

based ranking of items with no educational metadata. The next section better addresses

the present issues in personalising web-searches based on educational pro�les.
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2.3.1 Instructor models

We consider a representation of instructors insu�cient when based solely on previous

selections or ratings of items. The instructor pro�le should contain such contextual

information for either contextualising where the instructor delivers the web pages or

computing the usefulness of a web page for the particular context (Limongelli et al.,

2013a). We believe that ontological user pro�les are more appropriate for representing

the concept map and other educational information.

To improve the suggestion of Learning Object to instructors, teacher pro�les can help

both collaborative and content-based �ltering. (Bozo et al., 2010) suggest a teachers'

context model that incorporates aspects such as country, educational level, language and

learning goal. The authors exploit their model to cluster instructors' before applying a

hybrid recommendation method. Bozo et al. (2010) claim that contextual information

of Learning Object is helpful for the design of a more e�cient content-based �lter. Such

contextual information is not available in LOM, so they propose a teacher pro�le for

depicting the contextual data.

Furthermore, they think teachers' context as another possible way to annotate Learning

Object metadata. However, their pro�le is added to the LOM metadata, requiring in-

structors extra e�ort instead of reducing it. Bozo et al. (2010) show how RS in TEL can

bene�t from some contextual data additional to Learning Object metadata. However,

the issue of data updates and metadata upgrading in their model is left unclear. It is our

understanding that another local repository of Learning Objects is built with metadata

from instructors. Such solution is a relevant approach to enhance the retrieval of Learn-

ing Objects using an instructor pro�le, but it is still related to items with metadata

stored in a local repository. This solution is not applicable to web pages, though this

model is certainly inspiring for the formulation of our pro�le.

Caravantes and Galán (2011) attempt to summarise some features of teaching know-

ledge to build an educational knowledge for adaptive systems for students. Their goal

is to minimise the intervention of instructors on e-learning environments. They propose

to divide such knowledge into three domains: interaction, personal and educational. We

discuss only the latter. To implement the educational domain of the teaching know-

ledge, they use OWL ontology for the representation of the domain knowledge. They
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suggest and implement a framework which consists of two additional layers: semantic

(top layer) and material (bottom layer) represented by a semantic network. Carav-

antes and Galán (2011) basically contextualise the selection and delivery of teaching

resources in an educational context. We can not �nd a clear description and de�nition

of the properties that connect concepts with each other, maybe because they will be

de�ned domain by domain. There is also the need for instructors to set some metadata

for the description of the educational domain, resulting in another set of data manually

annotated by instructors. Some minimal metadata are acceptable, but their description

provides insu�cient detail. Finally, they propose an educational knowledge which goes

beyond the retrieval of resources, and we �nd it di�cult to analyse and reuse for our

research, especially we have serious concerns about it scaling to the web.

Two teacher models (Limongelli et al., 2013a,b) contextualise the usage of a web

page in teaching experiences and styles without the implication of metadata of the re-

sources. Moreover, the style of instruction can help for grouping instructors with similar

teaching attitude (Limongelli et al., 2013b). This clustering is relevant for implementing

collaborative �ltering methods. The pilot studies consider the recommendation of web

pages for teaching, but they do not present any possible application of the model for

retrieval purposes.

Pro�ling the ICT competences of the instructor is another method for improving

the recommendation of Learning Objects for instructors (Sergis and Sampson, 2016).

Sergis and Sampson (2016) show that there is a correlation between the ICT compet-

ences and the ratings of Learning Objects, so such a pro�le boosts the accuracy of the

recommendations tailored to instructors' ICT competences. Although this �nding is

critical for improving the recommendations of Learning Objects, this is still limited to

the scoring of teaching resources when some metadata are provided. This method is

not applicable to a general web page.

2.3.2 Ontology-based instructors modelling

Ontology is a powerful method to represent knowledge in Knowledge Management

System (KMS) (Studer et al., 1998). An ontology describes a domain through the

representation of concepts and properties among those concepts. Research areas such
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as Semantic Web (SW) and IR bene�t from it.

Fernández et al. (2011) suggest using ontologies for the association of web pages

to concepts of a domain ontology. Web pages are associated with some concepts of

the ontology with a weight for representing the relevance of a web page for a concept.

They compute the weights with a variation of TF-IDF. Other works (Sieg et al., 2007)

use an ontology to describe the background knowledge of users in order to improve the

accuracy of IR systems. These studies are perhaps the �rst to suggest an ontological

user pro�le to depict the user context (or background knowledge). The background

knowledge signi�cantly enhances the ranking of items for a web search. Gupta and

Arora (2014) and Ge et al. (2012) personalise a web query according to an ontological

user model which represents user interests and personal characteristics, useful either in

items ranking or search phase.

The lexical ontology WordNet (Miller, 1995) can represent a starting point for

building an ontology-based instructor pro�le for enhancing the retrieval of Learning

Objects (Ferreira-Satler et al., 2012). In particular, a fuzzy ontology can represent

the interests of an instructor, where some concepts are more relevant than others for

the individual instructor (Ferreira-Satler et al., 2012). However, we believe that the in-

structors may teach di�erent subjects over their career. Rather than an overall ontology

that puts together the teaching interests coming from di�erent contexts, we prefer to

represent a particular educational context at the time, or, at least, clearly separate each

context from each other. The instructor pro�le by Ferreira-Satler et al. (2012) is based

on a fuzzy ontology. They report an improvement in the accuracy of the retrieval of

Learning Objects, though they suggest a more signi�cant pruning of the fuzzy ontology

for removing concepts that are not relevant to a search (Ferreira-Satler et al., 2012).

Other than the concepts of potential interest for the instructor, their pro�le does not

depict other teaching aspects. For an accurate ranking of web pages, we �nd that many

other data are left out (see Chapter 3). Certainly, ontology is proved to be a valid

method to improve IR systems in education as well.

As well as instructor modelling, Cuéllar et al. (2011) propose a system to represent

the database of an e-learning platform with an ontology, adding semantic to relational

DBs of LMSs. As result of their work, a unique ontology depicts the information coming
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from di�erent instances of LMSs. The ontology is in OWL which is the most popular

language for ontology de�nition. Their work emphasises the importance of data stored in

DBs of LMSs. These data can be collected from many instances of LMS, and represented

with an ontology-based data structure. However, they collect data that are not valuable

for our research because they just represent the DB as it is, with no meaningful semantic

about the delivery of resources in courses. Their study demonstrates the critical role of

ontology in representing the large amount of information available in present e-learning

systems. This result con�rms that an ontology can expressively depict educational data

with high potential for contextual representation of the delivery of teaching materials.

Our review of studies about instructors-oriented RS and IR methods found few

studies that include instructor pro�les. This gap enables many possible improvements

to this kind of systems because user pro�les are proved to improve the quality and

accuracy of the scoring of documents in general (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005).



Chapter 3

Instructors pro�ling:

the Teaching Context

A signi�cant contribution of this research is the design of the Instructor Pro�le to-

wards the proposal of the ranking algorithm WebEduRank. The Instructor Pro�le has

the critical role of representing the instructors' teaching pro�le to identify resources

that better suit the instructors' needs. This task is essential for proposing a ranking

principle of web resources able to take into account the educational context of a pro�led

instructor. In TEL, an important goal of IR systems is to retrieve resources expec-

ted to be appropriate for each instructor's context, not just preferences. Therefore,

our research aims to retrieve genuinely relevant learning objects. Our Instructor Pro-

�le should exhaustively represent the teaching requirements of an instructor so we can

judge the web resources that comply with the Instructor Pro�le.

In this chapter, we focus on the identi�cation of educational features for represent-

ing teaching contexts of an instructor for ranking web resources. Section 2.3.2 showed,

that, to the best of our knowledge, there is no proposal for comprehensive information

that describes the teaching experiences and the contexts of instructors. Therefore, we

analyse relevant studies for a �rst theoretical formulation of the Instructor Pro�le. We

need to understand the educational mechanisms that support the process of con�guring

courses and, closer to our topic, creation/selection of teaching materials. Our study will

identify some important teaching elements involved in the process of building courses

as it follows the suggestions by experts in the �eld, as well as analysing Learning Ob-

35
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ject Repositories. First, we present some signi�cant educational studies that currently

represent a solid foundation of the theory of teaching knowledge of instructors. We be-

lieve that a summary of those studies can provide us with some basic knowledge about

the teaching information that enables an instructor to teach properly. This knowledge

provides us with a set of information needs for building the Instructor Pro�le, mostly

describing the educational context explaining the instructors' selections of resources.

In fact, a very challenging task is the design of a su�ciently well-described context

of teaching (Mylonakis et al., 2011), including aspects which in�uence the creation of

teaching resources.

We also investigate some recommender systems of Learning Object to extract fea-

tures that have been practically useful for recommending and searching Learning Ob-

jects. From the analysis of some metadata schemas of Learning Object used by search

engines in TEL, we expect to have some insights about the educational aspects that

should be included in the Instructor Pro�le for an appropriate retrieval of web re-

sources for teaching. Therefore, we derive our Instructor Pro�le from the theory of the

instructors' teaching knowledge and the Learning Object experience. We formulate a

�rst version of the pro�le, and we follow it with its validation.

The last step for the proposal of the Instructor Pro�le is the demonstration of the use-

fulness of its attributes for devising and informing WebEduRank, the ultimate goal of

this research.

3.1 Teaching knowledge theory

Our analysis of studies about the instructors' teaching knowledge leads us to con-

clude that most of these studies concur into classifying the teaching knowledge as Con-

tent Knowledge, Pedagogical Knowledge and Pedagogical Content Knowledge mainly (Voogt

et al., 2013).

We present these categories in this section.

The identi�cation of di�erent categories of the teaching knowledge has involved

several educational studies since the 80's (Shulman, 1986). For this research, we need

to understand what is the primary information contributing to the teaching knowledge,

especially the part of such knowledge related to the selection or creation of teaching
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materials. In this regard, the study by Shulman (1986) is a corner stone for more recent

and well-known studies (Ball et al., 2008; Mishra and Koehler, 2006). Hence, we rely

on these studies of the teaching knowledge theory.

The teaching knowledge of instructors is something very complicated and with many

perspectives by di�erent sources. Shulman (1987) has identi�ed seven di�erent categor-

ies of teaching knowledge, with four major sources: i) knowledge in content disciplines,

ii) educational materials and structures, iii) formal educational preparation, and iv) wis-

dom of practice; the �rst two sources are closely related to this research. The �rst source

of knowledge is related on what and how to teach in a course to support the learning

process, while the second one is for the creation and sequencing of teaching materials

for the course. These two sources are highly connected with two speci�c categories of

teaching knowledge: Content Knowledge and Pedagogical Content Knowledge. These

two categories are related to the knowledge of content and structure of a subject, and

how to combine pedagogical techniques with teaching resources for a successful teaching

and so learning. According to Shulman (1986), Content Knowledge plays a role when

the instructor decides what concepts and facts to teach in a course and the concepts'

sequencing. Instead, Pedagogical Content Knowledge works on

�the ways of representing and formulating the subject that make it compre-

hensible to others, [as well as] what makes the learning of speci�c topics easy

or di�cult� (p. 9).

Mishra and Koehler (2006) o�er some key aspects of these two categories of teaching

knowledge. Central facts, concepts and theories of the course are important features

for describing a course, as per de�nition of Content Knowledge. Also, Ball et al. (2008)

suggest that Content Knowledge is formed by the information, structures, facts and

concepts of the course among other characteristics. Instead, Pedagogical Content Know-

ledge is about teaching approaches, pedagogical techniques, students' prior knowledge

and factors that cause an easy or di�cult acquisition of the concepts.

As well as Content Knowledge and Pedagogical Content Knowledge, Mishra and

Koehler (2006) present Pedagogical Knowledge as

�deep knowledge about the processes and practices or methods of teaching and
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learning and how it encompasses, among other things, overall educational

purposes, values and aims� (p. 1026).

Thus, we conclude that Pedagogical Knowledge is described by the nature of target audi-

ence, techniques or methods to be used in the classroom, and strategies for evaluating

students understanding.

Curricular Knowledge is another interesting category of the teaching knowledge (Shul-

man, 1986), which represents the knowledge of instructors on

�programs designed for the teaching of particular subjects and topics at a

given level, [...] instructional materials available in relation to those pro-

grams, and the set of characteristics that serve as both indications and con-

traindications for the use of particular curriculum [...] in particular circum-

stances� (p. 10).

For an easier understanding of the matter, Table 3.1 summarises the main aspects of

the teaching knowledge theory discussed so far. These aspects contain information of

interest for the WebEduRank.

3.1.1 Teaching knowledge: features for pro�ling instructors

After our analysis of the literature and studies on instructors' teaching knowledge, we

con�rm that Content Knowledge, Pedagogical Knowledge, Pedagogical Content Know-

ledge and Curricular Knowledge are the most relevant parts of the teaching knowledge

for the identi�cation of teaching aspects to be included in the Instructor Pro�le.

According to Content Knowledge, the Instructor Pro�le should include the concepts

that the instructor has decided to teach in a course and their sequencing (i.e. the

concept map). Content Knowledge suggests the recording of the course structure for

which teaching resources have been created.

Following the de�nitions of Pedagogical Knowledge and Pedagogical Content Know-

ledge, the Instructor Pro�le should record the teaching context and direction of use of

educational resources. Pedagogical Knowledge suggests information about the nature of

target audience and how to evaluate students understanding. So, part of the Instructor
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Table 3.1: Summary of the most important aspects of the instructors' teaching know-
ledge for the purposes of this research.

TEACHING KNOWLEDGE

Central facts and concepts of the subject
Content Knowledge (Mishra and Koehler, 2006)

Structure of subject organisation (Ball et al., 2008)

Nature of target audience (Mishra and Koehler, 2006)
Pedagogical Knowledge Methods for student understanding evaluation

(Mishra and Koehler, 2006)

Students' prior knowledge (Mishra and Koehler, 2006)
Pedagogical Content Pedagogical techniques (Mishra and Koehler, 2006)
Knowledge What makes easy or di�cult to learn a speci�c concept

(Mishra and Koehler, 2006)

Programs designed for teaching of particular
subjects or topics at a given level (Shulman, 1986)
Instructional materials available in relation

Curricular Knowledge to those programs (Shulman, 1986)
Set of characteristics that serve both indications
and contraindications for the use of particular
curriculum in particular circumstances
(Shulman, 1986)

Pro�le has to describe the students of a course and the purpose of the delivered teach-

ing resources in such course. Pedagogical Content Knowledge is about pedagogical

techniques (expressed in teaching materials) that facilitate the learning of a concept, as

well as students' prior learning. Therefore, the usage of an educational material should

be contextualised in the target audience and prerequisite knowledge of a concept. Ac-

cording to the de�nitions of Pedagogical Knowledge and Pedagogical Content Knowledge,

instructors should have knowledge about pedagogical techniques for a better teaching of

a concept for the speci�c audience and prior knowledge. If a teaching material has been

used for a concept, it means that, according to the knowledge of the instructor, the ma-

terial facilitates the acquisition of a concept for the target audience when the student

has already acquired some prerequisite knowledge. Thus, the selection of a teaching

material for a concept in a concept map implicitly says that the teaching approach of

the material itself is appropriate for that arrangement of concepts and purpose thought

by the instructor. So far, we can say that the usage of educational materials should

be contextualised in i) target audience, ii) what concept the material aims to instruct
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easily, and iii) prerequisite or prior knowledge required. Such contextualisation reports

those learning materials with positive characteristics for the acquisition of a concept.

Finally, Curricular Knowledge is mostly related to the knowledge of i) programs

designed for teaching a concept at a certain level, ii) instructional materials available

to teach a concept, and iii) directions for using educational materials in some circum-

stances. These aspects do not add new information to the de�nition of the Instructor

Pro�le. They support the importance of contextualising the usage of teaching materials

by describing teaching circumstances where such materials can be used in.

In conclusion of this analysis, a recommender system of educational resources is

expected to perform the recommendations by identifying similar teaching contexts and

so resources used in such contexts �rst, then re�ne the search with instructor's personal

preferences. The Instructor Pro�le should properly pro�le instructors for understanding

their teaching requirements. This research focuses on this step, where the Instructor

Pro�le informs WebEduRank for improving the retrieval of educational resources from

the web.

3.2 Analysis of Learning Objects in Repositories

This section presents statistics about the completeness of metadata of Learning Ob-

ject in Learning Object Repositories. Section 2.1 already describes the Learning Ob-

ject technology and its metadata schemas. We remind that the most popular metadata

standard for Learning Object is LOM, which consists of many sections. Many of those

sections do not describe instructional characteristics of the resources (e.g. rights and

technical). We review some important studies that analyse the completeness rate and

usefulness of some metadata in Learning Object Repositories. We identify what in-

formation has been useful for recommending Learning Object in these repositories and,

therefore, we conclude they have value for inclusion into the Instructor Pro�le.

Ochoa et al. (2011) and Palavitsinis et al. (2014) report some statistics on the com-

pleteness of Learning Object metadata in two di�erent repositories. The �rst study

analyses Learning Objects in GLOBE, which is a network of Learning Objects associ-

ated with the repository ARIADNE presented in Section 2.1.2. The second analysis

considers those Learning Objects used in a small repository of only agricultural ma-
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terials called Organic.Edunet. We consider those two studies to compare the statistics

of metadata completeness between two di�erent types of repository. From both stud-

ies, we consider only those attributes of LOM that are either linked to the teaching

knowledge theory presented previously or are of interest for this research (for example,

LOM's section rights is not relevant to our research agenda).

First of all, we start with an analysis of LOM's section General. Not surprisingly,

in both studies, more than 90% of analysed Learning Objects have the attributes Title

and Language annotated; the element Description has around 90% of completeness as

well. Instead, the �eld Keyword has di�erent results across the two studies, where it

has been de�ned in 57% of Learning Objects analysed in GLOBE (Ochoa et al., 2011),

against only 12.8% found by Palavitsinis et al. (2014). Probably, the di�erence is in

the nature of the two repositories, because, di�erently from Organic.Edunet, GLOBE

is a cross-discipline repository. Thus, keywords play a more important role for also

di�erentiating and disambiguating the discipline of the resources.

LOM's Educational section shows a similar trend in both studies but with di�er-

ent values. In GLOBE, the �eld LearningResourceType is the most annotated, more

than 50% of Learning Objects (Ochoa et al., 2011), and all the other educational at-

tributes are signi�cantly below exhibiting extremely meager completeness rates. Only

TypicalAgeRange, IntendedEndUser and Context are well annotated with a complete-

ness percentage between 40% and 50%. In Organic.Edunet, such elements have a lower

rate, being less than 15%, but they are still the most annotated. In both studies, the

important �eld Di�culty is rarely annotated with a percentage of completeness around

4% in GLOBE and even lower in Organic.Edunet.

We summarise our analysis of those two representative studies in Table 3.2. We

con�rm that they have nearly the same trend though with di�erent values. We can a�rm

that Learning Objects authors annotate Title, Language and Description of LOM's

General section for most of the resources. Therefore, instructors usually annotate such

information for each digital resource. Also, Keywords is well annotated, especially

in GLOBE. Unfortunately, LOM's Educational section has a very low completeness

rate, except for LearningResourceType which has a completeness rate of around 65% in

GLOBE, but almost negligible in the other repository. We expected higher completeness
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Table 3.2: Statistics of completeness of some elements of LOM for Learning Objects in
GLOBE and Organic.Edunet

Section Element Completeness (%)

GLOBE Organic.Edunet

Title 100 99.8
General Language 90 93.9

Description 87 94.8
Keywords 57 12.8

Type 65 0.3
Typical Age Range 45 3.8

Educational Intended End User Role 42 12.8
Context 40 10.2
Di�culty 4 0.1

Technical Type 52 N/A

Copyright 87 16.0
Rights Cost 75 15.7

Description 75 7.7

rate of some other important elements that we anticipate they will play a signi�cant role

for this research. In both studies, they presented very low completeness rates. From

this analysis, we can deduce what LOM elements the authors of Learning Objects tend

to annotate more than others, suggesting that we should include them as features in

our Instructor Pro�le.

Table 3.3: Statistics of usage of LOM �elds by ARIADNE indexer.

Element % Most used word

Granularity 91.2 Lesson
Didactical Context 53.3 University Degree
Di�culty Level 52.2 Medium
Description 11.2 −

In addition, in Table 3.3 we quote from the work of Najjar and Duval (2006) the

�elds of Learning Object metadata used by the indexer of ARIADNE. That study indic-

ates the importance of the elements Didactical Context and Di�culty Level for indexing

the Learning Objects, although they have a low completeness rate in repositories, espe-

cially Di�culty Level (Ochoa et al., 2011; Palavitsinis et al., 2014). Also, the element

Granularity is highly used by the ARIADNE indexer, but Description is not used fre-

quently. The same study also considered 4,723 queries made by users on ARIADNE.
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Not surprisingly, most of the queries consist of one word, and Table 3.4 reports the most

common criteria used when searching Learning Objects. Document title and language

together with author last name and main discipline of the Learning Object represent

the most popular search criteria of Learning Objects.

Table 3.4: Statistics of elements of LOM used by users for formulating queries.

Section Element Number of queries %

Document title 1150 24.3
Document Language 1050 22.2

General Author Last Name 800 16.9
Author First Name 100 2.1

Usage Rights 500 10.6

Semantics Science Type 800 16.9
Main discipline 700 14.8

As result of the analysis of these studies on Learning Objects, our design of the

Instructor Pro�le captures information of the LOM's General and Educational sections

reported in Table 3.2. On one hand, some of those attributes are already well an-

notated in Learning Object Repositories, hence instructors usually have been keen to

provide that information for describing teaching traits of resources. On the other hand,

we believe other less annotated attributes are still useful for the retrieval of Learning

Object (see the ARIADNE indexer) and for depicting some aspects of the teaching

context of instructors. We justify this belief in our previous analysis of the teaching

knowledge. This situation highlights the lack of important information in current repos-

itories of Learning Objects for a proper retrieval of educational resources. We consider

the information reported in Table 3.3 essential for our formulation of the Instructor

Pro�le as it seems to us essential for indexing digital resources. However, some parts of

the teaching knowledge are missing in LOM's current version, like information elements

of a course such as target concepts and prerequisite knowledge. Therefore, our study of

teaching knowledge and this analysis of Learning Object metadata complete the set of

educational information elements we believe useful for informing WebEduRank. To the

best of our knowledge, such information is not yet considered by current approaches.
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Figure 3.1: Layered representation of a Teaching Context.

3.3 Teaching Context

We expect our Instructor Pro�le of including many teaching contexts where the

instructor has taught in the past or is currently teaching. Figure 3.1 shows a layered

representation of the instructor's teaching context, combining all the aspects discussed

so far: i) course information, ii) concept map and iii) educational resources. Course

information mainly de�nes those concepts that are central to the course, the target

students and the di�culty level. For a particular instance of course information, the

concept map represents all the concepts taught in the course and how they should be

organised for a better and easier learning. Finally, in such organisation, we include the

learning materials that can better accommodate and facilitate the acquisition of every

concept in the concept map. The next three subsections report the details about our

proposal for the Instructor Pro�le. This thesis applies the Instructor Pro�le for ranking

web pages for teaching, but this is only one of other possible uses of the Instructor

Pro�le. In fact, such teaching context can potentially help also in the recommenda-

tion of teaching resources by exploiting traditional recommendation approaches (e.g.

collaborative �ltering and content �ltering) (Limongelli et al., 2013a).
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3.3.1 Course Information

The layer course information represents some aspects of the course that are not

personally related to the instructor but still necessary for the retrieval of appropriate

teaching resources. One problem of ranking teaching resources is the combination of

users preferences with the ful�lment of some educational constraints (independent of

users). This layer describes the course's teaching information where the resources will

be delivered. The attributes Title and Language provide a general description of the

subject matter of the course and the teaching language.

From such general information, we construct more educational-oriented data on

concepts and level of the course. Starting Knowledge and Target Knowledge describe

the course's central concepts, as part of Content Knowledge. The target concepts of a

course de�ne the objectives of a course since the course planning is based on learning

objectives. We recall that the Target Knowledge of a course has played a major role

in other systems in Technology Enhanced Learning. Speci�cally, the learning path of

students is automatically built according to such information (Limongelli et al., 2011;

Sangineto et al., 2008).

The role of the Starting Knowledge is essential for the de�nition of the boundary of

a course. This initial knowledge reveals where the course starts to arrive at the target

knowledge. To achieve the acquisition of a set of target concepts it might be possible

to start with source concepts close to the target concept, or with source concepts that

are distant to the target concepts. For instance, a Java tutorial course1 with the target

concept Java multithreading could assume the starting knowledge to be Java Object

Oriented concepts. In this case, the starting point is close to the target concept. Another

course could make the point of departure Java basic syntax, and, thus, start far from

Java multithreading. In the latter, the number of concepts to be acquired between

Java basic syntax and Java multithreading is larger. Since the Starting Knowledge

establishes where the course starts, it determines what concepts, and so which materials,

can be appropriate between the starting and target concepts. We incorporate it also

as the students' prior knowledge required for succeeding in the course, as part of the

Pedagogical Content Knowledge. The Starting Knowledge represents the �rst concepts

1https://www.tutorialspoint.com/java/
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that shall be reviewed or taught, and it is assumed that all the students have command

of the prerequisites of the starting concepts.

Analysing the concept map, we can identify target and starting concepts by looking

at their connection with other concepts. Those concepts with no prerequisites can be

considered as Starting Knowledge, and those that are not a prerequisite of any other

concept can be labelled as Target Knowledge. Hence, we propose that the analysis of

the concept map enables the identi�cation of these two information items: the source

concepts are part of the Starting Knowledge, and the leaves form the Target Knowledge.

The remaining features are related to the di�culty and education level of the course.

Education Level de�nes the educational environment where the course is taught (e.g.

high school, undergraduate, graduate, tertiary diploma, etc.). However, this element

does not fully specify the di�culty of a course because for a particular education level

we may have straightforward or more challenging courses according to the depth of the

target knowledge or the sophistication of skills (Krathwohl, 2002). Hence, we introduce

the feature Di�culty Level that speci�es if it is a shallow course or a deep one for

the particular Education Level. The set of Education Level and Di�culty Level depict

level and target audience of the course as part of Pedagogical Knowledge and Curricular

Knowledge. Education level and di�culty are also contained in the Educational section

of LOM. Although they appear with low completeness (refer to Table 3.2), they are

highly used for indexation purposes (refer to Table 3.3). As such, we consider these

elements relevant for information retrieval purposes. Finally, Country indicates some

possible guidelines of curriculum of the resources.

Course Information will provide the preliminary ideas and some educational con-

straints that the resources have to comply. Because we incorporate Concept Map and

Educational Resources components into the Course Information, the ranking principle

can bene�t from educational-oriented data closely related to the delivery of resources

in a course. We can also say that a recommender system might be able to consider

instructor pro�les with a similar teaching background.
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3.3.2 Concept Map

A concept map consists of concepts connected with each other according to some

relations or properties. In our scope, the concepts are connected by the prerequisite

of relation only, because it allows establishing what knowledge the learner must have

before acquiring a concept. This information is a component of the Pedagogical Content

Knowledge. This structure of concept map has also been widely used in many other

works for the representation of concept maps in adaptive and other smart systems in

Technology Enhanced Learning (refer to Section 2.3.2). Each concept in the concept

map of our Instructor Pro�le is represented by:

• Name, which expresses the knowledge contained in the concept.

• Di�culty, stating the e�ort for the acquisition of that concept at a speci�c Edu-

cation Level of the course.

• Prerequisite Concepts, a set of concepts considered already acquired when teaching

the concept.

Since the concept map of a course may change over the years and it may include

new or the same educational resources, we include the version of a concept map for

the same course. In this way, it is possible to be aware of changes to resources over

di�erent versions of concept maps. The concept map is not a data structure that can be

used as it is for conventional IR methods, which are mostly based on textual resources

or other digital resources that can be transformed into text. Thus, the importance

and value of the concept map reside in the multiple information inferable from it. For

example, target knowledge, starting knowledge and prerequisite knowledge are some of

the possible categories that we can derive from the concept map to place a concept

or course. We will consider such categorization when we describe how we inform our

WebEduRank.

3.3.3 Educational Resources

Every concept of the concept map is connected to one or more educational resources

useful for teaching that concept. The educational resources shall teach the concept in
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the overall organisation of the concepts of the course (concept map) and course back-

ground. The delivery of resources in concept maps (and in course information as well)

indicates which resources have some educational traits that accommodate the acquis-

ition of a concept in a speci�c course context. This course context includes, among

other aspects, the level of the audience and the di�culty of the concepts, following Cur-

ricular Knowledge and Pedagogical Content Knowledge. This approach allows to know

the teaching materials available for a concept and used by other instructors in similar

teaching contexts, which can be bene�cial as per Content Knowledge. We expect our

Instructor Pro�le to automatically provide those educational attributes of the resources.

Therefore, the information directly annotated to educational resources consists of a few

very simple elements. This approach contrasts with current Learning Object technology

that expects large descriptive annotations.

We annotate the resources with the attributes Title, Language, Type and Link (it

can point to any resource on the web including Learning Objects). This set of inform-

ation is mostly aligned to what is acceptable to be annotated by authors of Learning

Objects with no additional e�ort (refer to Table 3.2 in Section 3.2). Also, at the time of

the selection of a resource for a concept, we record the educator's experience, version of

the concept map, time and purpose of the resource. These data provide further contex-

tual information about the selection of resources. Especially, purpose is very important

for the de�nition of the role of the resource, namely if the material is for presenting,

assessing, practice, and so on, as suggested by Curricular Knowledge. This is the last

component of information that we include in our Instructor Pro�le.

3.4 The Instructor Pro�le

This section presents the formalisation of the Instructor Pro�le derived from the

formulation of the teaching context which we illustrated in Figure 3.1.

We de�ne the Instructor Pro�le (IP) as a set of teaching contexts where an in-

structor has taught. The historical information provides also an overview of the past

teaching experiences of the instructor. We aim to use the teaching context for informing

WebEduRank mostly with information about the present teaching environment of the
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instructor. Therefore, the Instructor Pro�le is formalised as follow:

IP = {TC1, TC2, ..., TCn}.

Where TCi is a teaching context of a course taught by the instructor. Every teaching

context consists of the three layers:

TCi = ⟨CIi, CMi, {⟨Resource1, Selection1⟩, ..., ⟨Resourcem, Selectionm⟩}⟩,

where CIi is course information and CMi is the concept map of the course i-th. Figure

3.1 presents the structure of this information.

The resources selected in a particular teaching context are recorded with the follow-

ing attributes:

Resource = ⟨Title, Language, Link, Type⟩.

Finally, for each selection, we also keep a record of the following information:

Selection = ⟨Timestamp,Experience, Concept, CMversion, Purpose⟩

.

In summary, most of the information explicitly included in the pro�le is not related to

personal aspects of instructors. The pro�le describes the educational context, and such

pro�le does not necessarily represent personal teaching traits of instructors. However,

resources of any kind and teaching characteristics can be delivered within a teaching

context; this is where the personal teaching preferences and strategies of instructors

di�erentiate the selection and creation of material. Hence, an analysis of the structure

and sequencing of the selected resources may reveal some information that is of the

teaching personality of the instructor.

Looking back at Figure 3.1, the �rst two layers of the proposed Instructor Pro�le are

about information of the teaching context. Thus, we consider this data is impersonal.

The selection of some teaching resources instead of others, with certain educational char-

acteristics and structure, may depict the personal teaching character of an instructor.

Many instructors might possibly share the same two �rst levels of the Instructor Pro�le,

but, usually, instructors are then free to choose and create material that better accom-

modate their teaching, re�ecting their personal teaching attitude. Therefore, once we
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have knowledge of the teaching requirements that instructors have to meet, it might

be possible to infer the preferences of instructors and so recommend resources that

are appropriate for both the teaching context (impersonal information) and personal

preferences.

The main goal of this research is informing theWebEduRank with data that can lead

to a better ranking of web resources for teaching in a speci�c Teaching Context. In this

regard, the teaching requirements are usually left out by most recommender systems

in TEL (refer to Section 2.3), despite teaching requirements are critical for a proper

recommendation. So, we will focus on how WebEduRank should handle the impersonal

information of this pro�le for ranking web pages. This research addresses the critical

problem of how to rank higher those web pages that are more suitable for a particular

teaching context. Then, it would be interesting to see further research on deducing

personal data of instructors from the Instructor Pro�le, for further development of

WebEduRank.

3.5 Conclusions

The identi�cation of educational aspects relevant in the retrieval of educational

resources is delicate and crucial for our research goals. Such several aspects could

inform the WebEduRank when ranking web-resources for teaching purposes. In this

chapter, we de�ned the core part of the Instructor Pro�le. We identi�ed that this core

part is the teaching context. We formulated the teaching context after an analysis

of some important educational studies on teaching knowledge theory and the analysis

of Learning Object Repositories. This provided theoretical elements to be validated

for the particular purpose of this research. Before using the Teaching Context for

WebEduRank, we need to i) validate the formulated Teaching Context by instructors,

and ii) provide evidence of utility of the Teaching Context for improving the retrieval

of teaching resources.

The �rst point is covered by asking instructors their opinion about the relevant in-

formation that should be taken into account when seeking teaching resources on the

web. It is extremely important to rely on factors that are actually useful in that sense,

avoiding the inclusion of other elements that may introduce noise with potential weak-
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ening of the e�ect of theWebEduRank. For this reason, the Instructor Pro�le, especially

the Teaching Context, must be validated before using it for the design of the WebEd-

uRank. The validation shall prove that we did not leave out other educational aspects

that could be important for the purposes of the WebEduRank. The validation must also

demonstrate that the attributes we have chosen for the Teaching Context actually carry

on information helpful to the WebEduRank.

The second point is ful�lled by evaluating the relevance of the attributes of the

proposed teaching context for improving the retrieval performance of current practices,

like Google and other systems that are presently a common practice for retrieving

teaching resources from the web (Brent et al., 2012).

The next two chapters describe these two tasks and present the results.

3.5.1 Feasibility of the approach

The Instructor Pro�le consists of a set of Teaching Contexts, where each Teaching

Context has several attributes. Some of the attributes of a Teaching Context are struc-

tured, such as the concept map. The attributes of Teaching Context may even provide

su�cient information for a ranking principle, but if such information was di�cult to

obtain from instructors or very rare to �nd on current platforms, then the approach can-

not progress the �eld. We here illustrate why our suggestion for a Teaching Context is

feasible and holds potential impact. We show that de�nition of the Teaching Context is

not be problematic to elicit, as most of the attributes can be extracted automatically

from online educational platforms. Layer by layer, we analyse Figure 3.1. The course

information layer does not contain attributes that can raise a data collection problem.

The only composite attributes are target knowledge and starting knowledge; these can

be extracted automatically from the concept map as already discussed earlier. The

second layer is concept map; certainly, instructors may �nd very laborious to de�ne

in detail this information. But, we feel that the request for instructors who deliver a

course to formulate the corresponding concept map is not onerous. Almost any online

course will have a de�nition of content, which lists the concepts, and, quite simply, they

may be at least sequenced. This sequence of concepts de�nes a concept map. The last

layer is about the selection of teaching resources in such a context. We do not �nd
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any particular concern; only the purpose attribute is likely to be de�ned by instructors

manually.

To have a proof of the feasibility of the approach, we analysed the information

available in MOOCs platforms with the aim to �nd out whether or not we can build

instructor pro�les. On these platforms, educational resources are delivered in courses,

o�ering a structured information about concepts and courses, while little information

is available for the resources themselves. Similarly to the structure of the Instructor

Pro�le, such information is more centred on courses than resources, since the service

provided is the delivery of courses, not only resources. In this process, we analysed

two MOOCs platforms: Coursera2 and Lynda3. Out of the information o�ered by

these platforms, we built a dataset of educational resources linked to concepts, lessons,

courses and instructors. Among the data contained in the dataset, there are most of the

attributes of the Instructor Pro�le, including the concept map and the purpose of the

resources (e.g. presenting, assessing, supplement, and so on). From both platforms, the

only missing attribute is education level, but they o�er university-level courses; thus,

we use this classi�cation to complete this attribute. We remark that the attribute dif-

�culty is available on Lynda only. The concept maps obtained from these platforms

are sequential, reporting the order of delivery of concepts in the courses. We are aware

that this is not the most expressive concept map, but we still have from it the inform-

ation needed for our research, such as prerequisite knowledge of a concept, and target

knowledge and starting knowledge of the course. The resulting dataset has been shared

with the research community on IR in education (Estivill-Castro et al., 2016). Due to

copyright issues, the information about courses on Lynda cannot be shared with the

research community. From both platforms, a total of 5,608 teaching contexts related to

1,392 instructor pro�les have been fully built.

To sum up, it has been possible to automatically extract most of the information

of the Instructor Pro�le, building a repository of instructor pro�les as de�ned by this

research. This result is very important for a practical application of the Instructor

Pro�le for the purposes of this research and any other future research based on it. We

built the Instructor Pro�le automatically, and we do not foresee any signi�cant burden

2https://www.coursera.org/
3https://www.lynda.com/
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on instructors to create it. The information of each Instructor Pro�le is mostly data

of the Teaching Context that can be automatically extracted from online courses. For

this reason, we do not further investigate the acceptability by instructors for building

the Instructor Pro�le.

3.5.2 Potential applications of the Instructor Pro�le

We developed our Instructor Pro�le within the design of WebEduRank ; however,

the Instructor Pro�le can �nd applications in other areas. A clear future application of

the Instructor Pro�le is the improvement of recommendations for teaching resources.

The pro�le o�ers the contextualisation of the delivery of resources in teaching contexts.

This contextualisation of resources has some potential for building a social network of

instructors. Such a network enables the sharing of instructors' teaching experiences

and those resources that better accommodate the teaching (Limongelli et al., 2013a,b).

Also, some data-mining approaches can be applied for further discovery of resources

characteristics and teaching strategies that may improve the recommendations (De Me-

dio et al., 2016b; Limongelli et al., 2016a).



Chapter 4

Evaluation of the Teaching

Context : surveying instructors

This chapter presents the results of our questionnaire used for surveying instructors.

The aim is to determine the relevance of the attributes of our Instructor Pro�le for

ranking web resources for teaching. The previous chapter has presented the process

for the formulation of the Instructor Pro�le; the core component of the pro�le is the

Teaching Context. The analysed literature suggested core information elements for

depicting the teaching knowledge behind teaching, including the creation of educational

materials. However, we seek to identify and use only the pieces of teaching knowledge

that can practically improve the retrieval of educational resources from the web. We

expect instructors will highlight what attributes of the teaching context they perceive

as useful for retrieving relevant educational resources.

This evaluation is a �rst re�nement of the teaching context so that the WebEduR-

ank can focus on only those aspects expected to play a role in the selection/creation of

educational resources. Later, the evaluation of theWebEduRank would result on further

evidence as to whether or not such aspects are useful and exhaustive. With our survey,

we collected background information of participants, such as the current attitude for

using the web for teaching and other personal information (e.g. teaching experience).

In the case of di�erent responses to the usefulness of teaching knowledge elements, the

background information may explain the di�erence.

The research question that drove the formulation and structure of the questionnaire

54
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is the following:

RQ1: What information of the proposed Teaching Context instructors perceive useful

when looking for educational resources on the web?

4.1 Methodology

For addressing this research question, the questionnaire presents the attributes of

the Teaching Context to the participants and asks them to rank them as useful for the

process of selecting educational resources. During our study, we have no pre-conceived

reasons for associating the responses to personal aspects, teaching experience, or teach-

ing background of the participants, so we have submitted the survey to instructors of

all ages, length of experience and teaching at all educational levels. Nevertheless, these

attributes about instructors are collected for further analysis.

The invitation to the survey was mostly sent by e-mail in two stages. In the �rst

stage, only instructors from high schools in the state of Queensland in Australia were

invited, in addition to a small group of instructors invited personally; we collected 25

responses from this sample. Next, the questionnaire has been included in a wider survey

(for addressing the later research questions) and spread to a much larger and diverse

sample across the world. We also sent the invitation to attendees of several conferences

in the �eld of Technology Enhanced Learning and applications of arti�cial intelligence

techniques in education. We designed the survey so participants required an hour to

complete the entire survey. To incentive the participation, some monetary incentives

were o�ered. At the end of the two stages, we collected a total of 65 responses.

4.1.1 Structure of the questionnaire

We approached the research question with a questionnaire of 11 items divided into

three blocks as follow:

• General questions (3).

• Attitude in using the Internet for seeking teaching material (6).

• Perceived usefulness of the attributes of the teaching context (2).
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As explained, the �rst block collects some general information about the sample

such as age and teaching experience. We assume that instructors with di�erent age,

teaching experience and location would still have similar considerations for the teaching.

Hence, this �rst block is only for describing the sample and for further analysis of the

results.

The second block extracts from respondent instructors their current attitudes when

using online systems for seeking educational resources. This aspect should also tell us if

the sample massively uses the Internet for such purpose, or if respondents are beginner

users. We believe that answers provided by instructors that frequently use the Internet

for supporting their teaching can potentially be more reliable and, more importantly,

experienced feedback. In this block, there are six questions. Each question is formulated

as a 5-point Likert-scale choice.

Finally, the last block is related to the perceived usefulness of the attributes of

the proposed teaching context. The perceived usefulness shall highlight the information

that instructors usually consider when they look for resources from the web; information

used in di�erent phases of the search, from query formulation to the browsing of the

results. Two items belong to this block. The �rst item is a multiple-choice question

asking instructors to select those attributes of the Teaching Context that they think

useful when searching educational resources on the web. Participants have to choose

at least one option, where also the �none of the above" is an available option. There

is an open �eld for additional considerations by participants. The second question is a

matrix of 5-points Likert scales, where each row represents one attribute of our Teaching

Context ; participants are required to assign a relevance score to each attribute. Also

for this question, there is an open �eld for additional comments from the participants.

4.1.2 Participants

The questionnaire is about the validation of our teaching context that shall elicit

teaching aspects essential for the retrieval of web resources for education. As explained

earlier, 65 instructors participated in the questionnaire, and Figure 4.1 shows some

characteristics of the sample. Almost 80% of participants have more than 5 years of

experience in teaching, and around 90% of participants' age is between 35 and 74. No
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of age and years of teaching of the participants.

participants in the age range 18 to 24 and 75+ have been recorded. Therefore, most of

the participants in the questionnaire have been teaching for at least 6 years, suggesting

a reliable sample. We accept the mature teaching experience identi�es the participants

as wise and expert for judging what are relevant elements.

4.1.3 Data analysis

For the survey, we use statistical tools for measuring the perceived usefulness of

respondents and repeatability of the results. The questions involved in this task are

5-points Likert scales. We can use statistical hypotheses test methods for rejecting or

not the null hypothesis that the population of instructors believes an attribute of our

Teaching Context is useless. Hence, the null hypothesis is the following:

H0 : µrelevance 6 3.0 (4.1)

If H0 is rejected, it means that the research hypothesis is retained, namely the actual

mean relevance for the population is greater than 3.0. A value greater than 3.0 in a

5-points Likert scale is a positive response to the relevance of the attribute. We test

the null hypothesis for all the attributes of the Teaching Context.

The t distribution can be used for statistical hypothesis test when only a small

sample of the entire population has participated in the study (Witte and Witte, 2013).

The whole population of instructors has not participated in this study, so the popu-

lation standard deviation σ is unknown, and we can only estimate its value. The t

distribution is recognised as more reliable than z distribution for hypothesis testing and

constructing a con�dence interval for the population mean (Witte and Witte, 2013).
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The t distribution should be used when the underlying population is assumed to be

normally distributed, but t is considered very accurate if the sample size is su�ciently

large (Witte and Witte, 2013), For our case study, the later is applicable.

The application of t for this study is two-fold: i) retain or reject H0 for the pop-

ulation, and ii) estimate the con�dence interval for the population mean relevance of

all the attributes of the Teaching Context. The function t.test of the statistical soft-

ware R (R Core Team, 2016) performs the t test. The research hypothesis is that the

population mean of the relevance of an attribute is greater than 3.0, so the call to the

t.test function is:

t.test(attributeRelevanceResponses, mu=3, alternative="greater")

4.2 Results

This section presents the results of the questionnaire considering the 65 responses (N

= 65). We �rst show the current attitude of instructors for using the web for supporting

their teaching. Then, we use the t distribution for testing the hypothesis H0 for each

of the attributes of the Teaching Context. For each attribute, we report whether or not

H0 is retained or rejected.

4.2.1 Attitudes for using the Internet as support for teaching

This part of the investigation presents the current attitude of the surveyed instruct-

ors for using the web when they need educational materials, and, more generally, when

planning and preparing a course. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the proportion of parti-

cipants using the Internet for developing a course and for seeking resources respectively.

Not surprisingly, more than 95% of surveyed instructors use the Internet when planning

and preparing a course in general (refer to Figure 4.2), where more than 90% of in-

structors use the Internet speci�cally for seeking teaching material. Hence, it con�rms

the previous �ndings in the literature we mentioned earlier, namely instructors believe

the web is a signi�cant source of materials for their teaching. These questions aim to

know the attitude of the sample in using the web for teaching, not if it is supportive.
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Figure 4.2: Attitude of participants in using the Internet.

Figure 4.3: Attitude of participants in relying on the web as source of educational
materials for their courses.

Examining the data, we have evidence that the Internet is considered a very signi-

�cant source for educational materials, and it is the instructors' common practice to use

the web as an important source of educational materials. Analysing the results of the

questionnaire, we do not �nd any correlation between the instructor's age and responses

for how relevant is the Internet as the source of educational materials. We also know

that instructors prefer Google or other general search engines to LORs (Maloney et al.,

2013). Since our study proposes a new method for the retrieval of web resources for

teaching, the performance and acceptance of web search engines represent an important

baseline for this research. Participants can declare if they have ever used Google or

YouTube for �nding educational resources, and, if this is the case, how easy to use are
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Figure 4.4: Perceived ease-of-use of participants of using Google or Youtube for retriev-
ing educational resources from the web.

those web-tools for such purpose. Our goal is to obtain a sense for user satisfaction with

such systems, as well as asses these tools' popularity. Figure 4.4 reports the ease-of-use

of the two systems. A �rst note is that all the participants have used Google while You-

Tube is slightly less popular; this is a result in accordance with other research (Maloney

et al., 2013). Both systems gathered positive results, where Google is the most preferred

and ease-to-use system among the two systems.

These data con�rm that our sample of instructors uses the Internet for retrieving

educational materials, nowadays a very widespread practice among instructors. The

data also reveal that Google still represents a very popular and well-recognised system

for such purpose. Instructors would practically bene�t from the improvement of the

retrieval of web resources for teaching, endorsing our motivation not to limit the search

to Learning Object Repositories only.

4.2.2 Relevance of the attributes of the Teaching Context

This section presents the perceived usefulness of the attributes of the Teaching Con-

text according to the surveyed instructors. The t distribution is used to test the H0

presented in Section 4.1.3, and de�ne the con�dence interval of the mean relevance for

the population. Two questions of the questionnaire are focused on the relevance of the

attributes of the Teaching Context.

The �rst item is a multiple-choice question about the information that instructors

use or believe signi�cant when looking for web resources for teaching. The goal of this

question is to depict what information of the proposed Teaching Context instructors
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Figure 4.5: Perceived usefulness of the attributes of the proposed Teaching Context for
searching educational resources on the web.

consider during the web search process.The attributes Starting Knowledge and Target

Knowledge would be likely useful for searching educational resources, but, technically,

they cannot be introduced in textual queries as they clearly would introduce noise (ad-

ditional terms not expected to be so much close to the content of the ranked resources).

The study presented in the next chapter con�rms this assumption. Therefore, these

two attributes are not listed among the options of this question. Also, the concept map

is implicitly present in the listed options since the option prerequisite of the concept

is derived from the concept map. It is clear that the concept map provides di�erent

information useful for the retrieval task, but it is not a data structure applicable as it

is for IR purposes, especially for query enrichment or formulation.

Figure 4.5 reports the proportions of all the answers for the di�erent options. The

order of the options showed in the questionnaire is di�erent than the one indicated in the

�gure. For facilitating the reading of the results, the �gure presents the options ordered

by decreasing number of selections. Not surprisingly, concept name is considered the

most valuable information for search purposes. Almost two-thirds of participants �nd

resource type and education level relevant information.

Interestingly, this �nding almost perfectly matches with the results of the study

presented later in Chapter 5 and summarised in Figure 5.4. Indeed, Slideshare and
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YouTube, repositories of web resources for a variety of purposes including teaching,

signi�cantly improves their retrieval performance when also education level is added to

the query. However, there are opposite e�ects. For instance, when placing education

level in the query, Google's performance dramatically deteriorates because it retrieves

web-pages about programs of courses o�ered by some universities (the education level

for that case study is undergraduate).

In addition to the provided options, eleven (11) participants described some addi-

tional considerations. Four of them would like to know the quality and rigour of the

resources assigned by other instructors, together with the reputation of such instruct-

ors. Some others would appreciate a better speci�cation of the concept, like other

concepts and grounding theories related to the concept as well as the concept name and

description. These comments by instructors motivate the inclusion of the instructors'

experience in the Course Information section of the proposed structure of Teaching

Context (see Figure 3.3), even if it is not expected to play any role for ranking. In-

structor's experience together with the concept map structure may later help in pro�ling

for a potential re�ning of the order produced by the ranking principle. However, our

project focuses on ranking web pages which come without any educational information

about its author or about instructors who already used them. The contextualisation

of a signi�cant amount of resources in our Instructor Pro�le may help in the design of

new recommender systems in TEL.

Instructors also suggest other data like the learning styles, academic rigour and link

to achievement standards (a part of these standards consists of the starting knowledge

of students and year level) as support for the retrieval of educational resources of a

particular style and quality. Although we did not include the starting knowledge (which

is part of the Teaching Context) among the options for this question, it has been pointed

out as an element that should be included. The analysis of results from of the next

question support this �nding, where we �nd the target knowledge and the starting

knowledge of a course among the three most relevant attributes for describing a teaching

context. From the results of this question, we can then conclude that the attributes

selected by at least 50% of participants are expected to carry on valuable information

for seeking educational resources. These attributes are concept name, resource type,
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Figure 4.6: Relevance of the attributes of the proposed Teaching Context for the de-
scription of teaching contexts for ranking web resources.

education level, di�culty and language.

The second question directly requests for the perceived relevance. It consists of

5-point Likert scales of each of the attributes of the Teaching Context we stated in Sec-

tion 3.4. In sharp contrast with the previous question, this item captures to what extent

the attributes of our Teaching Context represent important aspects of a teaching con-

text, independently of the particular retrieval task. For each attribute, the participants

are required to express the relevance, and Figure 4.6 summarises the results. Other than

the attribute country, all the attributes show a very positive outcome, mostly receiving

at least a �relevant� judgement (3 out of 5). Also, an analysis with the t distributions

supports this �nding. Table 4.1 reports the t-values for the sample population, the

p-values, the mean relevance of the sample and the lower bound of the interval of the

estimation of the population mean with 95% con�dence, where the degree of freedom

(df) is 64 (N-1).

All the values are the output of the function t.test of the statistical software R (R

Core Team, 2016). To reject H0 at 0.05 signi�cance level with df equal to 64 (N-1),

t must be greater than 2.000. All the attributes but country reject H0, presenting a

t-value signi�cantly over 2.000 and the p-values are smaller than 0.05. Before looking

at that critical case, Figure 4.7 shows the lower bound of the interval of the estimated
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Attribute t-value p-value Mean Std. Lower bound

dev. population

mean

(95% conf.)

Concept map 3.207 0.001 3.462 1.16 3.221

Course title 3.275 0.0009 3.385 0.947 3.189

Di�culty 2.262 0.014 3.292 1.042 3.077

Education Level 6.959 1.10E-09 3.862 0.998 3.655

Country -2.927 0.998 2.585 1.144 2.348

Language 5.434 4.58E-07 3.754 1.118 3.522

Starting Knowledge 5.421 4.81E-07 3.692 1.030 3.479

Target Knowledge 12.699 < 2.2E-16 4.246 0.791 4.082

Table 4.1: Statistics of t and p for rejecting H0. The minimum t-value for discrediting
H0 with a degree of freedom of 64 at .05 signi�cance level is 2.000. Also, the lower
bounds of the expected relevance mean for the population are reported. The attribute
highlighted in bold presents critical t-values, not being able to reject H0.

mean relevance for the population with 95% con�dence. We can consider relevant

the attributes with the lower bound interval greater than 3.0. The attribute country

presents a t-value which is negative (-2.927) and the lower bound for the population

relevance mean is estimated at 2.348, which is signi�cantly less than 3.0. This result

suggests the removal of this attribute from our Teaching Context because instructors

believe it not relevant for depicting a teaching context.

In conclusion of the analysis of these data, we �nd supporting evidence of the rel-

evance of almost all the attributes of the proposed Teaching Context, with the only

exception of the element country which is removed from our Instructor Pro�le.

4.2.3 Further considerations

As said earlier, we also gathered some general data about instructors for describing

the sample and exploring the remote possibility of any correlation between the person-

ality aspects of instructors and de�nition of the teaching context. As expected, age,

years of teaching and current teaching environment do not have any correlation with

the relevance of the attributes of the proposed Teaching Context. This �nding is due to

the similar distributions (almost identical in some cases) of the relevance values of each

attribute by the di�erent categories. Moreover, those personality traits of instructors do
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Figure 4.7: Lower bound of the interval of the estimated mean relevance of the attributes
of the Teaching Context for the population. The horizontal blue line indicates the
desired minimum value of the lower bound.

not in�uence the attitude of using the Internet for searching teaching material either.

4.3 Conclusions

In conclusion of this part of our research, a total of 65 instructors participated in

the questionnaire. The questionnaire asked participants to provide perceived usefulness

of the attributes of the proposed Teaching Context for i) the search of web resources

for teaching, and ii) describing teaching contexts (one question per point). For both

questions, the attribute country performed poorly and clearly instructors do not con-

sidered country useful for retrieval of educational materials. The structure of the second

question and the sample size, enabled us to perform statistical hypothesis tests based

on the t distribution. We used such hypothesis testing for rejecting a null hypothesis

that judges whether instructors consider relevant the attributes of the Instructor Pro�le.

The mean relevance score for the population lower than or equal to 3 corresponded to

the null hypothesis. The relevance of the attributes is related to their ability to describe

the instructors' teaching context, not just in providing information involved in a web
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search of teaching material. We analysed a total of 11 attributes for the representation

of a teaching context (from the Instructor Pro�le formulated in the previous chapter).

Only the responses about the attribute country do not reject the null hypothesis, while

all the other attributes are perceived as relevant with statistical signi�cance according

to t tests at 0.05 signi�cance level. Following these results, we decide to remove the

attribute country only from the set of attributes of the Teaching Context, while all the

other attributes are included in it. Therefore, we have supporting evidence for the in-

clusion of most of the attributes of the Teaching Context, which is part of our Instructor

Pro�le, for WebEduRank.



Chapter 5

Evaluation of the Teaching

Context : improving current

practice

The previous chapter reported a positive theoretical validation of the Instructor

Pro�le by surveying instructors. We now undertake a study on how the attributes

of the Instructor Pro�le can improve the retrieval of teaching resources from the web

using current IR systems or methods. The goal is to demonstrate that the Instructor

Pro�le can improve current IR approaches for assisting teaching, but traditional ap-

proaches can not completely exploit it. If existing systems can already bene�t of these

attributes, there is no reason to work on a new ranking principle, since the combina-

tion of Teaching Context with the present systems would be enough for improving the

retrieval of educational resources from the web. We anticipate that some attributes can

already be bene�cial for these systems, in a di�erent way for each system, but some

others are more challenging, because some attributes may introduce noise instead of

valuable information. This issue is due to the limitation of current systems and meth-

ods for exploiting teaching information about users for ranking web pages; this is where

WebEduRank represents further progress. We will show that a textual query is mostly

responsible for this limitation because teaching information reported in the query can

easily mislead current IR methods. Current search engines contextualise user queries

67
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using a user pro�le. Despite the information about the user's need and interests that

traditional IR approaches follow, searching and incorporating teaching information re-

quires a di�erent technique to �nd educational resources among web pages. It is not

as simple as identifying the the topic of the page. For example, the attributes starting

knowledge and target knowledge express concepts not about the content of the web page,

but the web page should somewhat refer to them, though they are not central concepts.

That is why we anticipate that present IR approaches struggle with them. A more

educational-based analysis of the content of web pages is more e�ective for exploiting

these attributes. This situation is a further motivation of the WebEduRank, the next

step of our research.

During this chapter, we present a study of the bene�t that the attributes of our

Teaching Context can provide to IR methods in TEL. According to the results of the

questionnaire, almost all the attributes seem important (refer to Figure 4.5). We now

use the same attributes proposed by the questionnaire except starting knowledge, target

knowledge, language and country. We have observed that the attributes starting know-

ledge and target knowledge introduce too much noise when used for query formulation.

Thus, they are not involved in our study. Many well-established tools (e.g. Apache

Tika) integrated in modern systems can easily detect the attribute Language, even from

the query text, so there is no need to add it to the query. Analysing the questionnaire,

the attribute country results very weak for describing the Teaching Context of an in-

structor; thus it is removed from the set of attributes of the Teaching Context. Lets us

now consider the concept map attribute. The concept map is a data structure that can

provide di�erent kind of information. In this study, we are interested in the prerequisite

concepts or knowledge of the concept object of the search. After these considerations,

we consider in this study the following attributes:

• Concept Name (CN)

• Prerequisite Knowledge (PK)

• Course Title (CT)

• Di�culty (DIFF)
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• Education Level (ED. LEV.)

To evaluate the potential improvement that the attributes of the Teaching Con-

text can o�er to IR systems in TEL, we build some queries to interrogate the subject

IR methods and systems. The goal is to study the change of accuracy performance of

those methods with the introduction of each piece of information of the Teaching Con-

text in the query. This methdology allows to study the variation of the performance

for the variations in composition of the information in the query. In Section 2.2.2, we

present some of the most prominent IR methods, namely the TFIDF (unstructured)

and BM25F (structured) IR methods. We study the bene�ts from our Instructor Pro-

�le in a potential improvement of those methods for ranking web pages for teaching.

Also, we include generic search engines such as Google, Youtube and Slideshare in this

study. Although generic search engines are not focused on educational resources only,

they are trendy among educators and students, even more than Learning Object Re-

positories (Brent et al., 2012). In addition to those generic search engines, we evaluate

CNX1, MERLOT2 and ARIADNE3 which are some of the most popular learning ob-

ject repositories (Brent et al., 2012; Drachsler et al., 2015; Limongelli et al., 2016c).

As result, we can identify the highest performing IR methods and search engines and

show the expected improvements of using the Teaching Context. This result will tell

us which attributes can already be used for improving established methods, and which

con�guration of the current IR methods is more e�ective for a fair comparison against

our WebEduRank. Another interesting insight is the comparison of the accuracy per-

formance of search engines and IR methods for the retrieval of web pages for teaching.

5.1 Methodology

During this study, we want to �nd evidence that the Instructor Pro�le has valuable

information for improving the scoring of web pages for a more e�ective retrieval of

educational resources from the Internet. Therefore, the research question addressed in

this study is the following:

1cnx.org
2www.merlot.or
3www.ariadne-eu.org
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RQ2: Can our Instructor Pro�le o�er information that improves the accuracy of

retrieval methods for ranking web pages for teaching?

This study includes methods and systems which can handle the query signi�cantly

di�erent and disagree on the scoring of web pages. Although IR techniques are the

cornerstones of some search engines, modern search engines also exploit many other data

and algorithms. Therefore, we need to run two di�erent experiments for the di�erent

input data they handle: one trial compares search engines and the other experiment

focuses on IR methods.

5.1.1 Experimenting search engines

We can interrogate search engines externally only, we certainly cannot access the

search engines internal algorithms. So, the only test that we can do is to submit some

queries with the di�erent combinations of the attributes of the Teaching Context. This

situation makes it hard the gathering of a su�cient amount of data for the evaluation

of such big search engines (Tumer et al., 2009). Hence, it is infeasible to gather large

amount of data, especially in our analysis where many possible ways of building the

queries require evaluation. Also, our goal is not to depict the best way to expand the

query for presentation to established search engines. Our case study aims to demon-

strate that the attributes of the Teaching Context help search engines with the retrieval

of educational resources, and to determine which attributes are more helpful. In this

situation, an online experiment, where users de�ne the Teaching Context and then

evaluate the web pages, is more appropriate (Tumer et al., 2009).

5.1.2 Experimenting IR methods

While we can evaluate real-life search engines with online experiments only, IR

methods can be implemented, tuned and tested with o�ine data. To undertake an o�ine

experiment, we need the rating of the usefulness of web pages in teaching contexts. For

a fair and practical evaluation of the bene�t of the Teaching Context for IR methods,

such ratings shall be annotated by instructors. We will later discuss the collection of

such labeled data that we will also use for the evaluation of WebEduRank.
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With su�cient data, we can conduct paired t-tests for the statistical support of the

generalisation of the results. Although the t statistics are usually reliable when data ex-

hibit a normal distribution, the t-test is still reliable when the sample is large (Witte and

Witte, 2013), and a sample of N=50 is considered a large sample for the t-test (Smucker

et al., 2007). This is the case for our data size.

The goal of our t-test is to show that the IP-informed queries lead to an improved

performance of IR methods than plain user queries. For each method, we perform the

paired t-test for the NDCG, AP, P@1, P@3 and P@5 measures. We set several null

hypotheses. Each null hypothesis H0 corresponds to an individual measure (NDCG,

AP, P@1, P@3 and P@5) and H0 means that the mean value of the measure is lower

for the IP-informed queries than the mean value of the measure for the user plain

queries. We have recorded a total of 66 valid searches during the data collection phase

(more details to follow). Given such sample size, we set the threshold for the t-value

to 2.000 for rejecting the null hypothesis at .05 signi�cance and 65 degree of freedom.

In this study, the statistical software R (R Core Team, 2016) performs the t-tests as

follows:

t.test(valuesIP-informedApproach, valuesUserQuery, paired=TRUE,

alternative="greater")

Finally, all the texts in input to the IR methods (both query and document-text) are

cleaned by removing stop-words and stemming the rest of the words with Porter's

stemming algorithm (Porter, 1980).

Due to di�erent structure of the online and o�ine experiments, we cannot directly

compare the performance of the search engines with the IR methods. However, we can

still conduct our study, since we are investigating if there is any improvement of IR

methods and also search engines for TEL we can attribute to the teaching information

in our Instructor Pro�le. The results of these experiments are also a signi�cant baseline

for the evaluation of the WebEduRank against traditional IR methods and popular

search engines.
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5.2 Online experiment: bene�t of querying search engines

with data from the Instructor Pro�le

For search engines, the order of the information inserted into the query may be

critical. Hence, we propose an experimental framework which consists of 25 queries

with increasing length. We start with a query formed by the attribute concept name

only, and then we add the other attributes in di�erent orders until all the attributes

appear in the query. With such method, we provide a broad evaluation of the systems

with some queries with di�erent educational attributes. This framework produces a

spectrum of the systems' performance for the di�erent information reported in the

queries; it unveils the information of the Teaching Context that practically improves

the retrieval performance.

Given the nature of the search engines systems, this experiment computes the ac-

curacy performance of the subject systems using Precision (P) and relative Recall (R)

measures (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011). The framework includes accuracy measure-

ments of the results, instead of predictive accuracy or other measurements, because,

to the best of our knowledge, there are not labelled datasets of educational resources

derived from web pages and already rated by users that are instructors (Bozo et al.,

2010; Drachsler et al., 2015). Only the web pages displayed on the �rst page of the

results are considered, since rarely users visit the second page or beyond when browsing

the results of well-established IR systems (Spink and Jansen, 2006). For each subject

system, the set of unique relevant items is the union of relevant items retrieved by the

system during the execution of all the queries; we compute relative recall based on this

information. All the tested search engines present at least ten results per page, so P and

R are calculated according to the relevance of the �rst ten results (top-10 accuracy).

A retrieved item is considered relevant with a binary value (1 if relevant, 0 otherwise).

An item is useful when i) it entirely covers the concept and not just a part of it, even

if it also covers other topics, and ii) it complies with all the attributes of the teaching

context of the experiment.

The usefulness of each attribute of the Teaching Context is evaluated querying

Google, Youtube, Slideshare, CNX, MERLOT and ARIADNE. The case study analysed
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here is an undergraduate course about Java programming for beginners. The queries are

about the retrieval of web pages for teaching the concept operators that has variables

as a prerequisite in such course (derived from the o�cial Java tutorial course4). We

decided to use the concept operators because it is a multi-disciplinary concept, so the

systems certainly need additional information to retrieve appropriate items. Therefore,

the instance of the framework for this experiment is the following:

1. Concept Name (CN): Operators

2. Course Title (CT): Java Programming

3. Di�culty (DIFF): Beginners

4. Education Level (ED. LEV.): Undergraduate

5. Prerequisite Knowledge (PK): Variables

We establish the relevance of the retrieved items because of our expertise with Java

Programming and impartiality in evaluating the subject systems (we are not linked in

any way to any of the analysed systems). Thus, our approach follows the state-of-the-

art practice for pilot studies (Tumer et al., 2009) on the results of well-established IR

systems for the web.

From this set of information, the systems are interrogated 25 times, each time with

a di�erent query with di�erent con�gurations of the attributes of the Teaching Context.

As mentioned earlier, we start with a query formed by only the attribute concept name;

this attribute is the �rst element for all the queries. A second group of queries contains

two attributes of the Teaching Context that are concept name and one of the other

four attributes; four queries belong to this group. Then, combinations of 3 attributes

of Teaching Context are generated and so on. The last group of queries contains all

the elements of the educational context. However, while experimenting, if we notice

that an order of some attributes do not result in an improvement or it results in worse

performance, longer queries starting with that order are not explored. Table 5.1 reports

the resulting set of queries used during the experiment.

4 docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/nutsandbolts/index.html
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Although generic search engines are not focused in education, our experimental

setting can still be applied. For the proposed experimental setting, we do not need

educational features of the retrieved items for deciding the relevance of the results. The

experimental framework itself is used for querying the subject systems with educational

data. We use the same data to evaluate the signi�cance of the retrieved items; an

approach also applicable to Google, Slideshare and Youtube.

To reduce possible bias due to the automated user pro�ling that most of the analysed

systems perform, we decided to i) completely delete the cache, history, cookies and any

other browsing data of the browser before the issuing of each query, and ii) execute

the queries browsing in private (incognito). The browser used in this experiment is

Microsoft Internet Explorer.

The following subsection brie�y presents the search engines involved in this experi-

ment, with a particular focus on how they perform the recommendations.
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5.2.1 Overview of the subject search engines

Companies like Google Inc. (owner of the Google search engine and YouTube plat-

form) and LinkedIn (which is associated with Slideshare) do not only use the query

terms to perform their recommendations. Via an automated user pro�ling, information

about the user is deduced even if the person is not logged in.

As stated in the privacy policy of Google Inc.5, Google can depict a user pro�le analys-

ing user's previous queries, visited web pages and watched YouTube videos, as well as

the location of the user (via the IP address), the device of the user, and the movements

of the mouse pointer among other data. Such data are used not only for the Google

search engine, but also for YouTube. Hence, the recommendations are personalised

using such user-data collected in background of user's activities on the web.

According to the privacy policy of Slideshare6, also this system gathers information

about the chronology of visualised content and queries performed by the user. Moreover,

if the user is logged-in on the system, Slideshare can bene�t from other data. For in-

stance, it acquires the sex of users analysing their name, and the users' quali�cations are

used to deduce age, �elds of interest and range of income. Those three subject systems

mostly use generic user pro�les to personalise the query results, but they do not build

or use an educational pro�le of users.

5.2.2 Performance analysis

Table 5.2 reports the number of relevant items that the subject systems have re-

trieved when interrogated with di�erent queries. Between brackets, Table 5.2 reports

the number of new relevant items that have been retrieved compared to earlier queries.

For each search engine under evaluation, the next subsections refer to this table for

presenting and discussing the results of this experiment.

5.2.2.1 Google

Figure 5.1 shows the performance of Google's search engine. Google retrieved a

total of 14 relevant items after the submission of all the queries. Firstly, we look at the

5http://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
6https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
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Table 5.2: Number of relevant items retrieved by the search engines in the �rst ten
positions.

Query Google Slideshare YouTube CNX

Q1 1(1) 1(1) 0 1(1)

Q2 3(3) 5(5) 4(4) 1(0)

Q3 0 0 0 0

Q4 0 0 0 0

Q5 0 2(0) 0 1(0)

Q6.1 4(3) 0 2(1) 0

Q6.2 5(1) 0 3(0) 0

Q7.1 0 5(1) 5(2) 0

Q7.2 0 5(0) 5(0) 0

Q8.1 1(0) 6(4) 1(1) 1(0)

Q8.2 2(0) 6(0) 2(0) 1(0)

Q9 0 0 0 0

Q10 1(0) 1(1) 0 0

Q11 0 1(0) 0 0

Q12.1 2(1) 1(0) 3(1) 0

Q12.2 2(1) 0 3(0) 0

Q13.1 3(2) 2(0) 2(0) 0

Q13.2 2(0) 0 1(0) 0

Q14 0 1(0) 0 0

Q15.1 1(0) 2(0) 1(0) 0

Q15.2 1(0) 2(0) 1(0) 0

Q16.1 2(0) 2(0) 1(0) 0

Q16.2 2(0) 2(0) 1(0) 0

Q16.3 1(0) 1(0) 2(0) 0

Q16.4 3(2) 2(0) 2(0) 0

TOTAL 14 12 9 1

performance of the queries formed by two attributes. The query Q2, which includes the

attribute concept name and course title, is the only one of this group that improves the

performance, retrieving three additional relevant items. The peak performance is when

three attributes are in the query, speci�cally when di�culty is added (query Q6.2),

with precision at 0.5 and recall at 0.36. The accuracy starts to decrease when we add

more attributes to the query, such as prerequisite knowledge and education level. The

query Q16.4 includes all the attributes of the Teaching Context with the best order for

Google. The accuracy performance for that query is 0.3 for precision and 0.21 for recall.

Although the performance goes down, Google still presents new relevant items thanks
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Figure 5.1: Results of the accuracy performance of Google.

to the expansion of the query with the other attributes of the Teaching Context. We can

conclude that Google can better handle queries composed by concept name, di�culty

and course title in this exact order. Instead, the attribute education level introduces

noise since Google retrieves web pages also about programs of programming courses

of some universities, because the education level is undergraduate. In fact, when we

insert the attribute prerequisite knowledge in the query (queries Q16.3 and Q16.4), the

performance recovers a bit, and the system even retrieves some new relevant items. This

�nding shows that the attributes of the Teaching Context contribute in identifying new

relevant items.

However, Google, like the other systems presented next, is sensitive of any education

attribute added to the query. For each query, Google retrieves an almost entirely new

set of items, and it rarely retrieves the relevant items found previously with shorter

queries. For example, the query Q6.2 is the best one for Google with 5 relevant items

out of 10. Instead, when all the remaining attributes are added to the query, like in

query Q16.4, only 3 relevant items are retrieved where two of them are presented for

the �rst time. So, Google did not retrieve the �ve relevant items that it found earlier

with query 6.2, though query Q16.4 contains the same attributes of Q6.2 but with the
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Figure 5.2: Results of the accuracy performance of Slideshare.

addition of some other attributes.

5.2.2.2 Slideshare

Throughout the experiment, Slideshare retrieved 12 relevant items in total. Figure

5.2 reports the accuracy performance of Slideshare for the queries submitted over the

experiment. Again, query Q2 returns the best performance among the two-attributes

queries. Similarly to Google, three attributes in the query lead to the best performance,

but with a third di�erent attribute compared to Google. The best performance is indeed

recorded when the attributes concept name, course title and prerequisite knowledge are

in the query in any order (queries Q8.1 and Q8.2), where precision is 0.6 and recall is

0.5. Like Google, Slideshare can handle three attributes at most, and then the accuracy

falls signi�cantly for the rest of the queries. The attribute education level does not help

this system either, and the di�culty element is not bene�cial for Slideshare in opposite

to Google. These last two attributes do not even help in retrieving new relevant items.
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Figure 5.3: Results of the accuracy performance of YouTube.

5.2.2.3 Youtube

The third system involved in this experiment is YouTube, with nine relevant items

retrieved over the entire experiment, and Figure 5.3 reports its accuracy performance.

YouTube performs very similarly to Slideshare. It already performs very well with the

two-attributes query Q2 retrieving the �rst four relevant items. When the attributes

concept name, course title and education level are in the query in any order (queries

Q7.1 and Q7.2), YouTube achieves its highest accuracy performance recorded in the

experiment, namely 0.5 for precision and 0.56 for recall. Very di�erently from Google,

YouTube bene�ts of the attribute education level in the query, though the improve-

ment is minimal: one additional relevant item. For the longer queries, we �nd lower

performance and only queries Q12.1 and Q12.2 retrieve a new relevant item.

5.2.2.4 CNX

Over the experiment, CNX has retrieved only one relevant item right away during

the �rst query; this item is also retrieved by queries Q1, Q2, Q5, Q8.1 and Q8.2. Only

for those queries, we recorded a value of 0.1 for precision and 1.0 of recall (since there

is one relevant item only). All the other queries presented an accuracy performance of
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Figure 5.4: Comparative evaluation of Google, Slideshare, YouTube and CNX based on
precision scores.

0 for both precision and recall. We cannot draw any conclusion from the performance

of this system, and we can only say that the attributes course title and prerequisite

knowledge allow retrieving the relevant item.

5.2.2.5 MERLOT and ARIADNE

During this experiment, we have experienced many issues with both MERLOT and

ARIADNE in the retrieval of Learning Objects. In particular, MERLOT retrieved some

items for the �rst query only, but none of them was relevant. From the second query to

the last one, MERLOT did not present any item. Similarly, ARIADNE was not able to

retrieve any item for any query, and, also, it mostly presented broken links. For these

reasons, we could not analyse the performance of MERLOT and ARIADNE.

5.2.3 Summarising the performance of the search engines

We have been able to retrieve relevant items from the majority of the tested search

engines, with a di�erent performance of the systems as the information in the query

changes. Figure 5.4 summarises this trend. With the only exception of CNX, which

could not retrieve more than one relevant item, all the systems perform the best when
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three attributes of the Teaching Context are in the query, though with di�erent at-

tributes. While the attributes concept name and course title are bene�cial for all of

the search engines, the attribute di�culty results useful for Google only, prerequisite

knowledge for Slideshare and education level for Youtube. Google still can retrieve new

relevant items for some queries with more than three attributes, but precision is much

lower. Among all the analysed systems, Slideshare reaches the highest precision value

of 0.6, followed by Google and YouTube with an equal precision of 0.5. However, at the

end of the experiment, Google retrieves the highest number of relevant items, namely 14,

followed by Slideshare with 12 and YouTube with 9 relevant items. Google is the only

system that has retrieved new relevant items when all the attributes of the Teaching

Context are in the query.

Overall, querying Google can be more pro�table because it can retrieve relevant

items for many con�gurations of queries with at least three attributes. In addition,

Google certainly o�ers a much wider range of items about di�erent domains and in

several formats. In fact, Google has presented some YouTube videos among the results

of some queries, and, more in general, the items suggested by Google are not limited

to one format only, like it is for YouTube and Slideshare. Google almost achieves the

best performance observed in this experiment, and with a more varied type of items

compared to the other systems. This fact makes it very clear why it is very attractive

for TEL users (Maloney et al., 2013). Google de�nitely represents an important baseline

for our WebEduRank.

In conclusion of this study, all the attributes used in this experiment result useful

to retrieve new items using existing search engines. However, the current systems

can not handle more than three attributes in the query. The �rst two attributes are

certainly concept name and course title, and then the third attribute is di�erent system

by system (while an attribute is good for a system, the same attribute is very bad for

all the others). This experiment shows that there is no system able to consider all the

attributes of the Teaching Context in the query with a quiet good retrieval performance,

and the attributes starting knowledge and target knowledge would make it worse. This

experiment analysed the search engines in one case study only, which do not allow a

generalisation of the results experienced in this study. However, for this case study,
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we can certainly say that such attributes of the Teaching Context resulted useful for

retrieving relevant web pages using current search engines. This �nding means that

there is a potential for the attributes of our Teaching Context for retrieving relevant

educational resources using modern search engines.

Given the proper performance of Google recorded during the experiment, and the

well-known capability of Google in retrieving web pages of any domain, we decide to

use it as a baseline system for the evaluation of our new ranking principle.

5.3 O�ine experiment: improving IR methods for

teaching

Usually, the results of an IR system for a web search are compared with what the

users of those systems believe useful and relevant for their query. Nevertheless, there

is an important di�erence between usefulness and relevance of an item retrieved after

a web search (Mao et al., 2016). Essentially, relevance is an important aspect of IR

systems and their evaluation, checking whether or not the system can actually retrieve

items that comply with the query. However, relevance is not always synonym of useful-

ness, because a retrieved item can be relevant to the topic or matter of the query, but

not useful for the real intention and goal of the user who formulated the query (Mao

et al., 2016). A prototypical example Mao et al. (2016) underlines this di�erence: if a

user wants to travel to the US and wants to know the carry-on baggage restrictions,

a query like �baggage restrictions� usually produces results that are relevant to the

query but not very useful for the user. Some results mention the baggage allowance

of a few airlines, but most results are generally invalid for travellers to the USA. To

some extent, this is what we observed in our experiments on the performance of Google

in Section 5.2.2.1. Our queries are using the attributes of the Teaching Context for

formulating the query. When the attribute ED. LEV. is added to the query, Google

presents some web pages about Java programming courses o�ered by some universities.

Those results are somewhat relevant for the query �Operators Java programming Be-

ginners undergraduate�, but not useful for the purpose of �nding educational resources

from the web. So, not always relevance means usefulness and this di�erence should be
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carefully considered when involving external human assessors for building the datasets

for the evaluation of IR systems (Mao et al., 2016). In our case, we have to make sure

that external assessors rate the usefulness of the web pages for teaching, more than

their relevance to the query. The best way for addressing this issue is providing ex-

ternal assessors with the highest level of knowledge and awareness of the purpose of the

web search. Hence, Mao et al. (2016) recommends to i) clearly describe the contextual

information about the web search, ii) use a very informative query, not too short or am-

biguous, iii) state precisely the purpose and need of the user. For our study, we need to

collect the usefulness of web pages for teaching a concept in a certain teaching context;

this is the purpose (or user need) in our case. For this reason, we ask instructors to i)

de�ne a teaching context of their interest, which includes a concept map, ii) formulate

a query for retrieving web pages for a concept of the concept map, and iii) rate the

usefulness of the retrieved web pages for teaching the concept in the speci�c teaching

context. In practice, instructors are the external assessors of the web pages, where the

same assessors de�ne the context of instruction and formulate the query. We believe

that this protocol covers the three points highlighted by Mao et al. (2016) for e�ectively

obtaining the assessment of usefulness, not just relevance, of web pages.

Before the presentation of the data collection phase, we discuss how to use the

collected data for the evaluation of IR methods. This discussion can help to clarify

which data, as well as the Teaching Context attributes, we need to collect.

5.3.1 Evaluation measures

Some accuracy measures are usually involved for showing how close to or far from the

assessors' ratings is the ranking or order of the items produced by the new IR method.

We can divide these measures into two main groups: prediction-accuracy and position-

based measures. Among the prediction-accuracy measures group, we �nd Root Mean

Squared Error (RMSE) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) (Shani and Gunawardana,

2011). RMSE measures how close to the actual users' ratings are the scores predicted

by the subject approaches as follows (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011):

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

|items|
∑

i∈items

(r̂i − ri)2 (5.1)
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where items is the set of web pages rated by instructors during the data collection

phase, ri is the rating for the i-th item assigned by the user and r̂i is the score for the

i-th item predicted by the system.

MAP computes the mean of the Average Precision (AP) of the results presented by the

subject system. Given an order of the items, AP is the average of the top-N precision

scores, where N corresponds to the positions of the useful items in the results set. For

each web search, we have an order of 10 items with, probably, at least one useful item.

The top-N precision scores are computed at ranks of useful items. AP averages these

precision scores for an order of items. The MAP measure is the mean of the AP scores

over a set of web searches. We consider an item useful when it has been given a rate

of at least 3 out of 5 by the external assessors. During the data collection, assessors

evaluate the �rst ten results presented by Google, so we decide to study also the top-1,

top-3 and top-5 precision measures of the result-sets when studying the precision-based

scores.

Among the position-based measures, we choose the Normalised Discounted Cumu-

lative Gain (NDCG) (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002). NDCG works analysing the order

of the items suggested by the subject systems. It tells us to what extent the produced

order re�ects the usefulness of the items, by discounting the gain for users of being

recommended useful items at lower positions. The formula of NDCG, given a list J of

items, is the following:

NDCG =
DCGJ

IDCG(J)

where DCGJ is the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) which is the sum of the gain

of the resources in J . Such gain is discounted logarithmically to penalise the orders

that place high-rate items at low positions.

DCGJ =
J∑

j=1

G[j]

max(1, log2 j)

where G[j] expresses the gain of the item in position j in the order J , namely the

usefulness assigned by the assessors in the data collection phase. Instead, IDCG(J)

returns the ideal DCG that it is possible to get from J . It is obtained by computing

DCG of the optimal order of the items in the set J , namely ordering the items in J by

descending rating (from the most to the least useful). Given the structure of the data,
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we cannot consider all the items in the dataset when computing IDCG. For each query,

IDCG is calculated considering only the items in J that includes the 10 items presented

by Google for the query. We prefer this approach because, in our data collection phase,

the assessors only rate the usefulness of the 10 items retrieved by Google. So, for a

speci�c teaching context, we cannot say anything about the usefulness of the other

items in the dataset.

5.3.2 Subject IR methods

During this experiment, we evaluate both structured and unstructured IR methods.

Brie�y, structured scoring methods analyse web pages as a structured object, examin-

ing the di�erent parts of the web pages individually. Instead, unstructured methods

consider web pages as a unique text, without distinguishing the di�erent components

that form the web pages. For each of those two groups, we have selected one scor-

ing method, which is, in our understanding, the most representative in their respective

groups: BM25F (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010) and TFIDF (Ramos, 2003). The TFIDF

method does not divide the web page into di�erent parts, but it only analyses the body-

text as a whole. When scoring documents for a non-binary query, a popular way to use

TFIDF is based on a Vector Space Model (VSM) representation of both the query-text

and the document (Ramos et al., 2003). So, we build two vectors of TF-IDF scores

from the terms in the query: one for the body-text of the web page and the other for

the query-text. The dimension of the vectors is equal to the number of unique terms in

the query. Given a term t of a query q, and a text the_text, we compute the TF-IDF

scores as follows:

TF-IDF(t, the_text) =
√
frequency(t ∈ the_text) · idf(t)2, (5.2)

where idf(t) is de�ned as follows:

idf(t) = 1 + log
total number of documents

docFreq(t) + 1
.

This implementation of TF-IDF comes from the TFIDFSimilarity class of Apache

Lucene7, after removing the normalisation and boosting factors. Finally, to limit the

7lucene.apache.org/core/4_0_0/core/org/apache/lucene/search/similarities/TFIDFSimilarity.html
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RMSE measurement of the performance to the range [0, 1], we prefer to directly use the

cosine similarity value of the two vectors. Hence, the relevance score of a web page w

for a query q is:

TF-IDF-SCORE(q, w) = cosine_similarity(Vq, Vw),

where Vq and Vw are the TF-IDF vectors of the query q and the web page w respectively.

The BM25F method is a structured scoring method which analyses the relevance of

a web page according to the relevance of di�erent parts of the web page to the query.

The formula implemented and used in this experiment is the following (Pérez-Agüera

et al., 2010).

BM25F(q, item) =
∑

t∈item

tf(t, item)

k1 + tf(t, item)
· idf(t),

where tf(t, item) is the linear combination of the frequency of the term t in the four

sections of the item, computed as follows:

tf(t, item) =
∑

s∈item
ws · tfs(t, item),

where ws is the boost factor for the section s of the web page. Finally, tfs(t, item) is

the term frequency of the term t in the section s of item. Such function is the following:

tfs(t, item) =
frequencys(t, item)

1 + bs(
litem,s

ls
− 1)

,

where frequencys(t, item) is the frequency of the term t in the section s of item, litem ,s

is the length of the section s of item (expressed by the number of words of the text of

s), ls is the average length of the section s according to the web pages in our collection.

Furthermore, bs, for a section s, is a parameter of BM25F for normalisation purposes.

Section 6.2 in Chapter 6 conducts an in-depth discussion of which parts of web pages

shall be considered for scoring web pages for teaching purposes. We here anticipate

that four sections are analysed, so s ∈ {title, body, links, highlights}. We base the

parameters of BM25F used for this experiment, and other tests conducted later in

our research, on methods proposed for BM25F Pérez-Agüera et al. (2010). In the

context of such method Pérez-Agüera et al. (2010), we �nd that btitle = 0.4, bbody =

0.3, blinks = 0.4. For bhighlights we have assigned a value of 0.5 because it is a

section which is expected to represent fundamental concepts for the content of the web
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page. We set the value of K1 = 1.7 as per the original reference Pérez-Agüera et al.

(2010). The optimisation of the boost factors may lead to better results of the method,

but, unfortunately, we do not have enough web searches for such purpose. Even other

researchers, with a much larger dataset, could not optimise the parameters (Pérez-

Agüera et al., 2010). However, we suggest two possible con�gurations of these factors:

i) following the literature (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010), ii) summing, for each section, the

weights of the attributes of the Teaching Context as formulated for WebEduRank (refer

to Table 6.2 in Section 6.3.1). In the last case, we add 1 to the sum of weights to

keep the boost factors over 1. We can propose a third possible con�guration based

on summing the elements of the Teaching Context which show improvement of the

accuracy of BM25F. We can only explore this last option at the end of this experiment

when we can identify the attributes of the Teaching Context that truly improve BM25F.

For comparing the BM25F with the two possible settings, we run BM25F with two

con�gurations of the following boost factors:

• Option 1 : wtitle = 3, wbody = 1, blinks = 2, whighlights = 3. The section high-

lights is usually not exploited in the BM25F method (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010),

so we assign the value 3 because it expresses signi�cant content addressed in the

web page, similarly to the section title.

• Option 2 : wtitle = 4.1, wbody = 3.8, blinks = 1.7, whighlights = 1.9.

We run with these settings for both options for the IP-informed BM25F, while for the

plain BM25F we use Option 1 only since we do not �nd an explicit link of the user-query

to any of the attributes of the Teaching Context.

5.3.3 Data collection

During the data collection, we have to make sure that external assessors rate the

usefulness of web pages for teaching, more than their relevance to the query; a small

but signi�cant di�erence for a proper experiment, as discussed earlier. For a reliable

evaluation of the usefulness of a web page, external assessors shall rate items with the

highest level of knowledge and awareness of the purpose of the web search (Mao et al.,

2016). For the data collection phase, we designed and implemented an online survey
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that allows instructors to de�ne a teaching context of their interest, which includes a

concept map8. Then, users formulate a query for retrieving web pages for a concept in

their concept map. The online survey interrogates Google9 and presents the �rst ten

items in a random order for avoiding any bias due to the system's presentation order.

We store the actual order proposed by Google as a benchmark for the evaluation of the

WebEduRank. The results are presented directly in the environment of the survey so

that the users do not know that Google is elaborating the query. Finally, the assessors

rate the retrieved web pages according to their usefulness for teaching a concept in

the teaching context. Assessors evaluate the web pages by means of a 5-point Likert

scale, hence each web page can be rated with a score from 1 to 5. With such a protocol,

instructors are the external assessors of the web pages, where the same external assessors

de�ne the contextual information, formulate the query and rate the web pages. We

believe that this data-collection protocol covers the three points highlighted by Mao

et al. (2016) for actually getting the assessment of usefulness, not just relevance, of web

pages.

Because the entire uploading of a concept-map, with at least 10 concepts, and the

evaluation of 10 educational resources from 10 pages per concept results in a lengthy

survey, we also used a shorter version of the survey where users can select one ready-

to-use concept map, signi�cantly reducing the time. The invitation to this version of

the survey is for instructors with expertise in at least one of the courses represented by

the concept maps available in the survey.

5.3.3.1 Participants

Since neither professional nor personal variables of the participants can a�ect the

evaluation process, instructors of any age, expertise, and teaching background have

been invited to the survey. Only for the short version of the survey, we restricted the

invitations to instructors who have teaching experience in machine learning or inform-

ation systems subjects. A total of 76 instructors participated in the survey, performing

201 web searches and rating 1,456 web pages in 35 teaching contexts. These data about

8Recall, that for our research, a concept map is a set of concepts taught in a course at least
connected by the prerequisite relation.

9Google is queried by using the Google Custom Search service expanded to the entire web.
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Figure 5.5: The �rst stage of the survey for the de�nition of the teaching context. It
also includes the construction of a custom concept map by the participants.

the completed surveys are before the quality control phase, presented later. Unfor-

tunately, we recorded many ratings not properly conducted according to our quality

control criteria. Therefore, signi�cantly less searches are the input to the analyses of

this thesis.

5.3.3.2 Data annotation

The instructors participating in the survey are assessors of the web pages, and they

are either the designer of a custom concept map or they selected one concept map that

is within their expertise. Each of the participants completed their Teaching Context.

This point is essential for awareness of the teaching context during their rating of the

web pages. The assessors know the goal of the query and all the other educational

information that the retrieved web pages should satisfy. The online survey consists

of two main stages: teaching context de�nition and rating of web pages. The �rst

step di�ers between the two versions of the survey. Figure 5.5 shows the screenshot
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Figure 5.6: The �rst stage of the shorter version of the survey for the de�nition of the
teaching context. The participants can choose a ready-to-use concept map for their
teaching context.

of the �rst stage for the longer version, while Figure 5.6 is the shorter version. The

only di�erence is the composition of the concept map, which is replaced by ready-to-use

concept maps in the second version of the survey. Finally, the users can formulate a

query for searching and rating web pages for as many concepts in the concept map as

they wish. Figure 5.7 shows the query environment, where participants can choose a

concept among those concepts in the concept map. Then, the system presents the �rst

ten results of Google in a random order. Figure 5.8 shows the web interface where

participants rate the retrieved web pages. Also, the system records the response time

of the search engine for producing the results set, the user's query, and the order of

the items proposed by Google. About the educational data, we record the concept of

the search as well as the teaching context data. For quality control of the assessments,

the system tracks whether or not the assessor inspected the rated web pages. It sets

a �ag to 1 when the assessor clicks on the link to the web page. During an o�ine
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Figure 5.7: The interface of the survey for submitting the query to the system.

stage, we developed a software that connects to the web pages rated by instructors. For

each web page, the software extracts the HTML source using the Selenium WebDriver10

for parsing the HTML, and building and browsing the corresponding W3C Document

Object Model (DOM) tree. From the DOM, we get the texts of the web page we are

interested, and store them in our local dataset. Since BM25F andWebEduRank analyse

a web page as a structured object, for each web page, we have saved four texts (see

Section 6.2).

5.3.3.3 Quality control

When external assessors are invited to rate web pages, we can expect that some

of them randomly rate the items to quickly conclude the survey. For example, we

have experienced that some users assigned ratings from 4 to 5 to all the items without

inspecting any of them, though it is clear that some of them are even o� topic. This

10www.seleniumhq.org/docs/03_webdriver.js
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Figure 5.8: Interface for rating the usefulness of the web items for teaching the selected
concept in the teaching context. The rating is based on a 5-point Likert scale.

behaviour results in misleading data for our experiments. We programmed our system

to automatically perform a �rst quality control of the annotations. The system does

not consider ratings of assessors who did not inspect at least 10% of the rated web

pages. After this �rst control, we manually check that the queries are consistent with

the concept object of the search. This process has been very selective, signi�cantly

reducing the data for the experiment for the sake of more reliable and truthful results.

After the quality control, the dataset hosts a total of 614 web pages rated by instructors

who conducted 66 web searches about 23 teaching contexts. The ratings gathered for

these web pages are reliable and we can exploit them for the purposes of our analyses.

5.3.4 Results and discussions

During this experiment, we interrogate the two IR scoring methods with the queries

presented in Table 5.1. Since the order of the attributes in the query does not in�u-
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Figure 5.9: The accuracy performance of BM25F for the di�erent teaching information
in the query. The boost factors are set up according to Option 1.

ence the performance of these methods, only the queries from Q1 to Q16 are valuable,

discarding the other queries with di�erent ordering of the attributes (i.e. queries Q6.2,

Q7.2, Q8.2, Q12.2, Q13.2, Q15.2, Q16.2, Q16.3 and Q16.4). For each web search (only

the ones that passed the quality control), we run the method with the 16 possible for-

mulations of the IP-informed query. To explore potential bene�ts from the IP-informed

queries, we also run the subject methods with the user-queries of the web searches.

We can identify the most accurate IP-informed query for the two methods, so that

we compare the accuracy of the methods when interrogated with user queries and with

IP-informed queries. We evaluated the scores resulting from each method using the ac-

curacy performance measures we introduced in Section 5.3.1. Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10

contrast the performance of the two options for BM25F. The �gures show the NDCG,

MAP, and the precision scores for BM25F con�gured with both Option 1 and Option 2

respectively. Moreover, Figure 5.11 reports the RMSE scores for the IR methods under

analysis, including BM25F. First of all, we can see that the structure of query Q15

leads to the highest scores of NDCG, MAP, P@3 and P@5 for both options of BM25F.

Query Q8 is also bene�cial for Option 1, reporting nearly the same values of NDCG,

MAP, P@3 and P@5 scores of Q15, but P@1 and RMSE of Q8 are worse than Q15.

Between the two options, we do not observe a remarkable di�erence in the performance

measures, just RMSE and P@1 are slightly better for Option 1 than Option 2. Also,
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Figure 5.10: The accuracy performance of BM25F for the di�erent teaching information
in the query. The boost factors are set up according to Option 2.

Figure 5.11: The root mean squared errors of the scores produced by the IR methods.
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Figure 5.12: The accuracy performance of TFIDF for the di�erent teaching information
in the query.

RMSE con�rms that Option 1 is generally better than Option 2, with lower RMSE

values for all the queries. According to RMSE, Q15 is not the best query, which is Q12,

but Q15 reports a RMSE value among the lowest we have in the experiment. Hence,

Q15 is one of the best query formulation also for RMSE. According to the analysis of

the performance measures, we �nd that Q15 is the query that is most bene�cial for

BM25F no matter the boost factors we choose. Moreover, Option 1, which replicates

the same boost factors proposed by Pérez-Agüera et al. (2010), is the best con�guration

of BM25F for our application.

Regarding the TFIDF method, Figure 5.12 plots the performance according to

NDCG, MAP, P@1, P@3 and P@5 measures, while we look for the RMSE score in

Figure 5.11. Like for BM25F, the teaching information in query Q15 is the most be-

ne�cial for TFIDF as per NDCG, MAP, P@1, P@3 and P@5. RMSE is also very close

to the best score recorded, which is 1.460 for query Q14 while for query Q15 is 1.486.

These results con�rm that query Q15 is the best formulation for TFIDF as well.

Therefore, the best way to formulate the query for both TFIDF and BM25F is the

structure of query Q15 which contains the attributes CN, CT, ED. LEV. and PK. In

practice, all the attributes of the Teaching Context, except DIFF., carry on information

that is bene�cial for these IR methods. We �nally have identi�ed the best query formu-

lation with the highest performance that these methods can achieve by automatically
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the accuracy performance of TFIDF and BM25F with and
without the teaching data from the Instructor Pro�le.

exploiting the attributes of our Teaching Context.

We can now proceed with a comparison of the performance of the methods run

with the user-queries and with the IP-informed queries. This test is the �nal answer

to the research question we are developing in this part of the research. We develop an

analysis of the performance according to NDCG, MAP, P@1, P@3 and P@5 measures.

Figure 5.13 reports the performance of BM25F and TFIDF for user queries and IP-

informed queries. We remind that the Teaching Context is the central part of our

formulation of the Instructor Pro�le, so the Teaching Context is available if instructors

are pro�led with our structure of Instructor Pro�le (IP-informed retrieval).

We also present another possible setting of the boost factors of BM25F. Since query

Q15 is the most useful query structure for BM25F, Option 3 is the sum of the weights

of each attribute in Q15 following the values in Table 6.2 in Section 6.3.1. This is the

same approach as our settings for Option 2. We always add 1 to the sum of the weights

to keep the boost factors over the value 1. As result, the boost factors for Option 3

are: wtitle = 3.0, wbody = 3.5, blinks = 1.2, whighlights = 1.3. Figure 5.13 compares

the BM25F when we used the two types of queries, namely, the plain user query and

the IP-informed query. It also reports the performances for the two boost options

Option 1 and Option 3. We can clearly see that BM25F is more e�ective when ranking

web pages according to the information in the Teaching Context. The performance of

these two options of BM25F shows no signi�cant di�erence. Therefore, we suggest the
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superior boost factor is Option 1 for BM25F. which results very e�ective also in other

studies (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010). We will later use this same setting of BM25F as a

baseline of WebEduRank. Similarly, Figure 5.13 shows that also TFIDF performs better

when using the attributes of the Teaching Context than the user query.

Table 5.3: Results of paired t-tests of IP-informed BM25F and user-query BM25F.
The null hypothesis is that the mean of the measures for IP-informed BM25F is lower
than user-query BM25F. The boost factors are assigned according to option1 for both
versions of BM25F.

IP-informed t-value 95% Con�dence Mean of the p-value

BM25F interval of di�erences

vs BM25F mean di�erences

AP 3.002 0.021 0.047 0.002
NDCG 2.085 0.003 0.016 0.021
P@1 1.623 -0.002 0.091 0.055
P@3 1.958 0.008 0.056 0.027
P@5 2.802 0.020 0.048 0.003

Table 5.4: Results of paired t-tests of IP-informed TFIDF and user-query TFIDF. The
null hypothesis is that the mean of the measures for IP-informed TFIDF is lower than
user-query TFIDF.

IP-informed t-value 95% Con�dence Mean of the p-value

TFIDF interval of di�erences

vs TFIDF mean di�erences

AP 3.399 0.035 0.068 0.0006
NDCG 2.224 0.005 0.019 0.015
P@1 2.093 0.031 0.152 0.020
P@3 2.290 0.022 0.081 0.013
P@5 3.024 0.031 0.070 0.002

Considering the paired t-tests, Table 5.3 reports the t-statistics for the comparison

of the performance of BM25F between the two query formulation approaches: the best

IP-informed query and the plain user's query. We remind that the null hypothesis is

that the mean values of the accuracy measures of the user-query BM25F are higher

than the IP-informed BM25F. The null hypothesis is rejected at .05 signi�cance level

when t-value > 2.0. We can see that AP, NDCG and P@5 reject the null hypothesis,

though NDCG presents a tiny di�erence of the estimated population mean. The p-

values support these results as well being lower than .05. Instead, P@1 and P@3 cannot
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reject the null hypothesis, even if the sample mean of P@1 and P@3 for the IP-informed

BM25F is much higher than the user query method. Since P@3 has a p-value of .027,

we still expect to �nd a higher performance of the IP-informed BM25F according to

P@3. The results of this experiment are also reliable because of the very small p-values,

well below .05 for all the performance measures but P@1. Overall, three measures out

of �ve can reject the null hypothesis. Also, four out of �ve metrics have recorded a

higher mean for the IP-informed method with a good p-value. Therefore, we can say

that BM25F performs better with an IP-informed query than a user-query, following

the structure of query Q15.

Also for TFIDF, the results are very positive for the IP-informed version. Table 5.4

shows the paired t-tests between the IP-informed TFIDF and user-query TFIDF. All

of the �ve accuracy measures reject the null hypothesis. The di�erences in both the

estimated mean for the population and the sample mean are positive for the IP-informed

version. The results are reliable at .05 signi�cance level for the p-values lower than .05

for all the accuracy measures. This �nding con�rms the positive results for the IP-

informed TFIDF.

In conclusion, the results of the experiment show that both structured and unstruc-

tured IR methods �nd useful our Teaching Context for scoring web pages for education

applications. Although the results are limited to a rather small dataset, we still �nd

the statistical support of our �ndings that allows a generalisation of the results of this

experiment. Furthermore, the dataset consists of real-life data and web pages, which

enables and strongly support practical applications of the methods in online systems.

5.4 Conclusions

The two analyses of the two experiments reveal that, for scoring web pages for

education, using the attributes of the Teaching Context provides an improvement for

both search engines and IR methods. The search engines bene�t from placing no more

than three attributes in the query, while IR methods can handle up to four of the �ve

attributes under analysis in these two studies. Search engines also perform di�erently.

The attributes concept name and course title are certainly bene�cial for all the subject

search engines, but which is the third attribute is di�erent for di�erent systems. We
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can conclude that all the �ve attributes are useful since Google bene�ts of di�culty,

Slideshare of prerequisite knowledge and Youtube of education level. However, for the

two IR methods, we �nd that only the attribute di�culty does not o�er perceivable

bene�t.

Although the results of the �rst experiment pertain to a single case study, our

analysis provides an understanding of which attributes are relevant for retrieval of edu-

cational resources. The case study is expressive since it involves Google and other

well-established online systems commonly used for the retrieval of educational resource

from the web. One case study only may appear very limited for addressing any conclu-

sion. However, a case study is enough for a pilot study since we do not want to know

how to expand the query for search engines, but we want to discover if our Teaching

Context o�ers some bene�ts for search engines. the case study gives practical informa-

tion on how the �ve analysed attributes a�ect the accuracy performance of the systems,

identifying the elements that lead to a valuable improvement of the performance of the

search engines. This insight indicates which attributes we shall consider for the design

of WebEduRank.

TFIDF and BM25F have been adopted in the second experiment as representative of

unstructured and structured IR methods respectively. We have been able to identify the

IP-informed query that most suit these two IR methods. This query is Q15 for both ap-

proaches. The query Q15 contains all the attributes of the Teaching Context except the

di�culty attribute. That formulation of the query based on the Teaching Context (we

can name it IP-informed) leads to a better performance of the IR methods than just

using a user query. The paired t-tests support a generalisation of the results in favour of

the IP-informed versions of the methods. This �nding is meaningful because it supports

our research, and it enables the possibility of an automatic query formulation based on

the Teaching Context without the intervention of the user.

In the next stage of the research, we will compare the accuracy performance of

Google, TFIDF and BM25F with our WebEduRank using the same data collected for

this chapter. However, we remind that two attributes of the Teaching Context, namely

Starting Knowledge and Target Knowledge, are not included in the two experiments we

have presented in this chapter. Simply expanding a query with these two attributes
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does not enable IR techniques and search engines to fully exploit the Instructor Pro�le

because of the noise they seem to introduce for these methods. This situation leaves

open the issue of how the Instructor Pro�le can still improve further the retrieval of

web pages for the purpose of teaching. Recall that our analysis about instructors and

their feedback is that these two attributes should also be considered. We progress along

the original line, thus, our focus will move to the design of WebEduRank for exploiting

as much as possible the information in the Instructor Pro�le for ranking web pages,

including Starting Knowledge and Target Knowledge.

In conclusion, our Instructor Pro�le provides educational information that can be

exploited to improve current IR methods and search engines when looking for web pages

for teaching, and the main part of the Instructor Pro�le is the Teaching Context. The

�rst experiment shows a case study where the Teaching Context provides information for

formulating a query for modern search engines. The accuracy performance measures in-

dicate the best performance happens when three attributes of the Teaching Context are

in the query. Also, di�erent systems bene�t from di�erent attributes of the Teaching

Context, so all the attributes of the Teaching Context contributes di�erently in the im-

provement of the performances of the search engines. The second experiment reports the

evident increase of the accuracy performance of two important IR techniques: BM25F

and TFIDF. These methods perform much better with a query formulated out of the

attributes of the Teaching Context than a plain user query. We based the experiment on

real-life data where instructors rated the usefulness for teaching of some web pages, and

the results are statically signi�cant according to p-values and paired t-tests. Therefore,

we demonstrated that our Instructor Pro�le can improve the accuracy performance of

IR methods when scoring web pages for educational purposes. This �nding is a solid

answer to the research question RQ2.



Chapter 6

The Educational Ranking Principle

At this stage of the research, we �nd that our Instructor Pro�le is i) a proper

descriptor of an instruction context (Chapter 4), and ii) a source of signi�cant informa-

tion for improving IR methods for education (Chapter 5). We want to use the Instructor

Pro�le for a more accurate ranking of the web pages by exploiting the structure of the

web pages and the attributes forming the Teaching Context of our Instructor Pro�le.

The problem of the retrieval of educational resources from the Internet is not new to the

research community, and it has always attracted several studies. However, the proposals

in the literature suggest modi�cations or updates to educational metadata schemas for a

better description of educational resources inside the Learning Objects. Unfortunately,

the metadata description of resources does not have a positive impact on instructors or

instructional designers in general, as we discuss in Section 2.1. We mentioned that this

situation leads to poor completeness rates of metadata, even for well-established and

important Learning Object Repositories.

Moreover, web pages do not come with such educational metadata or any educational

information. Hence, we propose to analyse web pages by following the data about the

teaching context of an instructor. Our approach is facing similar issues to those faced

by IR systems, namely how to match user requirements with the content of web pages.

The metadata of Learning Objects should have been able to help in this sense, but

the meaning of metadata �elds is ambiguous, and authors seem confused �lling such

�elds, resulting in annotations with not parsable semantics (Bozo et al., 2010; Dietze

et al., 2012). Those poorly de�ned metadata complicate computer-based elaboration.
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Furthermore, Learning Object metadata describes one resource, so its use implies that

each web page should have such metadata thoroughly annotated for implementing an

e�cient retrieval of web pages. This requirement seems distant at best, and we believe it

represents a severe practical limitation since it appears unsurmountable to convince all

designers of educational resources and their websites masters to adopt Learning Object

metadata and maintain it informative.

Our thesis is that, for better retrieval of items, we can compare a user pro�le with the

content or characteristics of the items. The user pro�le shall describe the user interests,

tastes, preference, and background for a more accurate ranking (see Section 2.2.3).

We propose to represent the user-instructor with the teaching context in which the

instructor is currently teaching. Our Instructor Pro�le contains the instructor's Teach-

ing Context that we need for an educational ranking of web pages. According to the

results we reported in Chapter 4, our formulation of educational context adequately

depicts the instructor's situation related to the design of educational resources. We

also proved that part of the Instructor Pro�le o�ers valuable data for a more accurate

educational-oriented ranking of web pages using present IR methods and search en-

gines. In essence, the Instructor Pro�le is a new proposal of user pro�le specialised in

education for implementing retrieval methods of web pages for education.

Furthermore, some ranking methods usually split a web page into di�erent sections

expressing diverse information (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010), even analysing the connec-

tion with other web pages next to the web page. Therefore, we now propose a method

for ranking web pages by using the attributes of our Instructor Pro�le and the di�erent

kind of information on the web page.

6.1 Purpose of WebEduRank

WebEduRank aims to rate web pages according to some aspects of the instructor's

teaching practice. The rating should re�ect the suitability of a web page for teaching a

certain concept in the particular instruction context. Our principle does not focus on

the ranking of the pages according to a topic. Google and other IR methods already

rank web pages with remarkable performance. We want to challenge Google and other

IR methods from an educational perspective. The main problem we want to address
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is the ordering of a set of web pages according to their suitability for teaching in a

certain context. A web page that can be considered an educational resource is expec-

ted to explain a concept but, also, to refer to some fundamental knowledge around it

(e.g. prerequisite knowledge) and be appropriate for the target students. This task is

not simple at all, mainly because of the problematic structure of a web page and the

detection of educational attributes by text-analysis only.

The structure of web pages, sometimes even not properly structured, is a challenge

for many tasks involving text-analysis and retrieval of pages. Even parsing of the content

may be a challenge because of HTML tags left open. However, research related to the

study of the semantic web and web crawling has proposed powerful tools for solving

many of these issues. Therefore, we rely on well-established tools for, at least, parsing

the content of the web pages and conducting a basic cleaning of the texts (we apply the

same tools to the same data reported in Section 5.1.2).

We now focus on the critical problem of ranking web pages according to the edu-

cational context of the instructor, without any help from educational metadata about

the resources. We rely on our proposal of Teaching Context for scoring the relevance

of a web page for teaching in a given situation. We propose WebEduRank where the

ranking is proportional to the discovery of attributes of the Teaching Context within

the structure of a web page.

6.2 Attributes of the Instructor Pro�le for informing

WebEduRank

The earlier part of our research formulated a set of educational-information items

for improving IR in TEL. The �rst result is our proposal of the Instructor Pro�le which

consists of a set of Teaching Context where the instructor is currently teaching or taught

in the past. According to the results presented in Chapter 4, each Teaching Context con-

sists of 7 attributes, where two of them are concept map and language. The concept

map is a data structure that allows us to deduce some educational information such as

the prerequisite knowledge of the concept object of the search, and starting knowledge

and target knowledge of the course. Section 4.2.2 reports that instructors consider start-
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ing knowledge and target knowledge fundamental for representing a teaching context.

However, modern search engines and traditional IR methods do not bene�t from expan-

ded queries that include starting knowledge and target knowledge. While we could not

use them for informing the present systems and methods, we aim to include them in

WebEduRank for further improvement of the ranking. The attribute language is useful,

but we will not consider further the attribute language because mature techniques exist

to detect the language of a web page or a plain text document, like the tool Apache

Tika1.

From the formulation of our Teaching Context, a new teaching-based ranking prin-

ciple shall consider the following teaching information:

• Prerequisite Knowledge (PK)

• Concept Name (CN)

• Course Title (CT)

• Education Level (ED. LEV.)

• Di�culty (DIFF)

• Starting Knowledge (SK)

• Target Knowledge (TK)

As mentioned earlier, we derive the elements PK, SK and TK by analysing the concept

map of the educational context. Let us suppose that an instructor is looking for educa-

tional resources for the concept c in the concept map. The attribute PK is the set of

concepts directly connected to c with ongoing edges to c. SK is the set of source con-

cepts (concepts with no prerequisites) in the map, and the set TK consists of the leaves

of the concept map. From previous trials, we already proved that the �rst �ve listed

attributes bring bene�ts to current IR methods and search engines. Now, the problem

is how to use these attributes plus SK and TK for further progress in the ranking of

web pages for teaching. The challenge is which parts of a web page our ranking principle

should inspect to meaningfully contrast with the Teaching Context attributes. Usually,

1tika.apache.org
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for ranking web pages, the body is the part of the page that is mostly analysed unless

some metadata is available (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010). However, within the body of

a web page, we can �nd some tags that may contain a di�erent kind of information.

For example, the links (usually expressed by the HTML tag a) can have as text the

name of other related concepts, while the headers should highlight important concepts

of the web page. For this reason, we want to distinguish the texts that come from the

following four parts of a web page: title, body, links and highlights. We suspect that

some information of our Teaching Context is more likely to appear in some parts of a

web page than others (e.g. target knowledge may appear in links rather than the body

or title sections). Hence, we suggest to conduct a structured scoring of the web pages

instead of just �nding the information in the whole body text.

Unstructured IR techniques applied to the entire body of the web page (like TFIDF)

would not provide us with any particular information for ranking web pages under the

educational view. The results we present later in Section 6.5.4 indicate a superior ac-

curacy performance by BM25F when compared to TFIDF. We believe that our WebEd-

uRank shall be a structured method like BM25F, but educationally oriented to achieve

further progress and higher accuracy of the scoring phase. The problem is how to i)

extract those four sections from web pages, and ii) combine the information coming

from the four parts of the web pages with our Teaching Context.

Part of web page HTML tags

Title title

Body body

Links a

Highlights strong, h3, h2, h1, b

Table 6.1: HTML tags for a structured fetching of the content of web pages. For each
of the four parts of a web page analysed by WebEduRank, we indicate the HTML tags
that we use for composing them.

We identify those four parts of a web page by associating them to some HTML

tags. Table 6.1 reports the HTML tags that we extract from a web page and whose

text composes the four sections of a web page. Besides the identi�cation of the parts of

web pages, there is also the issue of eliminating the text that is not relevant and may

generate some noise in the ranking task (e.g. menu-bars). This problem does not have
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an easy solution, and it is out of the scope of this research. Usually, when proposing a

ranking principle, such an issue can be solved later once the new approach is proved to

work e�ciently (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010). For this research, it is important that both

the benchmark methods and WebEduRank use the same texts during the experiments.

The presence of texts coming from noisy HTML tags a�ects the scoring methods equally.

Thus, we can prove the potential improvement of the WebEduRank also in these condi-

tions. We only perform some general cleaning of the texts (removal of stop words and

stemming, as discussed in Section 5.1.2) before running any scoring method.

6.2.1 Issues with deducing di�culty and education level of web

pages

We �nd the scoring of di�culty and education level of web pages very challenging.

The main issue is how to identify, with little ambiguity, the di�culty and the education

level automatically from a web page. Also, our analysis of the teaching resources avail-

able in the DAtaset of Joint Educational Entities (DAJEE) (Estivill-Castro et al., 2016)

does not �nd any set of terms that can indicate the di�culty and education level of the

resources. Therefore, we will not invest more e�orts on discovering the di�culty or the

education level for a web page. The source of the problem is that educational resources

contain words to instruct a concept, with no reference to the di�culty or education level

of the resource itself.

Although in Chapter 5 we found that existing search engines and IR methods bene�t

from either di�culty or education level, after several attempts we have not found a

systematic approach to successfully exploiting this information for a further boost in the

performance of WebEduRank. Thus, these two attributes require further consideration

and investigation before including them inWebEduRank. In Section 5.2 and Section 5.3,

we reported a comprehensive analysis of the performance of the baseline methods with

and without di�culty and education level in the query. For some of the systems we

tested, the performance deteriorates if we remove one of them. Hence, these attributes

carry on valuable information, but we still have not found an approach to properly

include them for WebEduRank. No matter what attributes the ranking methods use,

we can still compare which method o�ers a more accurate educational-oriented ranking
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of web pages.

6.3 Matching the attributes of the Instructor Pro�le with

web pages: the Expectancy Appearance Matrix

(EAM)

Each attribute of the Teaching Context represents particular information about the

educational context of an instructor. We have de�ned four components of a web page,

and the attributes of the Teaching Context will have di�erent presence in each of those

sections of a web page. For the ranking process, WebEduRank considers �ve attributes

of our Teaching Context, and we will be analysing their appearance in the text fragments

of the four sections of a web page. We propose to use an Expectancy Appearance Matrix

(EAM) for implementing a weighting mechanism. This mechanism is based on the

expectation that an attribute of the Teaching Context appears in a section of the web

page. Therefore, the Expectancy Appearance Matrix (EAM) re�ects a certain form of

the co-variance that an attribute of our Teaching Context is re�ected among a section

of the web page. The rationale is that an attribute is more likely to appear in a part

of a web page instead of others. We do not want to boost the score as it is common

for BM25F and TFIDF, but we aim to reward webpages which have elements of the

Teaching Context in the right section, where those elements should be. A section of

the web page expresses a content with a certain meaning (for example, the section links

mostly refers to related concepts, while the section highlights shall hold content about

important concepts). A weighting method based on EAM should �lter noise when an

attribute of the teaching context appears repeatedly in a section of the web page where

we do not expect to �nd it. For example, we consider noise a situation where a web

page presents a high frequency of the attribute concept name in the links section. We

hypothesise that the web page itself explains the concept without referring to other

material to explain it. Following this example, we want to reward more a web page

which has a high frequency of the attribute concept name in the title and body sections.

We design the EAM to help theWebEduRank in better ranking web pages by looking for

each piece of the Teaching Context in the right section. Formally, EAM is a 4x5 matrix,
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where the rows are the four components of the web pages analysed by WebEduRank,

and the columns are the attributes of the Teaching Context. The element aij ∈ EAM

is a weight expressing the expectancy that the i-th section of the web page contains the

j-th attribute of the Teaching Context.

The formulation of the EAM raises a new challenge for deciding the expectancy

of each attribute into each section of the web page. We can determine values for this

matrix using di�erent approaches, allowing the tuning of WebEduRank discovering the

most appropriate values for each element of the matrix. In theory, we could tune

the EAM using machine learning techniques, �nding the best setting according to the

ratings of web pages (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010). Practically, we need a considerable

amount of web pages contextualised in teaching contexts, with also user ratings or

other information to identify which pages are useful for a context. Since we are using

a new formulation of the Teaching Context, we do not have such data available in

current datasets. Although we have conducted a data collection phase for evaluation

purposes (see Section 5.3.3), we do not have enough data for tuning the EAM with

machine learning approaches. The optimisation of IR methods is a common problem

for researchers in IR because of the considerable amount of data required for this task,

even for data-scientists who work with large IR systems (Pérez-Agüera et al., 2010).

Therefore, we can only tune the EAM based on our experience, although, this may

not be the optimal con�guration. However, this is not a big issue for the scope of this

thesis. If we prove that our WebEduRank performs better than the baseline methods

even with a non-optimal EAM, then the optimisation of the EAM will improve such

performance. Therefore, we propose and evaluate a simpler WebEduRank although we

are aware it could be optimized further.

6.3.1 Values for the EAM

In this section, we examine each element of the Teaching Context, in order to justify

our expectation of �nding such element re�ected in each section of the web page. This

will provide a justi�cation for the corresponding value we will assign to the correspond-

ing entry of the EAM.

The concept name is the main topic that the web page. Moreover, we expect this is
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the concept the web page, as an educational resource, aims to deliver. Thus, we �rmly

expect that the title section and body section of the web page focus on it. That is, an

educational resource (which is a web page) ought to have the main learning objective

present in the title section and body section. While the body of the web page must

contain the terms of the concept name, the title may be more generic and related to

the structure of the particular website. Hence, we suggest a value of 0.9 for title and

1.0 for the body section. On the other hand, we assume that the text in links mentions

knowledge somewhat related to the web page but not central. For teaching a concept,

the web-page itself should be self-contained for its concept. Although it may refer to

other concepts, we expect no or minimal references to other web pages about theconcept

name. So, we give a weight of 0 to the links section. Finally, we assign a weight of 0.2

to highlights because it shall express salient parts of the web page. Such section might

include the name of the concept.

About the attribute course title, we assign an expectancy in the highlights section

as 0, and a rather small in the title section and links sections. We set these values

to 0.2. In the body section, we assume a higher value, and we set this to 0.8. We decide

on these values because the course title is not a salient part of the web page itself.

We assume the web page name it in the title or link to it, though not very frequently.

Instead, we expect to �nd the course title mentioned in the body quite a lot as further

contextualisation of the content of the web page in the course.

The attribute prerequisite knowledge reports the closest knowledge to the concept.

We believe this is likely to appear in the title section and body section. We assign the

value 0.9 to the title section. The value for the body section is 0.7. We believe that a

useful web page uses it for explaining the concept rather than poiting to it with a link.

Thus, the weight for the links section is 0.0. Prerequisite knowledge may be highlighted

on the web page, though it is not much probable. Thus, we decide a weight of 0.2 for

the highlights section.

Setting the values for the attributes starting knowledge and target knowledge is

not so simple because they relate to the course. These attributes represent important

concepts that help de�ne the boundary of a course, so they might not be directly related

to the content of a web page. However, they may still appear in some sections of a web
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page, and the ranking principle shall give a higher score to those pages which refer to

them appropriately. If some terms of the starting knowledge appear on the web page,

we would mainly expect them to concentrate in the title section (e.g. web pages that

teach the concepts of the starting knowledge). Instead, in the body and links sections,

we expect that the starting knowledge is less visible with a low weight of 0.1 for both

sections. We have sliglhty higher expectation of �nding the starting knowledge in the

highlights section of the web page, so we assign a weight of 0.2 to this section.

We believe that the terms of the target knowledge are more frequent throughout

the sections of the web page, especially if these web pages are about concepts that

are close to the end of the course. We award the title section and body section with

small weights, 0.1 and 0.2 respectively. These values re�ect that the target knowledge

is the goal of the course, so the web page may touch those concepts not very likely.

Instead, we believe that the web page may refer to the target knowledge in the links

and highlights sections since it is the knowledge to which the web pages shall aim to.

We suggest a weight of 0.4 for both sections. The weights of the target knowledge are

minimal re�ecting the low expectation of �nding it in the content of the web page.

Following these considerations, we have a con�guration of the EAM, and Table 6.2

shows the instance of EAM resulting from our assumptions.

CN CT PK SK TK

Title 0.9 0.2 0.9 1.0 0.1

Body 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.2

Links 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.4

Highlights 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4

Table 6.2: The EAM for running WebEduRank.

6.4 Formulation of WebEduRank

The purpose of WebEduRank is scoring web pages contrasting their content with

the text of the attributes of the Teaching Context. Such texts describe the di�erent

aspects of the teaching. Figure 6.1 shows how our WebEduRank elaborates the web

pages in order to score them against the Teaching Context. The score is then used for
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Figure 6.1: A schematic representation of the scoring process of web pages performed
by WebEduRank.

ranking the web pages. WebEduRank performs the matching of the texts by dividing

the web page into four sections supplying di�erent information about the content of a

web page. We base the scoring of each section on the TFIDF score, which is a potent

method of scoring the relevance or similarity of a text for a query. In fact, the BM25F

approach is a structured method, but it still uses TFIDF-based scores for scoring a

query for each section of the web page. Roughly, BM25F changes the formulation of

the term-frequency function to take into account the structure of the web pages, while it

maintains the IDF score. Similarly, we propose a TFIDF scoring of the four sections of

a web page in combination with a weighting system based on the EAM. As we introduce

in Section 6.3, the columns of EAM indicate the expectancy that an attribute of the

Teaching Context appears in the four sections of the web page. The expectancy value

aij of the EAM weights the TFIDF scores of the terms of the j-th attribute in the i-th

section of the web page. Each column j of the EAM is a vector, called the Importance

Vector IV j , stating the importance of �nding an attribute of the Teaching Context in

the four sections of the web page. For the j-th attribute, we formally de�ne IV j as

follows.

IV j =
⟨
atitle ,j , abody ,j , alinks ,j , ahighlights ,j

⟩
,
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where aij is an element of EAM and j ∈ {CN,CT,PK, SK,TK}. We normalise the

frequency values with the number of words of the text. In practice, we use the same

TFIDF formula presented in Section 5.3.2 but with normalised frequencies:

TFIDF (attText , secText) =
∑

term∈attText

freq(term, secText)

length(secText)
· IDF (term)2 (6.1)

where length(secText) returns the number of words in the text, in practice, the sum

of the frequencies of all the terms in secText. The IDF (term) function is the same

one reported in Section 5.3.2. In Formula 5.3.2, the frequencies are absolute values so,

following the Lucene implementation of TFIDF, it is desirable a mathematical function

to reduce the impact of the TF part in the overall TFIDF score. In the case of WebEd-

uRank, we do not lower down the TF function as we do in Formula 5.3.2, because we

here use a normalisation of the frequencies, so we the frequency values are not absloute

values.

We �nally use this TFIDF function for building a TFIDF Vector TFIDF-V of the

terms of the j-th attribute in the four parts of the web page, namely:

TFIDF-V j =

⟨TFIDF(attTextj , titleText),

TFIDF(attTextj , bodyText),

TFIDF(attTextj , linksText),

TFIDF(attTextj , highlightsText)⟩.

Finally, for each attribute of the Teaching Context, WebEduRank computes the sum

of the dot products of the TFIDF vectors TFIDF-V with the importance vectors IV.

We normalise the score with the sum of the dot products of the importance vectors with

the vector of maximum IDF values IDF-V :

WER =

∑
j∈{PK,CN,CT,SK,TK} IV j · TFIDF-V j∑
j∈{PK,CN,CT,SK,TK} IV j · IDF-V

(6.2)

Given a collection of documents, the vector IDF-V consists of four elements which

are the highest IDF value IDFmax squared because the TFIDF function has its IDF

component squared. The highest IDF happens when there are no body-texts in the
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dataset that contain a term. Following Formula 5.3.2, the value of IDFmax is 1 +

log(numDocs).

By construction, the co-domain of WebEduRank is the interval [0, 1]. The TFIDF

scores are positive and are bounded above by IDF 2
max . Since the term-frequency values

are normalised to 1, the elements of a TFIDF vector can achieve the maximum value of

IDF 2
max , so the numerator is the sum of dot products between IDF-V and the import-

ance vectors. The denominator is such sum; hence, diving numerator and denominator

the result is 1 that is the maximum value of WebEduRank. In the case no sections of a

web page contains any term of the Teaching Context attributes, the TFIDF vectors are

vectors of zeros because the term-frequency values are zero. In this case, the sum of the

dot products at the numerator returns zero, while the denominator is still greater than

0 (the importance vectors are positive vectors with at least one element greater than

zero), so WebEduRank is equal to 0.

This formulation of the WebEduRank does not include all of the attributes of our

Teaching Context (i.e. di�culty and education level). We will assess the WebEduR-

ank without them. The problem of introducing them in the currentWebEduRank is the

de�ntion of proer values for their importance vectors in the EAM. Future research may

concetrate on this and add these two vectors to the EAM. This is enough for including

them in the computations ofWebEduRank. The overall structure ofWebEduRank would

remain the same, only the EAM might be updated.

6.5 Evaluation of WebEduRank

We now present the experiment for validating the WebEduRank using the data col-

lected in Section 5.3.3. The data collection stage produced a dataset of ratings of web

pages. The ratings re�ect the suitability of a web page for teaching a concept in a

context de�ned by instructors themselves. The dataset adequately provides the in-

struction context for informing WebEduRank and the structure of the web pages as we

need. The results of the analysis in Section 5.3.4 are the baseline for the validation of

our WebEduRank ; we apply the same methodology for testing WebEduRank. Follow-

ing the methodology for the evaluation of BM25F and TFIDF (refer to Section 5.1.2),

WebEduRank ranks the top-10 web pages that Google retrieves after a web search, as
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stored during the data collection phase. For a comparison of WebEduRank with an

online system, we can also confront the ranking of Google with the one that WebEduR-

ank suggests.

The goal of this evaluation is to prove the improvement of WebEduRank for ranking

web pages for teaching compared to current practice and baseline methods. Therefore,

we can formulate the following research question:

RQ3: Given a set of web pages, can our WebEduRank o�er a more accurate

educational ranking of web pages than current practices?

We expect WebEduRank to provide a better outcome than Google and other baselines

for ranking web pages for a teaching context. To reply to this research question, we

use position-based and prediction-accuracy measures (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011;

Yilmaz et al., 2008) for proving the higher accuracy of our method than TFIDF, BM25F

and Google. These measures are the same ones of the study in Section 5.3.1. Recall

that the WebEduRank exploits only a part of the teaching context due to the issues of

ranking web pages also using the attributes di�culty and education level (refer to Sec-

tion 6.2.1). Once we achieve satisfying results, future research can address incorporating

those additional attributes for a further improvement of WebEduRank.

6.5.1 Methodology

For addressing the research question RQ3, we propose an experiment based on data

collected in our local dataset. In Section 5.3 we showed some possible improvements

that we can apply to current IR methods for scoring web pages for education. The

test involved an unstructured method (TFIDF) and a structured method (BM25F),

presenting the best IP-infomred query formulation with the highest accuracy perform-

ance for those two approaches (see Section 5.3.4). We now refer to those results as a

baseline for our WebEduRank, where we expect to see a further increase of the accuracy

performance. In this way, we do not just test WebEduRank with a traditional version

of TFIDF and BM25F, but we compare WebEduRank with the best possible con�gur-

ation of BM25F and TFIDF in this research, where the ranking methods can bene�t

from our Instructor Pro�le. The results of Section 5.3.4 indicate a sharp improvement
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of these two methods when we interrogate them with queries automatically formulated

out of the information in our Teaching Context instead of users' queries. Although such

experimental setting is more challenging for WebEduRank, we believe it provides fairer

and stronger results.

Moreover, in Section 5.2 we also presented some ways to interrogate online search

engines employing the data coming from our Teaching Context. Not surprisingly, Google

performs very well throughout the experiment, though Slideshare can be slightly better

than it for a speci�c query. Because of the ability of Google to retrieve relevant web

pages for most of the queries, we decide to test WebEduRank against Google as well as

the IP-informed versions of TFIDF and BM25F. When comparing Google and WebEd-

uRank, we can not use the RMSE performance measure because we do not have the

actual score that Google assigns to each web page. So, we evaluate the performance

using the measures NDCG, MAP, P@1, P@3 and P@5 where the order of the resources

is enough for their computation. We report the outcome of the paired t-tests that we

have from the software R (R Core Team, 2016) for a con�rmation of the statistical

signi�cance of the results.

6.5.2 Baseline systems and methods

Section 5.3.2 already presents the details and structure of the TFIDF and BM25F

IR approaches. We only want to point out that the second approach is pretty similar

to the method of the WebEduRank, but without using the EAM. Both BM25F and

our WebEduRank are structured retrieval methods, so the primary attention is the

comparison of the performance between WebEduRank and BM25F. Also, we compare

the accuracy performance of WebEduRank with the IP-informed versions of TFIDF

and BM25F. In addition to BM25F and TFIDF, Google is another baseline system

for comparing WebEduRank 's ranking with an online system. We think it is valuable

comparing our method with Google as well since Google is the most reliable search

engine also for educational purposes.
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Table 6.3: The di�erence between the performance of WebEduRank with all the attrib-
utes and WebEduRank removing an attribute from EAM. Negative values mean that
the performance falls down when the attribute is removed, while positive values indicate
a better performance of WebEduRank without the attribute (highlighted in bold).

Without Without Without Without Without

CN CT PK SK TK

NDCG -0.003 -0.005 -0.002 +0.002 +0.001

MAP -0.009 -0.01 -0.015 -0.001 -0.006
P@1 -0.03 -0.045 -0.015 -0.03 -0.015
P@3 -0.005 -0.016 -0.016 +0.005 -0.006
P@5 -0.024 -0.003 -0.03 0.000 +0.003

6.5.3 Importance of the attributes of the Teaching Context for

WebEduRank

Before evaluating the performance of our WebEduRank, we present an analysis of

the importance of the �ve attributes in the EAM. The goal is to study the contribution

of each attribute in an accurate ranking of the web pages, with particular attention to

the SK and TK attributes. We conduct this analysis removing one attribute at the time

and measuring the performance of WebEduRank after the removal of the attribute. To

remove an attribute of the Teaching Context represented by the column j in the EAM,

we set the values of the j-th column (i.e. IV j) to zero values. In this way, the attribute

j does not contribute to the ranking task because the dot product of any vector with

IV j , which is a vector of zeros, returns a value of 0.

Table 6.3 shows the trend of the �ve accuracy measures when we execute WebEd-

uRank without an element of the EAM. The negative values suggest a loss of e�ciency

by ignoring a particular attribute of the Teaching Context, so it means that the attrib-

ute positively contributes to the performance of WebEduRank. Instead, positive values

indicate that WebEduRank performs better when we remove the attribute. The results

indicate that the removal of the attributes SK and TK slightly improves the accuracy

according to NDCG and P@3 for SK, and NDCG and P@5 for TK. However, only two

out of the �ve accuracy measures show a small increase. Hence, these results do not

create any concerns about the importance of these attributes for ranking. Moreover, if

we remove SK, P@1 falls signi�cantly, and if we exclude TK, then the measures MAP,
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Figure 6.2: The mean of the accuracy performances of Google, TFIDF, BM25F and
WebEduRank over the 66searches collected in this study. This �gure reports the per-
formance according to NDCG, MAP, P@1, P@3 and P@5 accuracy measures.

P@3 and especially P@1 are negatively a�ected. Other than those few cases, we �nd all

negative values, con�rming the importance of all the attributes in the EAM for ranking

web pages, including the attributes SK and TK. We remind that the instance of the

EAM presented in this study might not be optimal, so it may be possible to �nd a con-

�guration of the EAM that exploits better these attributes. We make this assumption

because if we set the values of the importance vectors of SK and TK to zero, then we

mostly experience a drop in the accuracy of WebEduRank. This e�ect suggests that the

optimal importance vector for these two attributes is not a vector of zeros.

6.5.4 Results and discussions

We �nally present the results of the performance of WebEduRank against Google,

BM25F and TFIDF. using the data of the 66 web searches we have collected during

this project. We are aware that our dataset is not large, and a larger dataset would

be desirable for a stronger generalisation of the results of the experiments. Neverthe-

less, since we evaluate the results with �ve accuracy measures, we can still draw some

statically signi�cant conclusions.
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According to four of the �ve accuracy measures, Google is the system that performs

less accurately among the baselines. Only for the P@1 measure, Google is second after

TFIDF. It is likely that the reason behind the low performance of Google is that we only

have the Google results from users' queries. In Section 5.3.4, we have discovered that

BM25F and TFIDF perform much better with an automatic formulation of the query

based on our Instructor Pro�le than a user query. This discovery might apply to Google

as well. However, we do not have statically signi�cant results to prove generally that

the IP-informed versions of BM25F and TFIDF can perform better than Google. The

paired t-tests of all of the �ve accuracy measures are not strong enough for both BM25F

and TFIDF. This result is due to the combination of the low amount of data we have

in our local repository, and the small di�erence in the performances. Nevertheless, even

with such a small dataset, we anticipate that our ranking principle performs signi�cantly

better than Google, and the paired t-tests support this �nding.

Table 6.4: Results of the performance of IP-informed TFIDF, IP-informed BM25F,
Google and WebEduRank for ranking the results of 66 web searches in our dataset.
This table reports the accuracy performance of the methods according to MAP and the
average values of NDCG, P@1, P@3 and P@5. In bold, we highlight the highest score
recorded in the experiment.

Metric IP-informed IP-informed Google WebEduRank

TFIDF BM25F

NDCG 0.881 0.897 0.879 0.908

MAP 0.652 0.654 0.63 0.718

P@1 0.591 0.530 0.561 0.712

P@3 0.576 0.0.601 0.556 0.647

P@5 0.567 0.573 0.530 0.615

We �nd that our WebEduRank performs better than all the baselines. Also, some

of the performance measures of WebEduRank are remarkably higher than the bench-

marks. While the NDCG measure does not report a very distinctive performance of

the methods, the MAP, P@1, P@3 and P@5 measures indicate a more tangible dif-

ference, especially MAP and P@1. Table 6.4 reports the values of the performance

measures for all the baselines and WebEduRank. The measures P@1 and MAP indicate

the largest di�erence between WebEduRank and the baselines. Following the measure

P@1, the best baseline is TFIDF with a P@1 value of 0.591 whileWebEduRank achieves
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a remarkable 0.712. WebEduRank increases the performance of 0.121 which is 20.47%

higher than the performance of the best baseline. Looking at the MAP measure, we

�nd that BM25F is the most accurate baseline with a MAP value of 0.654 compared

to 0.718 of WebEduRank. In this case, the di�erence between the MAP values is 0.064,

and WebEduRank achieves a MAP score that is 9.79% higher than BM25F. We further

analyse the results with a set of paired t-tests, one test for each measure, for exploring

the statistical signi�cance of the results. We remind that we need a minimum t-value

of 2.000 for rejecting the null hypothesis at 0.05 signi�cance level for the degree of free-

dom equal to 65. The null hypothesis is that the mean value of the performance of our

WebEduRank is lower than the baseline method involved in the paired t-test.

Table 6.5: Results of the paired t-tests of the AP measure on 66 queries. We compare
WebEduRank with the baseline methods and systems. The Mean of the di�erences
column is the average di�erence of the MAP values.

WebEduRank t-value 95% Con�dence Mean of the p-value

against interval of di�erences

mean di�erences

TF-IDF (IP-informed) 2.321 0.018 0.065 0.012

BM25F (IP-informed) 2.577 0.022 0.064 0.006

Google 4.184 0.053 0.088 4.382E-05

Table 6.6: Results of the paired t-tests of the NDCG measure on 66 queries. We compare
WebEduRank with the baseline methods and systems.

WebEduRank t-value 95% Con�dence Mean of the p-value

against interval of di�erences

mean di�erences

TF-IDF (IP-informed) 2.579 0.009 0.027 0.006

BM25F (IP-informed) 1.114 -0.005 0.010 0.135

Google 3.349 0.014 0.028 0.0007

Table 6.5 reports the paired t-tests for the comparison of the AP measure ofWebEd-

uRank against TFIDF, BM25F and Google. The column Mean of the di�erences is, in

essence, the di�erence of the MAP values of WebEduRank and the baseline approaches.

Our WebEduRank remarkable increases the MAP performance. The low p-values (un-

der 0.05) and the enough robust t-values con�rm the rejection of the null hypothesis

at 0.05 signi�cance level against all the baselines. Also, the population mean of AP
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Table 6.7: Results of the paired t-tests of the P@1 measure on 66 queries. We compare
WebEduRank with the baseline methods and systems.

WebEduRank t-value 95% Con�dence Mean of the p-value

against interval of di�erences

mean di�erences

TF-IDF (IP-informed) 1.820 0.010 0.121 0.037

BM25F (IP-informed) 2.821 0.074 0.182 0.003

Google 2.444 0.048 0.152 0.009

Table 6.8: Results of the paired t-tests of the P@3 measure on 66 queries. We compare
WebEduRank with the baseline methods and systems.

WebEduRank t-value 95% Con�dence Mean of the p-value

against interval of di�erences

mean di�erences

TF-IDF (IP-informed) 2.024 0.012 0.071 0.024

BM25F (IP-informed) 1.319 -0.012 0.045 0.096

Google 2.603 0.033 0.091 0.006

Table 6.9: Results of the paired t-tests of the P@5 measure on 66 queries. We compare
WebEduRank with the baseline methods and systems.

WebEduRank t-value 95% Con�dence Mean of the p-value

against interval of di�erences

mean di�erences

TF-IDF (IP-informed) 1.820 0.004 0.048 0.037

BM25F (IP-informed) 1.808 0.003 0.042 0.038

Google 3.709 0.047 0.085 0.0002

for WebEduRank is estimated around 0.02 higher than BM25F and TFIDF, and more

than 0.05 for Google, with 95% of con�dence. Therefore, it is very likely that WebEd-

uRank ranks useful web pages at higher positions than the three baselines.

On the other hand, Figure 6.2 indicates a very slight di�erence of NDCG perform-

ance among the methods. Table 6.6 makes this issue more evident, where the estimated

con�dence interval for the mean di�erences is essentially �at, only Google displays a

value higher than 0.01. Moreover, the di�erence of NDCG between WebEduRank and

BM25F is not strong enough to reject the null hypothesis, reporting a con�dence in-

terval mean of di�erences slightly better for BM25F. We also compute the t-test to

control whether the BM25F performs better than WebEduRank, but the results are not
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signi�cant with a high p-value and a negative t-value. With the current data, we do

not �nd statistical support of the better performance of WebEduRank than BM25F.

However, BM25F is the only critical baseline. The paired t-tests con�rm that the

NDCG of WebEduRank is higher than TFIDF and Google, supported by small p-values

under 0.05.

We now look at the P@1 performance of the methods as we report in Table 6.7.

This measure is rigorous since it is either 1 or 0. It says if the web page at the �rst

position of the ranking is useful or not. On average, the experiment shows that WebEd-

uRank performs better than all the baselines. The low p-values under 0.05 support

this �nding. With the only exception of TFIDF, which is the best performer baseline

according to P@1, the paired t-tests reject the null hypothesis. So, the experimental

data suggest a strong performance of WebEduRank compared to BM25F and Google.

Against TFIDF, we are close to rejecting the null hypothesis with a t-value of 1.820 out

of 2.000. However, on average, the estimate for the di�erences of P@1 performance is at

least 0.1. For our sample, the average of the di�erences of P@1 is 0.121, supported by

a p-value of 0.037. According to these results for P@1, we can expect WebEduRank to

rank better than TFIDF as well.

In the case of P@3, Table 6.8 shows thatWebEduRank does not perform well against

BM25F, while the null hypothesis is rejected for the other baselines. Similarly to NDCG,

the lower-bound of the con�dence interval of the mean di�erences is marginally in

favour of BM25F. Also, the p-value is not low enough for con�rming the average of the

di�erences of 0.045 that we record in our experiment. In this case, we compute the

paired t-test that the mean of the P@3 measure of BM25F is higher than WebEduRank.

The results are not positive, with a negative t-value (-1.319) and a high p-value (0.904).

This result con�rms thatWebEduRank is more likely to perform better than BM25F, but

the current experimental data are not strong enough for a statistical con�rmation. We

can, however, generalise the very positive results we obtain from WebEduRank against

TFIDF and Google. The mean value of the P@3 measure for WebEduRank is expected

to be 0.012 higher than TFIDF and 0.033 higher than Google. Much broader is the

average of the di�erences we �nd in this experiment, where WebEduRank achieves a

P@3 accuracy greater than TFIDF by 0.071 and at least 0.091 higher than Google.
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These results are supported by signi�cantly low p-values.

The last analysis is about the P@5 measure, and Table 6.9 reports the outcome

of the paired t-tests for this measure. Only against Google, we have a good t-value

for rejecting the null hypothesis. When comparing WebEduRank to both BM25F and

TFIDF, we have t-values of around 1.8 which are close to the required threshold but not

su�cient to establish statistical signi�cance. That is, the p-values are lower than 0.05 in

both cases. Therefore, the mean of the di�erences recorded in this experiment, which is

around 0.04 for both baselines, can be expected to be reproducible with larger datasets.

6.5.4.1 Conclusions

The results of our study are favourable for our WebEduRank compared to BM25F,

TFIDF and Google, though, in a few cases, the values obtained from the analysis do not

ensure statistical signi�cance. The lack of such statistical support casts some limitations

for the generalisation of the results. It would be interesting to repeat the t-tests in an

experiment with a larger dataset.

According to all the accuracy measures, WebEduRank performs much better than

Google, and the paired t-tests con�rm this �nding. Regarding the other baselines, we

�nd that the mean of the di�erences of all the �ve accuracy measures are remarkably

high in favour of WebEduRank, but the null hypothesis is not always rejected for either

BM25F or TFIDF in some cases. In the case of TFIDF, the null hypothesis is not

rejected for P@1 and P@5 only, but the p-values are still lower than 0.05 and the t-

values are very close to 2.000. This outcome means that it is likely WebEduRank would

rank better than TFIDF in similar settings. The most critical result is against BM25F

since WebEduRank does not have enough strong results for NDCG, P@3 and P@5.

Also, NDCG and P@3 lead to p-values higher than 0.05. This hampers the belief for

statistical signi�cance of the results from the experiment. The situation for P@5 is more

encouraging, where the p-value is lower than 0.05, and the t-value is very close to 2.000.

This scenario supports the generalisation of the mean of the di�erences of P@5 for our

experiment.

To summarise, out of three baseline methods and �ve accuracy measures, WebEd-

uRank performs better than all the baselines and subject methods, with a statistical
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support of the signi�cance of the results in most of the cases. Just for BM25F, the

NDCG and P@3 values are not strong enough, but MAP, P@1 and P@5 are signi�c-

antly in favour of WebEduRank than BM25F with statistical support of the results,

particularly remarkable for MAP and P@1.

Also, it is fundamental to highlight that WebEduRank is the only scoring method

that performs better than Google with statistically signi�cant results. The values of the

�ve accuracy measures are high enough to reject the null hypothesis when we compare

WebEduRank with Google. In contrast, if we apply the same analysis to BM25F against

Google, we can not reject the null hypothesis for any of the �ve measures. Therefore,

the results of this experiment con�rm the remarkable progress of the accuracy perform-

ance of WebEduRank compared to TFIDF, BM25F and even Google. The �ndings of

this experiment provide a positive and statistically signi�cant answer to the research

question RQ3.



Conclusions and future works

During this study, we addressed the problem of designing an educational ranking

of web pages. Our research aims to enable the retrieval of educational resources from

the web, overcoming the limited number of Learning Objects available in current re-

positories. To the best of our knowledge, researchers have proposed many interesting

recommendation systems and retrieval methods for TEL applications. Nevertheless, all

these are limited to Learning Objects in small repositories. While Learning Objects of-

fer some educational metadata of the content that is supposed to help in the retrieval

phase, web pages are usually not decorated with any instructional information. So, we

started this research with the formulation of a set of teaching aspects that are involved

in the composition or selection of educational materials. We rely on these aspects for

ranking web pages.

In Chapter 3, we reviewed some studies that we believe are critical for identifying

what elements qualify web pages as holding educational resources appropriate for an

instructional context. Our formulation of an Instructor Pro�le includes this set of

elements for describing the teaching context of an instructor. In fact, our Instructor

Pro�le is a set of Teaching Context for providing information about the instructional

situations of the instructor. We base our research on such Teaching Context for the

improvement of the ranking of web pages, and specially for not retrieving based on the

topic, but with the purpose of using the retrieved pages in course delivery. Given the

critical role of the Teaching Context for our research, we conducted a questionnaire for

evaluating the instructors' perceived-usefulness of our Teaching Context. We focused on

the usefulness of the Teaching Context for describing the aspects of a teaching context

involved in the composition of instructional resources. Section 4.2.2 reports the results

of the questionnaire after the collection of 65 answers. From the analysis of the results,
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we have clear evidence that instructors recognise most of the attributes of our Teaching

Context as important descriptors of their teaching. Although the number of participants

is not large, the sample of instructors is quite diverse (see Section 4.1.2), and our

analysis using t statistics support the generalisation of the results, as we discussed in

Section 4.2.2. The analysis of the answers to this questionnaire is a positive outcome

for our �rst research questions, named RQ1.

An intermediate step of the research is using the information of our Teaching Con-

text for improving current IR methods in education. In Chapter 5, we showed that

the Teaching Context signi�cantly increases the performance (measured as accuracy) of

an educational scoring of web pages. For this part of the research, we capitalised on

modern search engines (e.g. Google and Slideshare), and traditional IR scoring methods

(i.e. TFIDF and BM25F). For the evaluation of search engines, we conducted an online

experiment of the search engines. To each search engine, we submitted 25 queries with a

di�erent load of the elements of the Teaching Context. The results depict a spectrum of

the performance (as accuracy) of those systems when speci�c educational information

is in the query. We reported the results in Section 5.2.3. The systems under experi-

mentation performed di�erently with each other. They bene�t from di�erent attributes

of our Teaching Context, indicating the importance of all the elements of our Teach-

ing Context for querying the systems. Overall, those systems can support up to three

educational data (out of 5 used in the experiment) in the query. Surprisingly, Learning

Object Repositories do not perform well at all. We were expecting good performance,

but, during our study, we found several issues. If Learning Object Repositories do

not perform well, generic search engines achieve strong results, especially Google and

Slideshare. Slideshare achieves the highest performance, but it presents useful resources

for a few queries only. Instead, Google can retrieve useful resources for many queries.

This behaviour indicates Google is more robust than Slideshare for handling dissimilar

information. For this reason, we adopted Google as a benchmark for our WebEduRank.

We also use the structure of the queries of the aforementioned study to discover the

best query formulation for two important IR scoring methods: TFIDF and BM25F.

Since these methods do not consider the order of the terms in the query, we test them

with 16 queries instead of 25 because the other queries contain the same information but
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in a di�erent order. In Section 5.3.4, we reported that both methods bene�t from the

structure of query Q15. This query consists of the attributes concept name, course title,

education level and prerequisite knowledge present in our Teaching Context. Hence, the

query is automatically built out of the data of the Teaching Context. We labelled this

query as IP-informed query.

We evaluated the two IR scoring methods using the local dataset that we built from

the 66 web-searches collected from participant instructors. Our evaluation methodology

interrogates TFIDF and BM25F twice for each web-search: with the plain user-query

and with the IP-informed query. These two methods perform very well when we in-

terrogate them with the IP-informed query instead of the plain user-query. Statistical

paired t-tests leave no doubt about the improvement of TFIDF and BM25F thanks to

our Teaching Context. The results we present in Section 5.3.4 are a substantial evidence

of an a�rmative answer to the second research question labelled RQ2. We conclude

that we can automatically build an informative query out of the data in our Teaching

Context. When scoring web pages with a TFIDF or BM25F approach, the IP-informed

query raises the accuracy of the rankings than what can be obtained with a plain user-

query. For example, the MAP measure of BM25F is 0.607 while the IP-informed BM25F

achieves 0.654 which is an increase of the performance of around 7.74%. The TFIDF

method bene�ts from our Teaching Context even more, where the MAP metric increases

from 0.584 for the plain TFIDF to 0.652 with IP-informed queries. The increment of the

MAP performance for TFIDF is about 11.64%. Therefore, our Teaching Context con-

tains information that we can use to improve the retrieval of teaching resources from

the web.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we discussed how to exploit the structure of our Teaching

Context for further progress in ranking web pages. The result is a new structured IR

scoring method calledWebEduRank. We suggested structuring the content of a web page

into four sections: title, body, links and highlights (refer to Section 6.2). For matching

the Teaching Context elements with such parts of the web pages, we propose a weighting

mechanism based on the expectancy to �nd an element of the Teaching Context in a

section of the web page (see Section 6.3). When comparing the rankings produced

with WebEduRank against the rankings produced with Google, and the IP-informed
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versions of TFIDF and BM25F, we discover that WebEduRank produces much more

accurate rankings than the baselines. All �ve accuracy measures show values in favour

of WebEduRank, though t-statistics do not support a generalisation of the results in few

cases. However, not less than three measures out of �ve present statistically signi�cant

results and positive paired t-tests. Moreover, the paired t-tests of MAP are always valid

and in favour of WebEduRank. Also, WebEduRank is the only ranking principle that

can outperform the ranking of Google, reporting positive paired t-tests for all of the �ve

accuracy measures. In fact, the IP-informed versions of both BM25F and TFIDF do

not pass any paired t-test when compared with the rankings of Google. Overall, these

�ndings provide a positive and statistically signi�cant answer to our third research

objective, labelled RQ3.

In conclusion, we designed a teaching-based ranking principle of web pages. Our

proposal performs better than current IR methods and systems. We described analytical

results that provide strong support for the proposal. In particular, we obtained a MAP

value of WebEduRank of 0.718 compared to 0.63 of Google and around 0.65 of the IP-

informed versions of BM25F and TFIDF. Such improvement is statistically signi�cant

according to paired t-tests and p-values. A stronger value of MAP means that the

scoring method can generally place useful resources in higher positions. Therefore, we

can conclude that we can accurately rank web pages using the teaching context of an

instructor.

This result enables the development of further research in retrieving and recom-

mending web pages for educational purposes. We do not exclude that there are other

ways to exploit our Teaching Context for ranking web pages. Nevertheless, WebEduR-

ank is the �rst valid ranking principle that makes possible the discussion of expanding

IR and RS methods in TEL to the web, instead of limited repositories. This discussion

represents fundamental progress in TEL research with potential for further development

of the retrieval of web pages for the purpose of teaching.

Future work

Our Instructor Pro�le can also enable some new instructor-based recommendation

strategies, a fresh research trend in TEL (Drachsler et al., 2015; Limongelli et al., 2016c).
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Before the presentation of our Instructor Pro�le, it would have been di�cult to suggest

a set of instructional information which is proved to in�uence the composition and selec-

tion of educational resources. Now, we have our Instructor Pro�le as a valid pioneering

proposal for the contextualisation of the delivery of educational resources in teaching

contexts. With the elicitation of many pro�les, we believe there is a potential for the

recommendation of educational resources based on educational aspects that actually

matter in the selection of resources. We have built a new repository of instructional

resources named DAJEE (Estivill-Castro et al., 2016). The construction of this repos-

itory is based in the Instructor Pro�le and its teaching contexts (and not on metadata)

We are starting to exploit the data in DAJEE. We have already started to follow some

possible strategies for the recommendation of teaching resources in MOOCs (De Medio

et al., 2016b; Limongelli et al., 2016a, 2017). We anticipate that some other teaching as-

pects may be relevant for a more accurate description of the teaching style and strategy

of the instructor. These potential new features can be included in our pro�le in future

studies.

The most notable achievement of this investigation is a successful proposal of an

educational ranking principle of web pages. To the best of our knowledge, our research

is the �rst proposal that considers web pages instead of Learning Objects. WebEduR-

ank �nally shows that there is a way to rank web pages for educational purposes. On

one side, we would expect that in the future, one could launch a larger survey with our

WebEduRank for reproducing the experiment and resolve the issues for the few tests

that did not produce de�nite p-values and t-values. Also, in our dataset, the rankings of

Google come from web searches with plain user-queries. Since we �nd that plain user-

queries are weaker than IP-informed queries, the next step is the collection of data with

rankings of Google produced with IP-informed queries. These data can be a further

benchmark for our WebEduRank.

Finally, this research proposes a con�guration of WebEduRank that can be optim-

ised. Part of our principle is a matrix for implementing a weighting mechanism. The

tuning of this matrix opens the possibility of the optimisation of WebEduRank.



Appendices

A. Survey and questionnaire for collecting data for the

validation of the Teaching Context and WebEduRank

Both the questionnaire and the survey are online. They comply with Gri�th Uni-

versity Ethics (protocol ICT/12/15/HREC).

Figure 1: Information Sheet of the survey and questionnaire (part 1).
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Figure 2: Information Sheet of the survey and questionnaire (part 2).
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Figure 3: Web page of the questionnaire.
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Figure 4: The questionnaire content - part 1 (typical completion time of the whole
questionnaire is about three minutes).
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Figure 5: The questionnaire content - part 2
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Figure 6: Construction of the Teaching Context - part 1 (typical completion time of one
minute per concept in the concept map).
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The web search environment - Formulation and submission of the query to the search

engine.

Figure 7: Construction of the Teaching Context - part 2.
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Evaluation of the �rst 10 results retrieved by Google (in a random order). The

typical completion time for a proper evaluation of the results is about 3 minutes.

Figure 8: The web search environment - Evaluation of the �rst ten web pages retrieved
by the search engine (part 1).
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Figure 9: The web search environment - Evaluation of the �rst ten web pages retrieved
by the search engine (part 2).
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Figure 10: Expression of interest of the participant for a feedback of the results and
entering into the prize draw (part 1).

Figure 11: Expression of interest of the participant for a feedback of the results and
entering into the prize draw (part 2).
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